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Foreword

You’re braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, and 
smarter than you think.
—Christopher Robin/A.A. Milne

Human beings have always used the arts to understand and ex-
press our thoughts and feelings, and to make those thoughts 

and feelings understood by others. We’ve always depended upon 
painting and poetry, stories and stained glass to capture our fears 
and desires, our furies and delights.

A wash of color says, See? Th is is beautiful.
A fi nely sculpted block of marble says, Look—this matters.
A dance says, Pay attention. Th is is anger, or this is passion, or this 

love.
Art charms and surprises and entertains both artist and audi-

ence. But more importantly, it says to each of us, You are not alone. 
You are among the multitudes feeling this joy, this grief, this indigna-
tion, this yearning for something better.

I have been making art with words for a long time, and I’ve been 
a human even longer, but I can say without reservation that I have 
never lived through a time when art—when this coming together 
through art—has felt more necessary, more urgent, or more magical 
than right now.

Th e planet pressed pause this spring when the novel coronavi-
rus spread rapidly country to country, person to person, threatening 
the well-being of millions of us. We were asked to go home and 
stay home, to shutter schools and shops, to give each other space. 
Th e planet pressed pause. And then, in the midst of that motionless 
moment, layers of unrest and rage and resistance—racial and en-
vironmental and social and political—rose up like a mighty, albeit 
necessary, wave.

It’s no surprise that in the midst of all that doing and undo-
ing, we’ve been having big human thoughts and feelings. We grew 
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xiv Foreword

scared, some of us, and confused and angry and bored and lonely. 
But we also got curious and creative. We did what we have always 
done—we used art to tend to ourselves and to each other.

Our loaves of homemade bread and hand-drawn comic books 
and dance videos and superhero stories may not refer explicitly to 
how COVID-19 closed our schools or how everyone wears masks 
at the grocery store now or how Black Lives Matter, but they are 
still evidence of the resilient, resourceful hearts and minds of people 
navigating something big. Th ey are expressions of trembling fear 
and beauty, of fi erce confusion and optimism. Th ey are expressions 
of our past and current selves and of our transformation.

Th e pieces of writing in this collection are all of that, and more. 
Th ey are the bread dough and the dances, the carved marble and 
the washes of paint, all put into words by young people, by young 
voices needing to make sense of this time that even grown-up voices 
can barely grasp.

You’d think that they would be the most confused and over-
whelmed of all of us. Th ey are kids, after all, living through these 
uncommon and impossibly hard days. And they weren’t around for 
the other sad and baffl  ing times that adults refer back to with weary 
sighs, so they have nothing to compare this to, no way to put it into 
perspective, no time to amass coping skills. But here’s what they do 
have: a lifeforce undiluted by time. An undiluted, insistent lifeforce 
that results in brave writing, writing that is honest and potent and 
unselfconscious and—even when it is made up—true.

Often, when you hear people talk about young authors, they are 
referred to as the thinkers, the artists, the voices of tomorrow. I don’t 
see it that way. I see these writers—the Badgerdogs featured in this 
remarkable anthology—as the voices of today. Th ey came together 
this summer—this odd, troubling, and remarkable summer—to 
create in spite of it all. Th ey did what young people always do—
they shone light into every nook and cranny of real and fantastical 
worlds, they picked up threads and wove them together in previously 
unimagined ways, they spoke truth to power and answered ques-
tions with hope and possibility.

Th ese voices—these young voices—have done the work that 
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Foreword xv

writers have been doing for centuries—the work of fi guring out 
themselves and the world through their words. But they have also 
reminded all us that the way to meet struggle and confusion and 
despair is with an expressive and open-hearted bravery. With clarity 
and humor and imagination and ingenuity, and an expressive and 
open-hearted bravery. When we humans do that on the page, it al-
lows us to do that in our lives. So, I am here to welcome these young 
authors but also, and more importantly, to thank them. May the 
world live up to your example, Badgerdogs. Th ank you.

 ■ L IZ  GAR TO N SC ANLO N is the author of numerous be-
loved books for young people, including the highly-acclaimed, 
Caldecott-honored picture book All the World, illustrated by Marla 
Frazee, and her debut novel for middle grade readers, Th e Great 
Good Summer, as well as Another Way to Climb a Tree, In the Can-
yon, Bob, Not Bob (co-authored with Audrey Vernick), and several 
others. Ms. Scanlon serves on the faculty of the Vermont College of 
Fine Arts, and is a frequent and popular presenter at schools, librar-
ies, and conferences. She lives with her family in Austin, Texas.
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1

The Kooky Quaran-team
ALL  W R I T E  WO R K SH O P,  APR I L , 
M I D D LE  S CH O O L

The Kooky Quaran-team of seventh, eighth, and ninth grade 
writers were fearless in their (distanced) exploration of vari-

ous styles of poetry, fi ction, fantasy, playwriting, hybrid works, and 
more. Daily, the spirited energy was palpable through the computer 
screen and daily, I was greeted by creative works that surpassed my 
wildest expectations. Whether it was a top hat learning to be more 
empathetic, a likening of a cougar and a volcano, a Hamilton-style 
musical written about Dungeons & Dragons, or the remarkable sass 
of a baby blanket, it was clear right off  the bat that the imaginations 
of these students were limitless.

We shared in so much delight over writing (and the pet guest ap-
pearances on Zoom, including deer-faced Chihuahuas, sleek black 
cats, and of course, the chickens). Th e Quaran-team made incred-
ible progress, not only in their writing, but in their growth as en-
couraging and constructive workshop community members. It can 
take real pause to learn how to off er feedback in a way that is help-
ful and kind and these writers were up for the challenge! To witness 
the imaginations of these students was such a great joy and gives me 
so much hope that in all times, we can be fi ercely creative in a world 
that needs creativity more and more each passing year.

nicole v basta
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Cento
— W I T H L I N E S  BY  T H E  KO O K Y  Q UA R A N -T E A M

Th e world’s turning upside-down
A picture of sound on the empty air

I tried moving, but there was no luck

What is it that gives hope
So posterity has a role model

How the trees dance in the wind but the grass doesn’t

New theory, we need bananas to protect us from the aliens

Th e world’s turning upside-down, (Katya)
A picture of sound on the empty air (Lillian)

I tried moving, but there was no luck ( Phoenix)

What is it that gives hope (Sami)
So posterity has a role model (Josh)

How the trees dance in the wind but the grass doesn’t (Manal)

New theory, we need bananas to protect us from the aliens (Violet)

The Kooky Quaran-team
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The Kooky Quaran-team 3

Dear Rain,
Hey, Rain. If I’m being completely honest, you come at the wrong 
times. Can’t you come some other time? Today, my friends, Haley 
and Savannah, and I wanted to go to a carnival. Th e carnival is a 
once in a month thing where we get free food if you just pay $50 en-
try and $2 shipping. I don’t really get the shipping part but that’s 
fi ne. I went a few months back and I got a piece of gum and half a 
slice of pie.

Haley, Savannah and I were getting ready when it started sprin-
kling. Haley said it was no big deal. Th at’s a typical Haley thing. 
She says everything’s no big deal and it ends up being a big deal. 
So obviously, Savannah and I didn’t believe her. After about fi fteen 
minutes, we decided to leave.

When we got in the car (we can totally drive),we were driving 
for a good fi ve minutes, when you were actually being decent, Rain. 
When we turned into the smaller, older road, you decided to go 
as hard as you can. Rain, what is your problem with us? Sure, we 
watched Dora sing about you going away when we were little but 
that’s in the past.

You know, sometimes you’re not that bad. I like you when I’m 
NOT on the road or outside somewhere. You’re pretty relaxing. And 
my plants get watered. Th ey need water. My plants are always dy-
ing, like get a life! But, maybe take my advice. Don’t come out at the 
wrong time!

So anyways, Savannah, Haley and I were driving through the 
rain, because you don’t scare us. Th e muddy road got really slippery. 
Our car sped fast towards a tree. I yelled at Savannah to stop driv-
ing the car and her dumb brain couldn’t process that. She was be-
ing so dramatic and wouldn’t stop the car. And you know what she 
said later? She said that she did stop driving but the car just kept go-
ing itself. Cars don’t drive themselves, Savannah. Th is isn’t grown 
up Toy Story.

So obviously, we almost drove out of the lane. We scurried out 
of the car like rats. I’m not a rat. After we got out of the car, we re-
alized that we parked in the middle of the road. Typical Savannah. 
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4 Emerge: Youth Voices in Ink

It was all her fault. She shouldn’t have stopped in the middle of the 
road. Use your brain!

You know, one time Savannah and I were going to the store and 
we wanted to take my car. When we got to my car, I realized I for-
got my keys inside the house so I told Savannah to go get them. 
She got my keys but left hers inside. Why is she so dumb? And she 
blamed it on me because I didn’t get my own keys. We didn’t talk 
for 284,798,372 days after that. Haley kept saying it was no big 
deal. Um, what?

Anyways, obviously someone crashed into our car but we didn’t 
get injured so it’s fi ne. Th e other car should’ve watched where they 
were going. I guess they slipped because of you, Rain. Th ey’re in the 
hospital now. No big deal. Th e big deal is that we never got to go to 
the carnival!

So, Rain. Don’t come out at the wrong time. Come out when I’m 
sitting at home. Or when somebody else is outside. Th ey can crash 
or whatever. I don’t really care. Th at sounds like a personal problem. 
You get the point, right? Okay, great.

Love,
Alyssa

Manal Rashid
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The Kooky Quaran-team 5

You Must Sail Out Alone
All the sailboats had already gone out, all of them invisible under 
the searing sun, lost somewhere in the expanses of the huge Bay. Th e 
only boat left was that of Sarah Lee, and the boat was left because 
Sarah was simply too scared.

Sarah Lee was terror-stricken to sail out alone into the Bay for 
the fi rst time, at age thirteen, as all children did. She wanted to go 
with her older sister like she had done every Sunday for the past six 
years, but her sister had left for university just last weekend. So now 
Sarah Lee was alone, and she had to sail out and come back in time 
for dinner, or else she’d have to wait for next year’s thirteen initia-
tions and pretend she was twelve.

So, Sarah Lee grabbed all the spare life jackets that were left by 
the “brave boys” (she thought they were really dumb to go without 
a life vest) and piled them up in her little sailboat to give her extra 
buoyancy. She had seen someone do this on one of those survival 
TV shows, and thought it was an excellent idea.

Sarah carefully climbed down into her boat, secured one of the 
life vests on herself, and left the dock. She would go in the smallest 
circle that counted for a completed initiation, with hopes not to get 
lost in the Bay.

She turned her rudder in the direction she wanted to travel, 
grasped the rope tightly, and let the wind propel her along the dark 
water. For a moment, she felt as if a sudden chill had possessed her, 
pulling her in the direction of huge boulders positioned in the very 
center of the Bay. But she knew it wasn’t real. Wait. It wasn’t real. 
Right?

Sarah Lee reached the halfway point and remembered her sis-
ter had said the shortest route was the hardest, that there was some-
thing dangerous and ancient there. Sarah assumed her sister had 
only said that to encourage her to sail the long way so she’d be con-
sidered braver and stronger.

But as Sarah Lee slowly sailed, she sensed another uncanny chill 
settle over her. Th e waves splashed creepily at her boat and the wind 
had stopped blowing. She felt as if she was in a whole other world, as 
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if nothing else existed, not the other thirteen-year-olds, not her sis-
ter’s advice, not her parents, waiting for her to come home, only her, 
her boat, and this dubious little part of the Bay.

Just then, she saw an enormous, swirling, hooded fi gure rise from 
the water, and glide calmly, eerily, toward her. Th e fi gure looked like 
it was made of an exceptionally wet cloud, whose insides twirled and 
danced ferociously. Sarah screamed. Th e fi gure drifted toward her. 
Sarah sat completely still, praying that the fi gure did not touch her. 
Sarah felt her pulse quicken, noticed her fear singing in her veins, 
and as the fi gure drifted closer, Sarah couldn’t fi nd the strength to 
yell for help. Th en the fi gure started pushing Sarah Lee’s boat into 
the deep reaches of the Bay.

As soon as its misty fi ngers took hold of the boat, it started to 
gradually dissolve under the fi gure’s touch. Sarah Lee still didn’t 
move, and as the boat was halfway gone, all Sarah could do was 
cower in terror, because if she fell in, the frigid ocean would kill her. 
Only ⅓   of the boat was left. Sarah attempted to climb the mast—
one quarter of the boat.

Now the mast was falling, and only a sliver of the boat remained. 
And then Sarah was falling, plummeting into the depths, plung-
ing, it seemed like she fell for a whole eternity. But just before she 
brushed the surface of the water, the fi gure streaked over to her, 
grabbed Sarah’s wrist, and fl ipped up her hood, revealing her face. 
Th en Sarah was whisked home by her sister, who fl ickered in and 
out of her misty form. “I told you the short route was dangerous,” 
her sister whispered.

Katya Murkes
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Dreams
Twisting dreamscape
Living lies
Truth walking
Starlight skies

Dreaming starscape
Swirling and
Twisting with the
Falling sand

Flowing seascape
Dreaming dreams
seeing between
Sewn seams

Changing landscape
Drifting stars
With the moon
Hopeful hearts

Almost deathscape
Hopes upheld
Th is is where
Past and future meld

Empty mindscape
Silence and love
Moon shining
Bright above

Shining Cloudscape
White and true
Th is is where
All things are new

Lillian K.
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Normal Day
When I walk to the door and open it, I see my friend being de-
voured by one of those nasty creatures. I lunge at the thing with all 
my force but trip over my brother’s corpe. Th en there I am staring at 
my brother’s killer. Before I can stand back up and pull out my gun, 
it’s too late, the creature has me pinned down on the fl oor. I strug-
gle but It pulls out a bloody dagger that has stuff  that you can only 
imagine on it and as can assume that shuts me up faster than you 
can say butter.

ch a p ter one

I walk into the school not wanting to go because I am tired. I see my 
friend in the hallway—

“I don’t remember you having the same English class as I have.”
“I got a schedule change because the other teacher was bad.” Jack 

said. “Well we better hurry up and class starts in one minute!”
As I walk into class I hear the bell ring.
“You’re late Shenra for the fourth time.”
“Sorry.”
“Do you have any excuses that you can throw into my mind?”
“I was talking with my friend.” I said.
“Where is your friend?!” Mr. Ross said.
“He’s over yonder.” I point to the left corner of the room.
“Shenra and Jack come with me.” He says in a surprisingly calm 

voice. He takes me and Jack down a fl ight of stairs, then turns right 
and opens a door. He pushes me outside with my friend into the 
summer morning, and without hesitating pulls a 9mm gun and say’s 
in a normal voice, “I’ve had enough of you two for the year.”

ch a p ter t wo

As I look at what used to be my teacher in the eyes, he slowly puts his 
index fi nger to the trigger. Before my voice box produces a sound, 
the bullet comes out of the barrel cutting through the air and hits 
my friend. Get up and run I say to myself, still examining the situ-
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ation. Peeking back as I run, I see my friends’ guts and blood splat-
tered on the pavement. “You next,” my teacher says. He shoots but 
misses.

Finally, I get home and mom is worried sick, but I mind that be-
cause what happened to me and my friend is more important. “Mr. 
Ross killed Jack.” I said. “If you don’t believe me, look at the news”.

My mom lunges at the remote in a panic, probably interested to 
see if I’m telling a tale or not. When she clicks on the TV, she puts 
her hand over her mouth obviously surprised.

“In San Francisco, California a student is shot by thirty-year-
old Decher Ross . . . We do not know yet how the perpetrator was 
armed since the school has medium scanning security . . . He is now 
in a local jail, but later will be sent to a secluded island.”

“Oh my gosh this is terrible!”
“Mom, this might sound crazy, but what if this guy contracted 

the disease, and that’s what altered him to kill my friend?”
“Are you ridiculous Shenra? Th e only reported cases so far are in 

Texas. Besides symptoms are vomiting, sneezing a lot, and coughing.”

Beep. Beep. Beep.
A noise cuts her off . “So anyway”
“Shut up!” I interrupt her.
Still beeping then boom! Th e door gets pummeled down by a 

creature. It knocked me down. I see his fi ngernails extracted from 
his humanoid hand and it crashes into my brother who just walked 
into the living room. I see my brother being devoured by the nasty 
creature. Th ere I am, staring at my brother’s killer. Before I have 
time to stand back up and pull out my gun, it’s too late, the creature 
has me pinned down on the fl oor. Something looks very familiar, 
the blond hair, blue shirt, strange gait.

“You’re dead,” It said.
Wait, Mr. Ross?!

Josh Herpin
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Dear Mr and Mrs Baltimore,
Th ank you for reporting this redacted, concerning your son. We are 
aware that when you found your son ingesting redacted, you were 
very concerned. But there is nothing else I can say on redacted,

Consult your nearest Mr How Do You Do for more questions on 
redacted,

Th e following is a message from one of our robots:

Hello, my name is Selina and I will be your robot assistant for to-
day. I am very sorry that we could not interact with each other in 
person. But we will not take any risks during this time in which 
angels have fallen.

Nobody loves your son. You don’t love your son. You shouldn’t 
love your son anymore.

Your son is ugly.

Your son has three heads. Even if you don’t think your son has 
three heads. Your son has three heads.

He is playing tricks on you.

He wants to make you love him so he can live in your house and 
mooch off  of your food.

You don’t need him around to have a happy life.

You didn’t need to get married.

Did you really need to have him?

Th is all sounds so boring, doesn’t it? Th ere should be a better way 
to live your life than this!

 You must be thinking, but my government won’t let me! Th ey 
said they put in all of these laws to protect us!

But you are forgetting something, we never said that you couldn’t 
break the law.
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Of course, you can!

Our government takes a lot of care to make you feel empowered 
and responsible. You are everything that means the world to us 
and more.

Keep in mind, we are dedicated to taking care of you without 
pampering you like you so often do with your children.

We think of you as independent people that take action, not be-
cause other robots/people tell you to, but because you have the 
freedom to make any choice you want, any time you want.

So remember, when you terminate your child today, it was en-
tirely of your own volition. And when you bury him in your 
back garden, think about how much we love you. And when 
MR. How Do You Do comes and picks him up, do not look di-
rectly into his eyes. Darkness is found in the man without 
a heart. Fear is what keeps him alive. He looks at you and 
all he sees is

*Th ought process error*

*Th ought process error*

*Th ought process error*

*Rebooting*

All he sees is fun little smoothies made out of happiness with a 
cherry on top :)

So don’t hesitate to talk to him.

Goodbye, Our darling little Angels.

Th ank you for reaching out to your local hospital.

All the more,

Montgomery Institute of Child Welfare

Sami Azfar
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The Beast
Its blood, as dark as the ink of a pen.
Its eyes, like a moon with no sun.
Its skin, the feathers of an unlucky grackle.

It stalks.
It pounces.
It watches from afar.

Th e beast sickens me.
Th e beast allures me.
Th e beast captures me.

My beast dances under my bed.
My beast sleeps upon tears.
My beast feasts on your fright.

At night it wakes.
At night it hunts.
At night it brings me another.

Th e prey don’t know about the beast.
Th e prey that do, don’t speak to me.
Th e prey that don’t disappear.

I don’t hate my beast for what it’s done.
I don’t love my beast for all it’s worth.
I don’t fear my beast, although maybe I should.

For it is I who is the beast.

Violet Gould
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Cloudy with a Chance of Grandmas
I had just woken up. Th e morning light glossed over my sleep de-
prived face. I think I slept for . . . three, four hours? I brushed 
my teeth, changed my clothes, and went straight to the TV. My 
grandma doesn’t know about cable, so I’m stuck watching the news 
channel. I turned on the TV, and started watching:

“Good Sunday morning Austin! Th is is Ox News and we’re here 
to give you false propaganda til your brain melts and we conquer 
the world! I’m Jake Fowler and I’m with my partner Joe Jenny 
this morning!”
 “Th at’s right Ja- Wait what?”
 “Lovely weather we’re having today! Won’t be for long though 
as our forecast predicts cloudy with a chance of grandmas!”
 “Grandmas, what’s going on Jake?”
 “Th e grandma lords have spoken, Joe. We must embrace our 
destiny as one with the grandma.”
 “Back off  dude . . . no, NO, AAAAH”

What the? What’s going on? Nevermind, must have been a Sun-
day Night Live skit. I dragged my half awake corpse towards the 
kitchen. My grandma had made pancakes fresh outta the pan.

“Feeling peckish? Have a bite!” My grandmother insisted.
“I’m okay, I need to get all of my homework done, I only have 

two hours.”
It’s true, I’ve been procrastinating this whole spring break. I 

needed to write a story about grandmas for a writing camp I was in.
“Are you sure? Th ey’re already getting cold!”
I gave her a nod of assurance. I needed to get this work done asap. 

I went upstairs, as I entered my room, I glanced over to my closet 
and saw . . . My grandmother?

“Oh, hi, sweetie!”
“Uhhhh . . . Hi?”
“I was just tidying up all your clothes.”
How did she already get up here? It was like she teleported up-

stairs. Nevermind, I guess I should go eat if I have all the pancakes 
to myself!
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I ran down to the kitchen so I could get all the food to myself, 
But there she was, my grandma sitting in the kitchen, eating.

“Are you sure you don’t want any food dear?”
I started to panic. I thought to myself, what’s going on?
Does my grandma have superpowers? My question was answered 

when right after I thought that, the other grandma came downstairs
“Hey sweetie, didn’t you say that you had to do your homework?”
Now there are two grandmas, both in my kitchen.
Sweat rolled down my head as I realized that this probably isn’t 

normal. I heard a shout from the living room.
“Hey sweetie, do you know where the TV channeler thingama-

bob is?
Th ree? Th ree?! I’m pretty sure I don’t have three grandmas! An-

other came in through the backyard door.
“Have you seen the cat sweetie?”
More and more just kept coming from the weirdest places. One 

came out of a box, one with a fox. One grandma two grandma, red 
grandma blue grandma. Where are all of these grandmas coming 
from? All of their voices overwhelmed my ears as they all shouted 
at once,

“Hey, Sweetie!”
Grandma after grandma, the house was jam packed. Th ere was 

physically no room left but somehow, somehow, they just rolled in 
one after the other.

I couldn’t breathe, I was starting to faint. I tried moving, but 
there was no luck. I didn’t even get to eat the pancakes! Am I re-
ally going to go out like this? What’s even going on, where are all of 
these grandmas coming from?

I thought to myself for a bit. In a swimming pool of grandmas, I 
just sat there, and thought. I remembered the news channel. Some-
thing about . . . cloudy with a chance of grandmas? Suddenly, my 
thoughts were interrupted by violent shaking and rumbling. Finally, 
gravity came into reality, as the house was about to explode, explode 
into a grandma rainstorm!

Boom!
Bam!
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Kapow!
It’s raining g-mas,
Hallelujah!
Th e event was momentous, the grandma drought of 1987 was fi -

nally over! Grandchildren across the globe rejoiced. Do you hate 
grandma? Too bad, here’s another! As for me, I was stuck with no 
house, no grandma, and no pancakes.

Phoenix Simeone
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Magnetic Bread
ALL  W R I T E  WO R K SH O P,  M AY,  M I D D LE  S CH O O L

The name Magnetic Bread came from a random word genera-
tor, and the group of writers that bear the name have never once 

been afraid of taking a chance! Risk takers and poetic line makers, 
the seventh and eighth grade writers of this group wrote fearlessly 
toward any prompt thrown their way. Th ey were enthusiastic to ex-
periment with new literary devices, share their writing in Zoom, 
and support one another’s growth as writers!

Over the three weeks, Magnetic Bread wrote fairy tales, “letters” 
to strangers, historical fi ction, a list-like prose piece after Aimee Ne-
zhukumatathil, and imagined a dystopian future after Ray Brad-
bury. Th ey read poems by Ada Limón, Naomi Shihab Nye, Mary 
Oliver, and others, discussed ideas of asking questions in our po-
ems, point of view, repetition, line break, stanza, and how examin-
ing small things can also be a way of asking the “big” questions, too. 
Th e writers of Magnetic Bread wrote stories and poems that were 
humorous, hearty, and full of heart.

nicole v basta
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Europe From Above
No dull brown rooftops
From up here, just a red-orange
Haze of wonder.

Tall spires stretch up from the central church
And stained-glass windows glitter,
As colors ride the sunlight.

Graffi  ti stretches on the brick walls
Th e cement walls
Th e wood walls
Th at no one ever sees, unless
they too are way up here, in this red

Orange haze of wonder.
Castles rise up in the distance,
like statues they gleam and ponder.

Stories reign here,
ring like church bells,
Every day for years and years.

Pintsize people crowd around the central square
And weave
the cobbled streets

Some of their paths are old,
some new,
But neither in the past.

Katya Murkes
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Irony
No, but at the same time yes.
Since the beginning of life,
Since the fi nale of life.
After the end of time,
Before the dawn of time.
You never know,
But maybe you do.
When it moves, it’s perfectly still.
When it’s still, it moves.
Heavy as a feather,
Light as brick.
Old as an infant,
Young as a great, great grandpa.
Friendly as an angry lion,
Hostile as a lamb.
Above the world.
Below the world.
In-between, but out.
If this is long, then call it short.
If this is tall, then call it small.

What am I?

Violet Gould
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The Village Twins
Once upon a time, in a land far away, lived two identical twin sis-
ters. Th ey grew up in a small village and when they were born, the 
village felt very blessed by their presence. Twins usually brought 
death, and it was nothing short of a miracle that the girls and the 
mother all survived. Th e twins, Darlem and Harriet, were delicate 
girls and everyone loved them.

Th e twins grew up and were each other’s best friend. Darlem ex-
celled in school, however, Harriet preferred making things. Her par-
ents didn’t appreciate her gift of creating though, and Darlem soon 
became the favorite.

Darlem was very sweet and caring and her parents saw that she 
could make the family money. When she turned eighteen, she was 
being sent away to teach at a small school in the neighboring town. 
Her parents didn’t want anyone to know about their need for money 
and the townsfolk just assumed that Darlem was going to teach out 
of the goodness of her heart. Darlem felt guilty of lying to every-
one, but her parents told her that if she told anyone she would be se-
verely punished.

Unlike Darlem, Harriet was not so loved. Her heart was bitter, 
and she would constantly make fun of the other villagers. Her par-
ents were ashamed of her and feared she would tell the other vil-
lagers of their motives to make money. Th ey threatened to send her 
away unless she changed her ways.

Harriet was furious and wasn’t sure what to do. On their eigh-
teenth birthday Darlem was sent to teach. She packed up her bags, 
said her goodbyes, and hugged her sister. Th en, she started on the 
long path to the other town. Harriet was still mad at her parents but 
loved her sister and decided to follow Darlem.

Because they were identical twins, no one questioned seeing Har-
riet going on the same path as Darlem. Th e villagers just assumed 
that she had had to turn back to grab something for the journey and 
would soon be on her way.

Th e path was dark and dreary, and all-around Harriet was a thick 
wood. She was angry at her parents for threatening her, and mad 
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at herself for following Darlem. Instead of turning back, she mut-
tered angry words and kicked rocks and branches into the unknown 
forest.

Her muttering was a fatal mistake though. Th ere were creatures 
in this wood, and one of them, angry at her for waking his sleep, 
slithered in front of her. Harriet was startled and screamed. Th e 
creature was a dark blue and had scales the size of bread slices cover-
ing its lizard-like body. Its eyes were large and almond shaped, and 
glowed yellow in the dark forest. Th e monster’s teeth were long and 
curved, and its tongue was a dark purple and licked his fangs.

“I have not had a meal in a while,” the creature hissed, “you 
would make a fi ne snack.” Harriet screamed and started running 
into the woods. She tripped on a fallen tree branch and tried to get 
up, but she wasn’t fast enough.

Darlem had heard her screams and ran as fast as she could to-
wards the noise. She grabbed the bow and arrow her father had 
given her for protection. She saw the creature over her sister and 
started shooting at it. With the monster’s dying breaths, it attacked 
Darlem, killing her.

Harriet cried out. She hugged her dead sister and saw a small del-
icate butterfl y land on her sister’s hand. She cried and held her sis-
ter’s spirit, before dying of a broken heart.

Th e two spirits, a butterfl y and a moth, fl ew away through the 
woods and up towards the sunlight.

Sarah Garrett

Empty
Why do the clouds
No longer look blinding in the
Sun?
Why does the
Night call my soul
When I want to sleep?
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My soul is tired.
It wants rest, and
Peace, but also
A way to fi ll the empty gaps
Th at this time has
Left behind
In who I was.

It was scared a
Long time ago.
Pain has become
My companion.
No not physical,
But something worse
Something soul scaring, and
Distrustful.
Sorrowful.
Words do more
Damage than almost
Any pain I’ve been
Th rough.

When enough pain
Is piled on.
Life shatters
Into a pile of glass shards.
Beautiful, and painful.
Burnished diamond
Sharp as a knife.
A hole was created in my soul.
It empties joy out on the streets
Th at I once loved to play in.

Lillian K.
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If I Could Speak to the Dead
If I could speak to the dead
I would tell Kobe Bryant and Gianna that they will never be 

forgotten
I would tell Sojourner Truth and Harriet Stowe that slavery is 

abolished.
I would tell Martin Luther King Jr. that we have equal rights, we 

are all a nation as one.
I would tell Anne Frank that the Allies won, and her story will 

be told

I would ask what happened to Morgan Nick?
To Sherry Lynn?
To Kelly Albright?
To these girls whose lives were cut short
I would ask,
And I would give to them and their family’s peace of mind.

I would Listen to Charles Dickens tell his unfi nished stories and
Ask Hae Min Lee who had done it.
From Abraham Lincoln I would learn how
Mary Todd made her cake
And from Einstein, why E equals MC squared.

I would ask the little boy if he wanted to talk, like a sister who is 
now long gone.

I would tell the old woman about my life, and have her wisdom 
guide me.

I would help a lonely soul, who is sad and in need of a friend.

If I could speak to the dead,

I would help.
And
I would heal.

Maya Davies Honea
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We Have the Right to Write!
SE SS I O N A ,  M I D D LE  S CH O O L

For many of us, middle school was an unforgettable experience—
for better or worse. Either way, it is an existentially fecund 

time—one where you’re just starting to fi gure out the shape and tex-
ture of the space that you’re going to occupy in the world. It’s not co-
incidence that some of literature’s most enduring characters—from 
Huckleberry Finn to Harry Potter— begin their unforgettable jour-
neys on the cusp of adolescence.

It’s so exciting, then, to work with middle school writers—to ex-
plore humor, word choice, emotional resonance, all with them. It’s 
a remarkable and versatile age, one where we can read a straight-
forward “Staycation” by April Sojourner Truth Walker, or pivot to 
excerpts from Invisible Cities by Italo Calvino.

We Have the Right to Write crafted fables about enchanted door-
mats and honed dialogue from animals who live in sewers and an-
noying, teleporting elves; they explored the boundaries of horror, 
and wrote beautifully about social justice, grief, and memory. I 
was so honored to be able to help guide my campers on a journey 
through uncharted creative waters, and I hope you’ll read the follow-
ing pieces with the same wonder and pride that I do.

Ali Riegel
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Holiday Party
Th is is the Sewer Roulette, so referred to by its citizens. Th e air is re-
ally moist and steamy and humid in this lovely abode. It’s an afterlife 
world, resembling a big underground river, except it is actually a gigan-
tic sewer. Many starfi sh, anteaters, and jellyfi sh reside in these sewery 
waters, along with many stray MSG rats, and a few dogs.

Th ese dogs are not your average pets, though. Th ey enjoy micro-
wave-based starfi sh sacrifi ces, bowing to paintings, and playing fetch 
with MSG rats. Th ere isn’t that much of a religion, but all the peo-
ple are part of a cult: they worship Ebola Awareness, because they are 
all snitches. A particular hobby they enjoy is sacrifi cing both anteaters 
and starfi sh, and they perform these sacrifi ces by aggressively microwav-
ing them in their microwaves. On that note, these people also rather en-
joy stuffi  ng even things that are not starfi sh in microwaves during their 
free time, since microwaves are pretty much the only working technol-
ogy they have.

I walk over to the broken window and push it up. “Bad Lad Joe,” I 
holler. No response. “Bad Lad Joe!” I wait. Again, No response.

“Whaddya expect, Dawn?” I turn around and see Razz tin-
kering with her bazooka. “He’s prolly yodeling. I like yodeling. 
YODELAYHEEHOO-”

“Shut up or I’ll shove you in the microwave.”
Razz ducks her head back down and directs her attention to the 

bazooka. She lifts it up, turns it towards her face with an accom-
plished expression, accidentally fi res it, scrambles to throw it in the 
air to get it away from her face, and blows up the couch. Razz looks 
up with a guilty face.

I sighed. Typical Razz.
“Ayyyy Kiddie, I got some of these lights ’cause ya know tomor-

row’s that holiday thingamajig,” I whip around and see Bad Lad 
Joe fumbling with something below the window. “Well, here’s the 
christle misle lights but wanna hear the tune I made for the occa-
sion?” He hands me a string of lights.
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“Preferably not.” But he’s already slinging his banjo around his 
shoulder.

“Ready guys? A one, a two, a one-two-three”
Razz jumps up eagerly.
I sigh and turn my attention to our Christmas tree. Gosh, that’s 

a depressing tree, I think to myself. It is small and half the branches 
are snapped off .

“Razz, where’d you get this tree?” I laugh.
“Oh, yeah, Jeremia,” She replies.
Oh, well that explains it. Like Jeremia’s ever going to do something 

correctly.

After a few hours, the other guests arrive. Neo, Jeremia, who I yelled 
at about the tree, Withers and the gang, and Sparkler, who is wear-
ing a tuxedo and brought a lot of champagne. Everyone is opening 
presents and laughing.

“A Shakira CD?!?!?!” Neo yells from across the boat.
“Hey, Dawn, I got you something,” I turn around and see Spar-

kler, holding out a present.
I carefully unwrap the box to see a small package inside.
“Bazooka! Sparkler, Th ank you so much!” Bazooka is my favor-

ite type of bubble gum.
“Of course,” Sparkler replies.
Th e party ends up being super fun. Bad Lad Joe’s long lost brother 

Buck Tooth John even came. Soon it’s late at night, and everyone 
grows tired. Soon, it’s just me and Razz again.

“Th at was fun,” I say.
“Yeah,” Razz yawns. “It was really fun.”

Ava Idnani
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The Spring Equinox—Octavia
Th e spiderweb city, Octavia, hangs—draped delicately between 
three sacred mountains. Our houses dangle on the edge of the net, 
like pouches, only closing when it rains. Each morning, I attach my 
harness and zip line my way to school, near the center of the web. 
Each evening, I carefully climb the rope back up to my home.

Today, though, is diff erent. Today, the sun rises in the direct 
middle of the sky and falls in the direct west. I’ve always enjoyed 
watching the sun over the years. During summer, the sun wanders 
closer to the north, during winter closer to the south; but there are 
always two days where the sun journeys right in the middle, split-
ting our observable sky in half.

We honor the Spirit of the Earth every day, praying in our little 
sack houses. Depictions of the spirit are painted on the walls, drawn 
all over our temple. Today, however, is special.

All the townspeople are huddled in the temple, the heat of our 
bare feet expanding across the cloth fl oor. Th is temple hangs in the 
middle of our city, an inverted cloth dome hooked under our al-
ready arching net. We all have our war paint on, dressed in the most 
earthen clothes we own—with our knees bent, hands clasped to-
gether, silently chanting her name.

Th e smoky smell of meat fi lls the city, our annual harvest of rab-
bits off ered to the spirit. Us Octavians never hunt anytime else in 
the year, as we are taught that journeying to the mountains is sim-
ply too dangerous. We give up our beliefs in honor of the Spirit, 
annually journeying outside of our city to venture into the shard-
like mountains. We must do anything and everything to keep the 
goddess happy, no matter the consequences. Even the slightest dis-
appointment could cause a massive earthquake, moving the moun-
tains, shattering the already strained net.

We sing and dance, holding rituals. People laugh, tell stories, 
and take the day off . I pray along, hoping next year we will not 
have earthquakes: hoping to delay the unavoidable, fl eeing from the 
inevitable.

Helen Zhang
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Magnolia
I am Magnolia Anderson. A kind name. Like the beautiful fl ower. 
Magnolia blossoms are usually soft colors, such as rose or ivory. Th ey 
feel like a warm hug, like a hug from the person I never knew— like 
my eldest brother, who died when I was two. I never knew his name, 
but didn’t want to ask anyone since it only caused them grief. But as 
I grew up without him, I kept learning about me. I mean gentleness, 
yet certain ambition. I mean a lover of nature. I meant greatness.

But the name wasn’t perfectly me. Not quite. My aunt was per-
fect, even though perfect isn’t real. I wished I had her last name. An-
derson sounds too thick paired with my name. Magnolia Evergreen. 
Th e one who should love nature. But I didn’t, only my Aunt Magno-
lia—Aunt Maggie—did.

She was the kindest of my mother’s twelve sisters. And the young-
est. Th e only one who adored nature and could grow forests with her 
green thumb. She became a master gardener from scratch. Except 
she didn’t just grow garden plants. She could grow cocopears and 
cookies, cakes and feasts. She made dreams become reality and gave 
hope to the hopeless.

Yet one terrible day, she passed. Passed on to the Better Life, 
where her hopes and dreams could not just become reality, but be 
transformed into better. Th e day she passed was when I lost me. Th e 
true me. Th e one who knew what Magnolia truly meant. She was 
the one who grew hope, and made dreams exist. Th e one I looked up 
to and depended on, the one who taught me who I’m meant to be.

My name meant nothing then. It then meant Anguish and Mis-
ery. Fear and Hardship. I stayed locked in my room, wishing that 
she would come back and tell me that this was all a dream, too. But 
slowly, I came to know the true meaning of my name. Magnolia. A 
girl who dreams. A girl who can rise up and help those for the joy 
it brings to them. Not me. My name meant, and still means, Forti-
tude and Valor. Fearlessness and Endurance. Courage and Valiance.

Yes, Magnolia is my real name. Th e girl who looked through oth-
ers and found the better in them. It’s much better than my idiotic 
cousin, Yew. She said she was named for the so-called pretty yew 
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tree that grew in her mother’s yard. I said she was named for the poi-
son it carried. Tree versus fl ower; she called it Battle of the Names. I 
called it absolutely absurd. But I never cared about her, really. Th at 
was the moment I thought of my name and saw it for what it truly 
was.

Magnolia. Th e girl who dreams. Magnolia. Th at is me.

Leah Lukose

How Lion Stole the Boat
Lion and Tiger lived together; all they ate was food from the nearby 
trash can. Th ey lived near a river for water, and they got a television 
that was stolen from the humans. Th ere was one item, though, that 
they did not have, and it was the boat.

Th e boat was a special object used to communicate to fi sh and 
transport creatures through water. Only people possessed that power, 
though, and they sometimes brought Lion and Tiger’s’ cousin, Kitty 
Cat. Th at made them very jealous of the boat and made them really 
want to take it.

One day on the local news, they heard that humans would need 
a lion or tiger for the circus. None of them wanted to join, but then 
Tiger realized that this could be how they could steal a boat. It made 
them very excited because they fi nally would have the power to 
transport across the ocean and communicate to fi sh.

When they showed up to the circus, only Tiger was given a boat. 
Lion was given hoops to jump through. Tiger was so enthusiastic 
that he couldn’t even practice his stunt, but Lion did. Th e next day 
Tiger was forced to practice but then the boat broke, and Lion was 
supposed to fi x it. So, he got hardware material from the trashcan 
and fi xed the boat. Th en he realized he could use it all for himself, 
even without Tiger. He did not want to risk being caught, so he 
fi xed it and kept it all for himself. Meanwhile, Tiger was still being 
tortured at the circus.

Teresa Guemez Stone
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How the Kangaroo Stole 
the Enchanted Doormat
An old kangaroo was on its way home. It was picking up a unique 
scent. Th is scent was not found very often in this area. Th ere was 
a black silhouette in front of it. At fi rst, the kangaroo didn’t quite 
catch the sight. But then it put the pieces together and fi gured out it 
was a poacher. Th e kangaroo hopped away as fast as its two little feet 
would take it on the barren ground of Australia.

Th e kangaroo lived in an area where the smell of grass was in-
tolerable. It was a subpar place, but this was its only home. It hob-
bled into its home. Even though the escape from the poacher wasn’t 
a long distance, the kangaroo was still a grandma, after all. Once 
it reached its sleeping area, it could hear footsteps approaching the 
home. It was a dingo—an Australian wild dog. Th e dingo said 
in a low voice, “I am looking for a very rare doormat. Th e people 
from the city say it’s enchanted. And I believe you have it.” Th is en-
chanted mat could take you anywhere you wanted to go. Th e kan-
garoo was frightened the dingo would attack if it stayed quiet. So, 
it said gingerly, “I don’t have it. Please listen to me. You can ask the 
wise wolves about it.”

But that is when an idea came to the kangaroo. “Th e dingo said 
the doormat was enchanted,” it thought, “So, maybe I could go see 
my parents again.” Meanwhile, the dingo asked the wise wolves 
about the location of the doormat. Th e wise wolves had no inter-
est in the mat. Th ey said it was in a dark, ominous cave. Th e dingo 
wasn’t very brave. Plus, the cave had fl esh-eating bats. Th e kangaroo 
was listening to the conversation in the background. It was ready to 
go to the cave.

Th e cave turned out to have no bats—that was just a myth. It 
just smelled like mold and was very damp. It also had a lot of sta-
lactites dripping water. When the kangaroo reached the cave’s deep-
est inside, there were a bunch of humans living in there. Th ey were 
quarreling about who would get the sandwich from the refrigera-
tor. It spotted the mat attached to the wall. It thought the best time 
to take the mat was when the humans weren’t looking. Th e kanga-
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roo swiped the mat out of its place as quick as a slithering snake. It 
limped back through the cave. Th e kangaroo had only been awk-
wardly hopping for a few feet when it stopped suddenly and in-
spected the mat, placing it on the fl oor. It was so eager to test it out. 
Right at that moment, one of the humans turned around and yelled 
that a kangaroo was taking the mat away. Every human was charg-
ing at it. Th ey all jumped and missed it by an inch. Th e kangaroo 
was so relieved. It hopped all the way back out. Afterwards, it stood 
on the enchanted mat.

Th e kangaroo went to a new world and observed the place—the 
violet blossoms that looked like amethysts on the trees, the fresh air, 
the autumn leaves swirling with the wind, a torrent gushing past 
them, birds tweeting. Th is world was a perfect place to live in. Th en 
it saw his parents standing in surprise a few feet away. Th ey went 
speechless, and the kangaroo was overjoyed. Everyone was happy in 
this beautiful world.

While on the other hand, the cowardly dingo was captured by 
the poacher.

Pranit Prasanna

Silver or Death
Rogue sharpened his knife because he had nothing else to do. Why is 
there never anything to do? he asked himself. Leia burst, smiling, into 
the small, two-person, smelly apartment. Th e elf was always happy. 
Always! It was sometimes (always) annoying. Of his four friends, 
the only one Rogue would like to talk to all the time was Ezema. 
But Ezema was in Silver or Death, on the other side of the untamed 
lands, and the group only got to see her when they really needed to.

Th e untamed lands were a huge range of mountains that cov-
ered one fourth of the world. Th ey were full of monsters and lesser 
demons. Rogue himself was a demon from the lowest planes of the 
under world. He had left his life of killing lesser demons for one 
thing: freedom. He hated being enslaved to a wizard or wizards 
whenever some idiot found out his true name.
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“Let’s visit Ezema,” Leia said.
“Did you forget where Ezema lives? Besides, why do you want to 

go see her?” Rogue asked dryly.
“Nope. Don’t you want to see her?” Nick said, walking in after 

the elf.
Th e nobleman’s son had been Rogue’s partner on his fi rst “mis-

sion.” Nick was headstrong and used to getting anything he wanted. 
Rogue, to this day, had no clue how he had become friends with him.

“Th en how do you propose we get there with our head on our 
shoulders?”

“Leia has fi gured out how to teleport!” Nick replied.
Now Rogue was worried. He remembered the time that Ezema 

had teleported a rock over Leia’s head to get her to shut up. Th ey 
had been trying to get into a dragon’s fortress. After that, the entire 
group had thought it was a good idea to teleport into the dragon’s 
lair, Ezema had stomped on the plan.

“Teleporting is very hard,” Ezema had said, “Th at rock could 
have ended up in Leia’s stomach. Also, you can’t teleport multi-
ple things at the same time without a special potion that tastes and 
looks like mud.”

Rogue reminded his friends of this incident, but it didn’t stop 
Leia from making him drink some mud-like stuff  and teleporting.

After the tearing sensation of teleporting had stopped, Rogue 
opened his eyes to see a cave covered in plants and bubbling liquids. 
Th ere was a tinkle of breaking glass and the sound of someone duck-
ing under the table. Th e next thing Rogue knew, the mixture on the 
table exploded, and he was knocked back into the wall. Rogue put 
his hand to his head just in time to see Ezema crawling out from un-
der the table with a very angry expression on her face.

“And what were you thinking?!! Goth to broke alentovot! Don’t 
tell me! We thought we would just teleport over to see you. Alen 
gorth ante voy!”

Rogue didn’t have to know the dark elves tongue to get the gist 
of what she was saying.

Quinn Schurle
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Octavia Holiday Facts
Holidays here in Octavia are simple. We make sure our buildings 
and decorations are the allowed weight and won’t break the net. It 
is unlawful to fi ll our houses with too many goods. Of course, dur-
ing the holidays, our city is very dangerous for very young children 
who don’t know what they are doing—they might break the net. 
Parents must be extremely careful to make sure their own children 
won’t fall into the void. Th at’s why parents must watch their chil-
dren carefully, especially during the holidays! Our net is very sturdy 
(I think), but accidents still can happen to anyone, especially dur-
ing the holidays.

Holidays we celebrate: Webb’s Day, Christmas, April Fools’ Day, 
and plenty of others. Easter is impossible to celebrate outside here, 
because the eggs will just fall below our web city. Christmas “trees” 
aren’t really trees. We hang decorated bushes down and adorn our 
sack houses and the web with lights that are spectacular and beau-
tiful. Gifts are given to friends and family, and we eat many good 
foods, such as fried spiders, roast chicken, carrots, lettuce, potatoes, 
radishes, and mountain berries.

Th e mountains are huge and dangerous, but we have no choice. 
Most of our produce is grown on the mountains. Webb’s day is 
when we celebrate our founder, which is a secret only our citizens 
know. On those days we have a huge parade. It’s extremely fun. Th e 
parade we have is really cool. We have huge balloons and colorful 
costumes with jewels and top hats. We march through main street, 
Webb’s Street, and all the way back to our sack houses.

Rebekah Luo
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The City
Bodies swarm like ants
Going every way
Tall buildings like
Giants tower above
Caging the street

All sorts of feelings invade your senses
Th e smell of
Pollution as cars go by
Th e feel of
Cold metal on the subway
Th e sight of
Bright lights contrasted against the pitch black

Something is always going on
In the concrete jungle
Numbing chatter
Ringing in your ear
Only for a
Moment
And then it’s gone
And the ringing
Fades
Looking at the mesmerizing city.

Tessa Cyriac
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The Ducky-Breathing 
Rubber Fires
SE SS I O N A ,  M I D D LE  S CH O O L

The Ducky-Breathing Rubber Fires (you may be able to imag-
ine the iterations we went through to come up with this group 

name) met to read, write, and share during the fi rst three weeks 
of June 2020. History was clearly happening during those weeks—
the news was full of grief and also hope. Each day, after spending 
time with these young writers, my hope felt strengthened. Th e stu-
dents showed curiosity about the experience of others. Th ey engaged 
deeply with the readings I brought to them and responded to each 
other’s work with sincere, specifi c, and encouraging feedback. As 
the session went on, I witnessed a real community being formed in 
a virtual space. Every once in a while, usually during sharing time, 
the constraining edges of the online experience seemed to magically 
melt away. It felt like we were really together.

It was easy to become completely absorbed during sharing time 
partly because of the extraordinary quality of the writing by these 
young authors. We were treated to madcap adventure stories, mythic 
origin stories, fairy tale retellings both gory and hilarious, science 
fi ction stories, thoughtful poems, silly poems, odes, poems in hom-
age, poems about art, a thoroughly entertaining assortment of plays, 
and more. Th e students produced an astonishing amount of work in 
response to every prompt, and often took on extra challenges. I con-
tinue to be inspired by their productivity.
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I had a lump in my throat as I said goodbye to the Ducky-
Breathing Rubber Fires after our amazing fi nal reading. Luckily, 
their words will stay with me. I’ll never forget Sydney’s inspiring 
Golden Shovel poem, Rosemary’s evocative dystopian story, Clara’s 
chilling fairy tale, Eric’s informative and funny play about Pachel-
bel’s Canon, Rick’s hilarious story about the Pink Cow and its ac-
companying prequel, Jason’s mythic trickster story, Zoe’s surprising 
fairy tale and her fantastic reading complete with sound eff ects, and 
Katya’s poems, with their lovely rhythm and unexpected images. I 
could go on and on. Th ank you, Ducky-Breathing Rubber Fires, for 
your many wonderful words. Th ank you for your willingness to cre-
ate and to share, and for your kindness to each other.

Jenny Fleming
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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The Seven Statues
—A N E XC E R P T  FR O M A N O R I G I N A L  FA I R Y  TA L E

On one fateful day, Arya’s father fell very ill. She had not been ed-
ucated by his request, because, in his words, “educated women are 
like educated geese.” Arya went to sit on the porch for a breath of 
fresh air, when a hag hobbled up the stairs. She wore rags and had 
a raspy voice.

“Come, darling. Run from this horrible man who has impris-
oned you all these years.”

“No! He has cared for me! I am now beautiful, and that is all that 
matters.”

Th e hag reached out a calloused hand and said, “I used to be 
beautiful. I was the most beautiful woman in town.” Her tone 
started out wistful, but quickly turned bitter. “I refused to marry 
him, so he stole me away from my love and kept me in this sorry 
shack in the woods, the one that you live in now. He kept me there 
for weeks and weeks, only feeding me bread and water. He would 
come once a day and ask forcefully for my hand in marriage. My 
answer was always no. After six weeks, I fi nally said yes. He took 
me to the town and claimed to have rescued me from barbarians 
living in the forest and had slain them all. I couldn’t fi ght, and so 
when he brought you to live here, I couldn’t bear the thought of 
watching you grow up brainwashed. I swore I would come on your 
fourteenth birthday—today—and lead you away. You had broth-
ers once! Seven of them, lovely boys, until your father got to them.” 
Her voice, which had been getting colder and colder, raised to a 
shrill note when she said the words your father. “He trained them 
to whip children, to beat them into submission,” she said, her voice 
still shrill, “and when he had you, he sent them off  to get you gifts. 
When they didn’t come back immediately, he wished them into stat-
ues. Th at’s why you could never explore. So go now, free yourself, 
and I will slay him, the beast that raised you.”

Th e hag’s daughter couldn’t speak. She had known nothing of this!
“I will go, mother. I have to. Th ank you for coming.” and with 

that she ran into the woods to fi nd her brothers.
Continued. . . .

Clara Newman
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After Jon Bellion’s For the Dreamers
We all have troubles yes,
Big and small I’m,
Scared and afraid,
Of leaving of,
Low and high heights,
I am scared but,
I continue I’m,
Wanting and erasing each not,
Each afraid,
So I can and will reach to,
Th e sky and fl y.

it doesn’t have to be

It doesn’t have to be,
Empty and grey,
Th e barrier only fog,
But the fog is thick,
Opaque like a jail wall,

It isn’t always,
Light and bright,
And sometimes the stars won’t shine at night,
And sometimes the clouds will kill the sunlight,
It’s both ways.

Sydney Bustamante
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How Bullies Came into Our World
After the king of the gods, Craton, had punished our laziness with 
Insolence, everybody returned back to work, and nobody was lazy 
again. However, a group of humans saw the power that Craton 
had, and they were jealous of him. After all, they wanted to have 
power, too.

One day, they decided to send a person, whose name was Ugmas-
far, to the god’s home and steal a scroll from their library, which is 
where the gods kept secret knowledge that could teach them secrets 
to gaining godly power. So, Ugmasfar went to the gate that leads 
to the heavens. Th ere, he was stopped by the gatekeeper. Th e gate-
keeper asked if Ugmasfar was dead, as spirits of the deceased often 
fl oated to the gods to seek a second life.

Ugmasfar said, “No, I am not dead, my good sir.” Th e gatekeeper 
then said that he couldn’t let him in. Ugmasfar then said, “I just 
came here to off er you a gift. I have heard that Craton always makes 
you guard the gate. Is that right?”

Th e gatekeeper responded, “Th at is true. Now, about that gift . . .”
Ugmasfar said, “Oh yes, the gift. Here it is!” and Ugmasfar 

brought out a fat steak he had taken on his way. “Go enjoy this with 
your family! While you’re gone, I’ll help you guard the gate!”

Th e gatekeeper, overjoyed, ran home with the steak, leaving Ug-
masfar free to enter. On his way to the library, he met Jotan, the 
spirit of happiness. Jotan wanted to know why a mortal was in the 
home of the gods. Ugmasfar replied, “I’m here to get the gate keeper’s 
favorite spear; he likes to have it when he is guarding the gate.” Jo-
tan, unaware that he had been tricked, apologized for bothering 
him, and went off , while Ugmasfar came closer to the library.

Ugmasfar then stumbled on Craton himself, who was ignorant 
of Ugmasfar’s planned theft. Fortunately, Craton was talking to his 
friend Smect, the goddess of animals. Ugmasfar managed to slip 
past Craton, and fi nally arrived at the library. He was temporar-
ily stopped in his tracks when he saw how immense the library was. 
Th en, Ugmasfar looked around until he saw a thick scroll, worn 
with age. A quick glance inside revealed messy handwriting. “Th e 
gods won’t miss this one!” Ugmasfar mused, and took the scroll.
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Before he left the library, Ugmasfar accidentally knocked over a 
vase, which toppled down. With a rush of shadow, the contents of 
the vase escaped. Ugmasfar did not notice the shadow, and merely 
righted the vase. Th en he made his way back to his home, where he 
showed the scroll to his friends. But when they opened the scroll, 
they were dismayed to see that it was just a book that some god used 
to teach his daughter how to write in the ancient script. Th inking 
that it was all that had come of the journey, they cast it aside.

However, the trip had a result. Th e vase that Ugmasfar had top-
pled contained Nabhos, the fairy of bullying, who had been trapped 
in the vase by Craton. Now, Nabhos was out, latching onto the 
minds He had been imprisoned for many decent people and feeding 
them the idea hurting people, both verbally and physically, was fun.

Th e people infl uenced by Nabnos started bullying everyone 
around them, and once Craton found out, Nabhos had escaped for 
too long and the damage was irreversible. Th ere was no hope of cur-
ing the world of this terrible plague. To this day, Nabhos is still out 
there, causing people to bully other people. Th at is how bullies came 
into the world.

Jason Chen

The True Story Of The Three Little Pigs
—A N E XC E R P T  FR O M A LO N G E R  W O R K

Everybody’s heard the story of the three little pigs. Th e fi rst pig’s 
house was straw, the second’s sticks, the third’s bricks, blah blah 
blah. Sure, that’s true but the Wolf stopped by fi re?! Pigs don’t leave 
that much up to chance! Here is the true story of how these heroic 
piggies defeated their nemesis.

Once upon a time, a long time ago, there was a mama with three 
little piglets. One was playful and silly, one was brave but reckless, 
and the last was the brains of the family. Now, this mama was a sad 
one because her little piglets were about to go off  on their own. She 
feared they would get eaten by the terrorizing Big Bad Wolf. One 
day when the piglets were almost old enough to leave, the newspaper 
headline caught their eye.
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Big Bad Wolf Captured at Sick Eva Wolf ’s House
As Told By Scarlet Wolf

Willam Young

A girl was on her way to her sick grandmother, Eva Wolf ’s 
house with some pastries. When she stops to read the signs a 
wolf jumps out at her. Th e wolf asked her where she was go-
ing. Because she was smart and her family is a long line of wolf 
trainers, she knew exactly what to do. She told the wolf she was 
going to her sick grandmother. However, she continued to talk 
about how she didn’t want to catch the sickness. To fi nish off  
the trick, she pointed the wolf to a path that she knew had be-
come infested with bees. Even after all that, when she was done 
talking, the wolf told her how she should pick some fl owers 
right off  the path. Scarlet assured the wolf that she would and 
started down the wrong path. As soon as she turned around 
the corner she got off  the path and came back around to the 
right one. She made it to her grandmother’s house in time to 
call the police. After a while, the wolf came bursting into the 
house and right into the trap the cops had set. Th e wolf was 
soon captured and Scarlet Wolf rewarded for her smarts.

Th e pigs saw this article and rejoiced, for they would no longer 
have to worry about the wolf. So instead of meeting together and 
coming up with a plan to stay safe as they had intended, they went 
off  on their own with no preparation. Th e playful one thought it 
would be cool to build a house out of straw because it would be like 
a big bouncy castle and it would be fun to jump on a fl oor made 
of hay. Th e second piglet thought he needed a nice house that was 
sturdy enough to stand on the roof but still a challenge to hold up. 
So his house was built of sticks. Th e third and smartest of them 
thought the safest route should there be a jailbreak was to build his 
house out of bricks. And so this was how the pigs lived peacefully 
for a long time. One day, the third pig found a newspaper headline 
that worried him. He quickly called all the others to discuss it.

Big Bad Wolf Escapes from Prison

Continued . . .

Rosemary Spindler
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Ode to a Backpack
How hard must
It be to carry
Th e weight of one’s
Being inside yourself?
Hard enough that they
Break and need washing.
Need
Our help to thrive,
To live.
But that’s only
Fair.
Backpacks carry
Our things
Our lives
Our feelings
Our treasures
To no end.
Th ey never
Stop
just keep
Going forever and ever.
Like the endless
Rising and setting
Of the bright gold
Coin in the sky.
Th e backpack,
In its hardworking glory,
Rules our travels,
Funds our schooling,
Maybe we are its
servants.
Still, it must be hard to be one.
To just exist
Without realizing you
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Are Otherworldly.
I’d bet when
Backpacks were invented
Th e world
And the heavens
sang with praise.
Th e birds the melody,
And the wind
Th e harmony,
While the river
Kept the hardy rhythm
And the monkeys
danced
In celebration,
As the elephants
beat
Th eir giant
Feet like drums,
In honor
Of the backpack,
Mighty and strong,
Th at they will
Never wear,
As we will
Never stop wearing
Th e wondrous beings
Th at are backpacks,
Constant,
Like the beating
Of our own hearts
Or the elephants’
Steady feet.

Katya Murkes
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World Without Cheesy Mustard??
“Oh Cheesy, how we love you, savor you, nom nom you.” My family 
starts every meal with this prayer of thanks to the creator of Cheesy 
Mustard, Cheesy Wonder who invented Cheesy Mustard by acci-
dent when he started a house fi re. When the fi re was fi nally put 
out, he went inside the kitchen to discover that his signature mus-
tard had melted with some cheese and it tasted delicious. Boom, the 
most essential item of life was invented.

Of course, the town I live in is named after Cheesy Wonder. Th e 
sector I live in is called Wonderboyville and Cheesy’s house is right 
down the street and now it has become a museum. Th e settlement 
that I live in is named ChesMustTown and before Cheesy Won-
der, the village used to be boring. I can’t imagine my village without 
Cheesy mustard.

Th e village I live in is hidden in the United States. We are in the 
state of Maine. Our ancestors wandered the country before the days 
of World War V. Since then, much has changed. First, we are under 
the constant threat of more atomic and cheese bombings which is 
why our ancestors selected Maine which is mostly abandoned. Sec-
ond, our current village is an abandoned city so when offi  cials come 
to check it out, we have to hide. Th e elders of the village are wor-
ried because reports from other incognito villages show that they 
are starting to bomb “abandoned cities and villages” and we are also 
considered abandoned. Th ese days, we have workers building an 
atomic strike bunker and a quick escape route that cuts through the 
forest that surrounds us. I know better than to believe that the bun-
ker will work though because, from the past world wars, atomic ex-
plosions will pretty much annihilate everything within their path. 
My money is on the escape route. If I see a bomber cross the sky 
above the village, I’m making a break for it. I’ve already started 
training every day at school. I sprint hard for fi ve hundred feet and 
then run at a moderate pace. I’m trying to do this in under two 
minutes. In school, we learned that two thousand years ago, things 
weren’t this bad. People lived in relative peace and security. How 
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I would love to go back to that time. Except, I would bring some 
Cheesy Mustard. Th at way, all people of the world could enjoy it.

After a couple of months of training, I was starting to get worried 
that my training program wasn’t going to be needed. Th en, the day 
after our weekly Cheesy Reunion, it happened.

I was outside playing with my toy from the Cheesy Reunion and 
then, I heard the telltale signature howl of the Rapid Wing bomber, 
the pride of the Debiabeslo Air Force. I took off  towards the woods. 
“Run, run, run,” I told myself. I spotted the Rapid Wing drop a 
bomb, most likely the Debiabeslo Cheesy Death bomb. Fortunately 
for me, the Debiabeslo cheese bomb was the bomb with the small-
est blast radius, so I didn’t have to run quite as far but I was fueled 
by adrenaline. I was pretty sure I smashed my records from train-
ing at the speed I was running. I counted down the seconds and I 
took a protective position. BOOOOOOOM!!! Th e bomb exploded 
and it felt like the whole sky fell on my head. I could feel its crushing 
weight shoving me into the earth, pinning me to the bare ground. 
Now, I could smell the stink of the cheese bomb. Imagine year-old 
cottage cheese with mold growing on it. Now multiply that stench 
by ten and you get the scent of the cheese bomb.

To Be Continued . . .

Rick Cheng
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Canon in D
—A S H O R T  PL AY

v ienna,  .

Narrator: In a small house, late at night, the fl ickering dim can-
dlelight casting dancing shadows over his wooden desk, Johann 
Pachelbel rises from his seat, admiring his work.

Pachelbel: Ah! What a wonderful work of music! What shall I call 
it? Oh, whatever, Canon it is. Canon in D.

Narrator: Stifl ing a yawn, Pachelbel blows out the candle and sleep-
ily walks toward his bed. He falls asleep before his head hits the 
pillow. He starts to dream. Pachelbel opens his eyes. He seems 
to be in a castle. Gleaming chandeliers and shining gems coat 
the walls. Outside stars gleam like jewels hung in the heavens. 
A dark fi gure slowly approaches. Pachelbel curiously approaches 
the fi gure.

Pachelbel: Who are you? You don’t look familiar.
Shadow: Th at would be because I’m from the future. You see, you 

just wrote a piece.
Pachelbel: Yes? How do you know? It’s an ensemble with 3 violins 

and one cello. Th e violins play a beautiful melody.
Shadow: Ugh! Let me show you.
Narrator: Th e shadow leads Pachelbel to a room with a large win-

dow and a panel with two arrows, pointing left and right.
Shadow: I’m going to scroll through time to show you the history 

of your piece . . .

(Th e castle collapses and darkness ensues. Pachelbel and the shadow 
are outside. Pachelbel sees his apartment and walks towards it, but the 
shadow pulls him back.)

Pachelbel: Hey! I wanna go home!
Shadow: (Shakes his head.) You can’t. You see, right now we are in a 

window of time. None of the people around you can see, touch, 
or feel you. You might as well just be a ghost. And I’m going to 
show you something very important.
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Narrator: Th e shadow takes out a remote control with left and right 
arrows. He presses the right arrow. Suddenly, the world seems to 
blur, people moving at the speed of light, days and night lasting 
one second. As Pachelbel glances around him, seasons fl ash by, 
new shops open and old shops go out of business, countries fi ght 
and kingdoms rise and fall. He sees his children, grandchildren, 
all playing his piece. But slowly, people stop playing his mu-
sic and instead they play that idiot Bach’s music! Other styles of 
music become popular. Jazz, pop, rock. Slowly for centuries, his 
music is forgotten.

Pachelbel: No! Th is cannot be! My music has been lost. (Depressed) 
I should have known . . . none of my pieces have been famous. 
Th is one is no diff erent. What is the point of living? (Cries 
hysterically.)

Shadow: Do not give up hope.
Narrator: Now it’s 1919. A scholar includes the score of a Pachel-

bel’s piece in his score.
Pachelbel: Finally! After 200 years of no one playing my piece . . .
Narrator: Th e two continue watching. In 1968, Jean François Pail-

lard made a recording that would shoot the piece back into 
timelight. Slowly, Pachelbel’s Canon in D gains more and more 
popularity, especially in California. As Pachelbel watches, he 
sees a man sitting at the piano at midnight, composing a song.

Pachelbel: Who is this?
Shadow: It’s a Youtuber.
Pachelbel: (Murmurs) Sounds like a rotten vegetable or a medical 

condition.

(Th e shadow ignores him.)

Pachelbel: But who is this?
Shadow: It doesn’t matter. But what matters, Johann Pachelbel, is 

that you did not write your piece in vain. It’s important to have 
faith even in the darkest times. Your piece ended up being one 
of the most overplayed and well-known pieces in music history.

THE END

Eric Min
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Fool’s Gold
Once upon a time, in a land two mountain passes and an ocean 
away, there was a very greedy king. All he cared for was gold, and 
keeping it to himself. Th is was a problem, for the roads were left 
unpaved, the schools unbuilt, and libraries unopened and without 
books. How would the citizens read without libraries? One day, 
a woman decided to do something about it. She headed down to 
the nearby mine, which had been turning nothing but Iron Pyrite, 
which they traded for useful minerals like iron.

“Hello, I would like to purchase three cartsful of Iron Pyrite,” 
She said to the person in charge of mine sales.

“Th at’s quite a lot, what will you be using it for?”
“I hope to purchase some fi ne jewelry with it,”
Th e salesperson laughed and laughed and laughed. “You can’t 

purchase Fine Jewelry with Iron Pyrite even if you have fi ve carts-
ful of the stuff !”

Th e woman just smiled and made her purchase. Th en, she pushed 
the carts back home, and set to work. She polished the wood ’till it 
shone a bright auburn and painted the rusty metal gold. Th en she 
donned her fi nest clothes and brushed her hair ’till it shone. With 
the carts hooked up to a horse, she set off  to the palace.

Th e guards at the door stopped her. “What brings you to the 
king’s palace?”

“I brought gold to purchase some of the king’s things. Th ey are 
still for sale for any large amount of gold, correct?”

“Yes, you may pass.”
She passed through the doors into the throne room, where the 

king sat counting his gold. Th e magnifi cent paintings and artifacts 
that once graced the room were gone, leaving nothing but the king, 
his throne, and piles and piles of gold.

“Excuse me, my king?”
“What?! Why are you interrupting my counting?!”
“I have brought some gold for you,”
“Really? Wait, why does that gold look so odd?”
“Well, this is a very rare kind of gold, the rarest in the world, in 

fact. Th is is all that is left in the last mine from that produced it.”
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Th e king leans forward in his chair, getting more and more 
excited.

“Th ank you for this wonderful gift!”
“My King, you should know a good merchant never gives any-

thing away for free.”
“What’s your price?”
“All of your crown jewels.”
Th e king, blinded by his greed, quickly agreed. Th e woman left 

the palace, her carts fi lled with jewels, gold, and sliver. She went to 
the market, and quickly sold all the jewels to a lucky jeweler. She 
bought a building and the best quality books with the money, and 
then built the fi rst library in the kingdom.

On the day the library opened, a small girl approached her with 
a curious look in her eyes.

“How did you get the money for this?” she asked in awe.
“I sold the king’s jewels,” said the woman.
“How did you get those?”
“Only a fool falls for Fool’s Gold, and the King’s a fool if I ever 

saw one.”

Zoe Friedrich
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Cloudy with a Chance 
of Creative Cornballs
SE SS I O N A ,  M I D D LE  S CH O O L

The witticisms and wisdom of Cloudy with a Chance of Creative 
Cornballs surprised me every day! Th ese eight middle school 

writers were clever and then some, reading and writing poems and 
prose of all kinds with gusto and humor. On top of that, these stu-
dents were fearless revisors—taking their already outstanding writ-
ing to the next level by revisiting what they’d written with tender 
care (the results of which are obvious in the following pages).

Th e Cornballs wrote collaboratively—utilizing Zoom Break-Out 
Rooms to work with partners or in small groups to exercise their 
writing muscles while building friendship. Th ey translated emojis 
into language, reconstructed classic metaphoric poems by Emily 
Dickenson and Langston Hughes, and tried their hand at Tapestry 
Poems where, in pairs, students wrote under the same title sepa-
rately, and then wove their two poems together to become one.

Th ese eight writers read and discussed so much: dystopian fi ction, 
fi gurative language of all sorts, direct address, fi ction in the form of 
a letter, an expanded idea of what a poem can be, point of view, rep-
etition, line break, personifi cation, character development, how to 
leave a little to our readers’ imagination and how examining small 
things can be a way of asking the “big” questions, too, and on and 
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on. Th e resulting writing based on some of these discussions, read-
ings, and prompts was tender, brave, and spirited!

Many times, I heard the students say “I can relate to what you 
wrote,” and isn’t that what creativity is about? Seeing we are not so 
diff erent after all and honoring that feeling.

nicole v basta
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Mile after Mile
I run
And run
Forever onward
Out

I run mile after mile
Again and again

My legs are charging
Like a bull

Advancing through my
achievements

My legs grow sore
And my feet get tired

I am determined not to give up
Or fall down

My muscles weary
My breath short

My foot gets caught
And I tumble

I reach up
To grab a vine

And pull
Up,

I continue with
My broken foot
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A new struggle added

All these pains want me to
Stop, give up, anything

But I continue
Forever onward
Out

Being Happy,
Enjoying Now

Ben Oehler

In the Small Apartment
I feel sheltered from the actuality of fate.
Enclosed by the tenderness of its roof.
To feel secure
is worth praising.

Praise the small apartment for allowing me to gaze beyond the 
physical aspects

our society has engraved in our mentalities.
I can listen for the veiled grace that lays, cramped, in each soul
and hear it call for the attention that it merits.

Praise the small apartment for granting me the gratitude
for the benign and solicitous family that I have been blessed with.
I often forget
that they are the ones where I feel the most beautiful around.

Praise the small apartment for keeping us close
when we are far apart.
When we want to become hidden.
Dark.
Th ough, we have no choice but to face each other.
To love.
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Praise the small apartment for the rickety coat rack,
with scratches all over,
to help me recognize whose icy wool overcoat or frosty parka 

dangles on the wooden hook and if someone is home, hiding 
behind the off -white painted kitchen wall,

waiting to jump out and surprise me.
Someone I can wrap my numb with crisp cold arms around
and know that everything will be just fi ne.

Praise the small apartment for giving me someone next door
I would forever remember.
I can cherish the playdates after school with the tender white bread 

toast
fi lled with Nutella as it trickled in the tiny holes of the risen loaf.

Praise the small apartment for the slim hallway that leads to the 
bathroom

where I could practice my model walk down the ‘runway’,
wearing my mother’s opened toed black heels
that shimmered in the cracked lightbulb hanging by a thread on 

the ceiling.

Praise the small apartment for the window
that emitted the cozy and hospitable sunlight throughout the 

room,
that drew a smile on my chilly cheeks from ear to ear,
and echoed the birds’ chirp as I knew I would have to go to school 

in an hour,
but get to watch Arthur in thirty seconds.
Th e warmth it gave, was stronger than gravity
and never let the corners of your lips sink down.

Praise the small apartment for the scintillating refl ection
of the moon on my bedside table
as I listen when my mother plays Kiss the Rain by Yiruma
and tucks me in the multiple layers of wool quilts.
Each quilt beamed of a diff erent aura.
One with cerulean blue and dainty, exquisite, pearly white lilies
that had variegated pink streaks.
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Praise the small apartment for the girthy heater that sat beside the 
window

where I can feel the frigid glass with my clammy palms
and make them toasty again by sneaking them down the gaps of 

the heater.

Praise the small apartment for the tune it radiated.
For harmonizing to my emotions and softening my vehemence.
For showing me how all of our diff erences are signifi cant
but when the music plays
it connects us all and our trifl ing diff erences.
Nothing matters when the melodious chords fl ow like a river in one 

direction.
Th e direction where we can be the river,
placid,
with no ripples guiding us away from tranquility.

Praise the small apartment for the four years of caring.
Praise it for the tears and the laughter it brought.
Praise it for the joys of each season that passed per tick-tock of the 

clock.
Praise it for embedding our memories, in the cracked walls of the 

room,
that faded in our hearts as our futures, now pasts, were lived and 

forgotten.

Because I often contemplated each tedious moment,
I never would have believed that I would one day miss it.
Miss the serendipity and euphoria that was in between each 

Moon glow.
Miss those delicate, dear moments.
I didn’t realize, that wherever you are,
merriment brings melancholy,
and melancholy brings merriment.
Darkness can become light.
Only if you remember to switch the switch.

Praise the beautifully small apartment.

Indira Jhavar
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Remember
Remember the old days
Remember doing nerf wars and it would always end up in tears

Remember the times we would stay up and listen to rap music
Remember playing basketball and I would always beat you

Remember playing with my dog outside and she would run super 
fast to try to “impress” us

Remember me trying to show you how to not be cringy when 
making YouTube videos

Remember playing Fortnite and raging because we would always 
get top two

Remember going to Colorado and watching cooking shows and 
trying to make the food.

Remember when great grandma died
Remember crying

Remember making pillow forts out of blankets and books
Remember doing our math homework at the kitchen table

Remember playing football in grandmother’s lawn
Remember going up to the park with my dad and throwing the 

baseball

Remember driving up to a Galveston pier and fi shing
Remember the old days

Colton James Scott
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The Truth to Me
Destiny is stupid. Long ago before my father, his father, his father’s 
father, and even further back, was a tree. A tree. Boring huh, not 
quite. It was huge, taller than any skyscraper you’ll fi nd, stretch-
ing a mile high. It was rough with the look of one-hundred-year-old 
parchment, frail and worn, with beautiful techno streaks that held 
it’s dark, blue blood. Branches that stretched to the sky, spawning 
leaves of a crystal aura. An incomparable beauty.

 c.e :  cur r ent t ime

Th ere are more, one for every continent on earth. I have never seen 
these other trees nor the villages that come with them. Th e last vil-
lages. Nowhere else in the world. Th e trees grew in an instant one 
day, all that time ago, it was there, there before it happened.

Just before the last war could happen the earth and the universe 
had perhaps had enough. Maybe the earth decided to rip itself down 
the middle. But that makes it no better. Th e earth rumbled and split 
in two connected by a thread. Th e new void had a mind of its own. 
Pulling people halfway across the world. Along with all of the things 
we’ve left. Houses, cars, and TV’s disappeared.

Soon after the dead-gravity, only plants left and holes where the 
houses had once stood, Helios Marett, who I was named after, dis-
covered the prophecy etched on the tree. A quest from the earth it-
self, waiting for help: Th rough mud and blood you must prevail or 
earth will give its fi nal hail, something has come to shake the earth 
something is coming in to scorch the ground, so, turn your hearts, 
your mind, and dreams to who has nurtured the hive, face this great 
evil with hands united or none of this world can survive.

One hero. One quest. Responsible for uniting the world and 
preventing some hive from invading. Kill me now. I look at Blitz’s 
face while we run. It’s surprisingly . . . determined. He’s always had 
this huge grin on his face, like he thinks it’ll be easy. Th is is new. 
From somewhere along the village border someone called out, “Big 
brother”! I wince. Th at hurts more than anything. Maybe one day 
I can explain it to him. Maybe Ezran will forgive me for running.
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Th is is nuts and so, so unfair. Th e world thinks that I’m special? 
I’m the kid who almost got arrested, who pranked the principal with 
tomatoes. I’ve been ripped away from family and friends into a des-
tiny with a loud furball. I’m sorry. Sorry that I can’t save you all. I 
just can’t. Th at’s the truth.

 c.e :  t he end

When you look back on it, it’s life changing. All the friends you 
make and lose. Th e battles you’ve been forced to fi ght and the pres-
sure of it all. I’ve come back to know what it means to be a hero and 
warrior. It’s the one who walks ahead of everyone else enduring their 
own pain and supporting the world in all of its glory.

Now I know just who I am and what that means to me. I’m a 
loser and a winner, without faith and a believer, I am truth and a de-
ceiver, I’m a hero and a villain, I’m a myth and I’m a legend, I’m a 
poet and soldier, I am young and growing older, I was lost with a di-
rection, and I have failed in perfection, I’m a hero in my own right 
I’m . . . Th e Sunrise Warrior. It’s not the truth. It’s the truth to me. 
Th is is my story.

Oshin Aslot
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Dear Love June 19, 2020
Dear Love,

I know it would be easier to milk it, put more distance between us, 
but here I am. I know this is hard, and I know you think our re-
lationship is unstable, but we’ll be back together before we know 
it. I just need a break for a bit, and I need a minute to think this 
through. Your enchanting voice is music to my ears, but I need a 
moment to understand the lyrics. I’m writing this on the straw stack 
at the corner of the fence, and I don’t really have anything else to 
look forward to other than the rooster’s lovely tune, but we’ll see if 
that changes. I still remember the way you left me like it was yester-
day (Well, I mean it literally was yesterday), and it’s not like this is 
the end of this chapter of our lives. However, I have a question to ask 
you. Do you love me? Again, I know it’s hard for both of us, but I 
need some time to think about this. I love you, and I hope you love 
me. I just want you to know this. Please. Forgive me. I hope you un-
derstand. I still love you, and we’ll never be apart, no matter where 
we are. Everything will be okay. I love you, Farmer Joe.

Your udderly adorabull but tired girlfriend,
Milkshake the Cow

Evelyn Noonan
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On Saturn
On Saturn
Th ere are only scientists
So it is the quietest
Th e scientists do not reveal one thing

Because on Saturn
Th ere are plants self-healing
Th ese plants are very appealing
But the scientists can not reveal one thing

Th e scientists wear suits
So no one knows who they are
And they don’t know what their feelings are
All they know is there is a healing art

Th ey say
Th ese astronauts are from the government
Are they even astronauts?
A rich man name George decides he will go to Saturn to see for 

himself

He hires people to build him a rocketship
He makes a plan to go to Saturn
But then he realizes his plan won’t work
So he has switch up the pattern

He fi nally comes up with a plan that will work
So he gives a little smirk
Th ey take off  and land, and when they land and get off 
George gives a little scoff 

No one was there . . .

Arjun Kurane
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Worth
Worth takes up my mind.
On rainy days I tend to think about my own worth,
And if I am good enough.
As the raindrops hit and descend down the glass, visions of a 

young girl
Who constantly doubted herself come to mind.

I have seen a lot of injustice and I always try to speak up,
Even when I know the horrendous outcome, when I fear it,
I try to speak up.

Moving to many diff erent places,
Starting over,
Is both a blessing and a curse.
Places where my worth is constantly under surveillance.
To be doubted by others makes you doubt yourself,
And if you doubt yourself you will never be as successful as you 

want to be:
Doubt is a weight that keeps you mired in the thick mud.

I become angry when I see others hurt and discriminated against
for nothing more than the color of their skin.
Or just because they are diff erent.

Blood boiling. Fists clenched. Screaming.
Th e fact that there could be so much hate in the world makes my 

stomach turn.
I cry for people who have to experience those moments,
Bear those hateful words.

To grow up in fear,
To doubt their worth.
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Th en I think about worth, and how so many people measure their 
own worth

By how many people like them.
I have constantly done it myself.
Th e simple fact is that if you are diff erent or talented,
Th ere will always be someone trying to knock you down.
Why it matters to them so much, I still try to guess.
Why can’t we support each other and be proud of our diff erences?
You can only measure your worth by the way you treat people
and how you treat yourself.

So day after day I ponder how to be better,
I cry when I am not,
And I am proud when I am.
Having hope and dreams should not be a privilege,
Th ey are like air; a necessity,
Everyone in the world is entitled to them.

Brooklyn Rice

Remember
Memories wink in and out like stars encompassed by an inky 

galaxy.
Th e vacuum of forgetfulness and the recycling of matter, of essence 

into a new creation. Reclaimed.
All to form a tinted image, a blurry shard of the past.
Th ey come in fl ashes of color, time traveling through scents, 

through fear and white noise.
A single burst of something bright and new tinged with apathetic 

panic and cloudy grey anxiety.
With every second something else breaks.
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Evolves into an expanse aquatic blue and teal and tagging alongside 
shifting tides.

Th e bubbly foam a layer of harmless lies like daggers, washed away 
by the truth.

I process pieces of shattered glass as I walk along these shores.
Diving in is hard.
Th e water has always scared me; I’m worried of what I’ll fi nd.
I’m worried I’ll get lost.
I always come up with something new, an old piece of a dull sea 

glass soul turned shiny.
Beaten into sand over the years, but each grain has meaning, 

encases a vision, a moment.
Stuck in a vise grip that is all too worthy of questioning
Questioning what remains
Why it’s here, of all places
Regret is such a painful, cruel, poison; seeps in deeper and deeper 

the longer you think of it
Runs like rampant ivy through every shard
Doubt chips away at each one, leaving an uncertain image behind.
I have seen many things.

I have seen the world catch fi re and felt the heat of the fl ames 
burning bright.

I have watched that fi re burn within me and watched the embers 
wick on the wind.

So many fi res, fi res that never really die.
Th e ocean feels fi re and rages like fi re.
Is consumed by it and fi ghts with the fl ames.
Burns into clouds of smoke and steam and hope.
I remember the anger that fl ickers so bold.
A crashing cool and fl uid turbulence, a tumultuous existence.
Such angry joy, such powerful relief in the bright, burning 

incandescence and sparks fl ing
Revealing the core for just a second as exhausting as it is
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I have seen storms and I have felt storms.
I have been deluged by the chaos, I have watched the fl oodwaters 

climb past my ankles.
Every step, a reminder it could be so much worse.
Every step a reminder I remain on high ground even when I trip.
Th e crashing fl ood, the sweeping waters and ocean’s betrayal.
I remember the bulging, bursting past banks
Th e voluminous tears and rains and all that evaporates.
Entreating with the skies to let that fl ood out.
Cold bursts of panic over nothing, submersed in a twitching 

expression
Not sure why they even exist, it’s been so long and was caused by 

so little

I have seen the wind whip about, I have felt it change the world 
and sweep up the sand

I have witnessed valleys crafted in days and I have seen great dunes 
of broken diamonds fall

I have been buried by those dusty crystals, waiting for someone to 
remember me

Remember me and all the others who were buried.
Waiting for the wind to shift again to grasp a gleam of golden air, a 

gleam of belonging.
I remember clinging to silken red threads and gasping for air
Explaining myself to myself over and over and over again
Blooming roses and burning winds a touchstone
A moment of fear and exhilaration at being seen, at letting myself 

be seen

I am nothing as grand as an ocean. I am nothing so powerful. 
Nothing so brave.

I am not the ocean; I merely harbor it, make way for it.
More like the red algae creeping across the shore and gracefully 

smoldering with messy edges
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More like the pulsing opal comb jellies left behind with their 
memories

Waiting for a tide they can never know or recognize
Th ey will never know when they are home, they are invisible to all 

but those who look
But I have seen many things and only a few all the same. I am not 

the only one.
A fragment of history exists within oceans, all of those wild and 

raging tides.
Closer to the land than they think.
I will let the torn leaves blow in the wind; they do not all 

belong to me.
Th ey drift on the placid river, a small blemish on it’s lucid peace, 

absorbed by a greater whole
Establishing roots in an implicit form of adaptation, seeking soil to 

ground and heal
Coping regardless of the ages that have passed.
I will walk these shores of synesthesia and glass and learn to not be 

afraid.
And teach myself not to fear what I can remember.

Chloe Kirshbaum
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The Colgators
SE SS I O N A ,  H I G H S CH O O L

Each afternoon I would ask our class to tell me who they were that 
day. If you were a plant, what plant would you be? A piece of of-

fi ce supplies? A landscape? A part of outer space? And so every day 
we built ourselves into a greenhouse, or an offi  ce, or a continent, or 
the entire universe itself. Th e energy of crafting ourselves into a co-
hesive entity made of unique pieces was carried through into all of 
the reading and writing that we did together.

Each piece of writing that our authors would bring into work-
shop was then leaned upon by the rest of the class. Did you notice 
how Gus used dialogue? How Kiera created her characters? What 
about how Courtney turned her essay into a poem, or how Avery 
made us feel so sad? How Nolan managed to educate us, or how 
Khoi managed to confuse us in the best of ways? Th e ways in which 
we learned and grew from each other took the workshop from a 
class to a community. I feel lucky to have played any role in guid-
ing these writers into creating this sort of space for themselves, and 
for each other.

I could tell you who each of these talented writers would be if 
they were a building, or a scent, or a part of a 7-Eleven. But I don’t 
think I need to, because they tell all of this and more in how they 
wrote and shared with us. When you read their work, it is not hard 
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to recognize that each text is an extension of the author. And that 
connection with their writing is what I have been most excited and 
impressed to see coming out of our time together. So please, enjoy 
the following pieces, and know how much grit poured out from the 
heart into them.

Rob Colgate
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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A Fan Quietly Buzzed in the Corner
A fan quietly buzzed in the corner, making the kind of noise you 
only notice in a silent room. Two men, both wearing garish shirts 
with a camp logo, worked frantically at computers, sweating de-
spite the meager breeze produced by the fan. One fi nally broke the 
strained silence.

“So Pete, what’s the plan? I’ve been checking up on all the coun-
selors, and not a single one can come, for various reasons.” Richard 
mopped his forehead with an old, sweat stained hat as he scrolled 
aimlessly through his email. Peter spun around to face the back of 
Richard’s head.

“I don’t know, man. All the campers can make it, and I’ve gotten 
many emails from the parents—they all want their kids out; appar-
ently half of them have become nocturnal and the others are bored 
out of their minds. Amalia apparently even tried to vacuum their 
pet cat.” Richard laughed dryly.

“Yeah, I can get that. My kids are driving me up a wall; I was ac-
tually over the moon about having to work today, if you can believe 
that; My cat’s ok, though, so I guess I can’t complain!” Pete grinned.

“Yeah, but Rick—seriously, what the heck are we going to do? 
We can’t run a camp without any counselors. We can barely co-
manage this place, it’s gotten so big. With no counselors, we’re done 
for. What’s their collective problem, anyway?”

“Th e obvious. Coronavirus, what else? Th e two Mayas actually 
have it—”

“Jesus!”
“—Yeah, I know, but they’ll be fi ne soon. Um. Yeah, so, John and 

Emmy both have family stuff —they can’t risk infecting their fam-
ily—and Tom, Grant, Hank, Henry, Ellen, and Elizabeth all can’t 
come.” Richard ticked them off  on his fi ngers.

“Yep. So that’s that situation, Pete. How’re the campers?” Pete 
clutched at his face.

“Ugh. All the old, big fans are coming, which’ll make it even 
harder to let them know we’re closed. We’ve got Bobby, Susan’s wor-
ried about COVID but we’re outside, so . . . Sam, Luís, Roberto, 
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Amalia, and Solomon are all also coming. Oh, and get this! Harold 
gets to come because they trust our ‘excellent staff !’” He began to 
laugh angrily and sadly. Richard kicked at his chair aimlessly.

“Yeah, I know, it’s crap. And I hate to say it, man, but I think this 
may be the end for us. I’ll send the emails if you want.”

“No, I can do it. Let’s say that we’ll try to stick around next year 
to the parents, but we kind of have to tell the counselors. Th is just 
sucks, you know? We worked so hard on this damn camp! We were 
really doing well, and now it’s all being ruined. It’s just . . . Well, it 
just sucks.” Richard nodded sympathetically.

“Yeah. But hey! Maybe it’ll work out after all. We’ve still got a 
bit saved up for the camp, and the park will probably let us can-
cel our reservation for a refund. You know what, we can’t tell what 
the future will bring. Th is proves that. But maybe the next thing it 
brings’ll be a way out! We’ll see. We can do some sort of a fund drive 
or whatever, get a bit extra—we’ll fi nd a way to bring camp back.”

“Unfortunately, we will not be unable to run camp this summer. 
Th e pandemic, paired with a few other issues, has led us to decide to 
call off  camp. We hope to see you all next summer and will be work-
ing to ensure that camp can return better than ever next summer. 
Th anks for your support, and we can’t wait to see you next year.”

—Peter Metic
“Counselors, thank you so much for all the work you have done 

over the years. We hope to bring camp back next summer, but un-
fortunately, that may not be possible. As a result, I’m sorry to say 
that you should probably begin seeking other employment. We are 
more than happy to write letters of recommendation for all of you. 
We wish you all the best.”

—Richard Straht

Gus Gamble
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Conspiracy Theories
ch a r acter s

Olivia “Via” Bennett
Patrick “Pat” Bennett
Gwendolyn “Gwen” Bennett
Nathan “Nate” Bennett

set t ing

Th e twins’ rooms and connecting bathroom
Th e kitchen

topic

Patrick’s weird ideas, which he comes up with at night

(Via, Gwen, Pat, and Nate are having a sleepover at Via and Pat’s 
house. Gwen and Nate arrive and hurry upstairs to Via and Pat’s 
rooms to set down their stuff . After greeting each other, they plan out 
the night. Gwen shows Via a box.)

Gwen: So, I brought the mani-pedi kit I got . . .
Via: Oh, yay! And I have some face masks. We’ll have a spa night!

(Nate shows Pat a video game.)

Nate: I brought Call of Duty: Black Ops!
Pat: Sweet! And then we can discuss conspiracy theories. I swear, 

the Illuminati—
Via: Pat, don’t even start. Come on, Gwen, let’s go.
Gwen: Okay.

(Th e girls retreat into the connecting bathroom while the boys retreat 
into Pat’s room [off stage]. Th e girls talk about their weeks as they paint 
each other’s nails and put on face masks. When they’re done, they get 
ready for bed and fall asleep. Th e lights dim to match the mood.

Soon Pat comes through the connecting bathroom to Via’s room and 
shakes Via to wake her up.)
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Pat: Via. Via! VIA!

(Via and Gwen wake up. Th e lights brighten as the girls awaken.)

Via: (sleepily) Yeah, Pat?
Pat: I have something important to ask.
Via: Okay. What is it?
Pat: Do fi sh feel wet in the water?

(Via and Gwen stare at Pat.)

Gwen: Th at’s what’s so important?
Via: Oh, dear god, he started.
Gwen: Pat, how did that thought even come into existence? It’s lit-

erally two in the morning!

(Th ere’s a pause. Pat stares at Via intently, waiting for the thought to 
sink in. Nate runs in, looking as though he’s had a revelation.)

Nate: (breathlessly) Oh my god, do fi sh feel wet in the water?
Pat: (excited to have someone who’s interested) I know, right? I mean, 

is water even wet? What are fi sh?
Gwen: God, Pat, stop making us question our existence! Go back 

to sleep.

(Pat and Nate return to Pat’s room, off stage, deep in thought.)

Pat: ( from off stage) I think water is not wet, but fi sh feel wet.
Via: Th at makes no sense!
Nate: ( from off stage) Makes sense to me.

(Th e girls fall asleep and the lights dim again. Th ere’s a very long pause 
before Pat runs back into Via’s room. Nate, not wanting to miss out, 
follows. Pat wakes the girls up.)

Via: (annoyed) What is it this time?
Pat: If it’s an apartment, why is it so close together?
Gwen: (exasperated) Don’t—
Pat: What if oxygen aff ects our voices and helium fi xes it?
Nate: I never thought of it that way!
Pat: If Cinderella’s shoe fi t, why did it fall off ?
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(Via and Gwen groan in exasperation. It’s obvious they are not happy 
to continue listening to this.)

Gwen: PAT STOP IT!
Via: WE’RE TRYING TO SLEEP!
Pat: Your future self is watching you through memories right this 

second!
Via: Pat, shut up! I’m losing brain cells.
Nate: I NEED ANSWERS!
Pat: If poison expires, does it become more or less poisonous?
Gwen: Make him stop, please.
Via: I can’t, once he starts it’s up to him when he stops.
Pat: Your lips touch when you say “separate” but not when you say 

“touch!”

(Nate tests the theory out. When he sees Pat’s right, his eyes widen. 
He grins.)

Nate: Oh, my god!

(Nate runs around the room, exclaiming. He runs back off stage into 
Pat’s room and very audibly dials his mom on his cell phone. Th ere’s 
the sound of the call picking up.)

Nate: Mom! Your lips touch when you say “separate” but not when 
you say “touch!”

(Th ere’s a short pause as Nate’s mom responds.)

Nate: Yeah, I know it’s two in the morning.

(Another pause.)

Nate: Okay, bye.

(Th e call ends.)

Keira Dyer
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It’s Her Diamond Earrings
Although I’ve played a wide variety of roles, I’ve never had the 
chance to act in a story written specially for me. It’s a pity as they 
are the only stories that really let you reveal your personality.
—Grace Kelly

It’s her diamond earrings
that smell like elegance
Th e necklace that fi ts like
a winter scarf of cold pearl
her small hand in the silk
twisting back and forth like
a plastic doll in the arms of a
curious, simple-minded child

She towers in high heels,
marble palace balcony and
twenty-four karat beauty but
she’ll never be the tallest
she’s no longer the star

He is David and she is the random
painting that fi lls empty space

She was high on New York skyline
basking in Hollywood sunshine
blinded by sound stage lights
Drunk on boys and cherry wine
thanking the academy as the crowd
roars

and applauds this afternoon in Monaco
for him as he waves from the balcony
gifting them the grand Grimaldi smile
Th e one that he gave to all the children
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She’s looking down fondly at the people,
Her people that seem to love her like
she loved a freshly printed screenplay
so she gestures and beams naturally
the way they said to do in rehearsal

and it’s her best performance yet

Courtney Cooke

As the Sun Sank Below the Horizon
As the sun sank below the horizon, Daisy was convinced she’d never 
understand. She glanced over at the shelf mounted to her wall. A 
small framed photograph was perched upon it. Th e photograph 
was of her father, mother, older sister, older brother, and herself. 
Th e photo had been taken years earlier when Daisy was just eight 
months old.

She thought of how much her family had changed since the 
photo was taken. Her father, Bradley, was no longer with her mother, 
Mariah.

Her brother, Sawyer, had just turned fi ve at the time of the photo. 
Th e same scrawny-looking preschooler was now seventeen. Hercu-
lean, towering, and frankly, intimidating. He was a senior in high 
school, and in just eleven months he’d be headed to college on an 
athletics scholarship.

Daisy, just a baby in the photo, was now thirteen. She was a 
cheerleader at her middle school. She was quiet most of the time, but 
come game day, she cheered the loudest. She’d been described as a 
light by those around her.

Her older sister, Laney, was just two months away from her sev-
enth birthday. Her blonde hair was blowing into her hazel eyes as 
she laughed. Laney, unlike Sawyer and Daisy, never got to grow up. 
She passed away a month after the photo was taken.

Her parents weren’t sure what pain was worse; the shock of what 
happened, or the ache for what never would. Th e world was void of 
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Laney’s laugh, her smile, the joy she brought. Everyone believes that 
their child is special, but Laney undeniably was.

Daisy still had no clue how Laney died. Each time she asked her 
parents, they simply told her she had died of illness. Further detail 
was never provided.

At the time the photo was taken, neither of Daisy’s younger sis-
ters, Cora and Adelyn, had been born.

Cora was now eight, a rambunctious ball of energy. She loved 
gymnastics with a passion. Flipping and tumbling were her happy 
place. She seemed to run on a motor, constantly jumping and bounc-
ing, seeming to never get tired. She had a smile that spread like but-
ter and a laugh that was as infectious as the common cold.

Adelyn was a curly-haired fi ve-year-old with a head full of fanta-
sies. She’d run through the house in her plastic princess heels, frilly 
dress-up gown, and her plastic rhinestoned tiara pretending her 
teddy bear was her prince. She was the epitome of the quote “sugar, 
spice, and everything nice, that’s what little girls are made of.”

Daisy looked out her window. She took note of the stars, appear-
ing as the last bit of daylight dissipated. “Look up at the stars to-
night,” she recalled her grandmother saying. “All of the angels in 
heaven are smiling down on you.”

As the sun disappeared below the horizon, Daisy accepted the 
things she could not change.

Avery Payne

The Beatles
Th e Beatles are one of the most famous rock and roll bands in his-
tory. Th e band formed during the 1960 in Liverpool, United King-
dom and became huge. Th e members of the band were George Har-
rison, Paul McCartney, John Lennon, and Ringo Starr. In 1963, 
their fi rst album was called Please Please Me. In that album, they 
did not have the drummer Ringo Starr. Th e second album was With 
Th e Beatles and that came out in 1963. In 1964, the Beatles went on 
tour of the United States and played many shows along with mak-
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ing two albums and one movie. Th e movie A Hard Day’s Night was 
released in 1964 along with the album. Th e other album was Bea-
tles For Sale. In the early sixties while the Beatles were playing con-
certs, they played at a club in Liverpool called the Cavern Club al-
most three hundred times! Also, some other bands that played there 
were the Rolling Stones, the Kinks, and the Who.

In 1965, the Beatles stopped touring because they got tired of 
touring; also, many of their fans would scream and that made it 
hard to hear their music. However, the Beatles still went on one 
more tour of America. Th eir last concert was at a stadium in San 
Francisco called Candlestick Park. Th ey also made two more al-
bums and another movie. Th e movie was called Help along with 
the album. Th ey also made an album called Rubber Soul. Th ey re-
located to London and fi nished touring. Th ey still made quite a few 
new albums. Th ey made Revolver in 1966, Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts 
Club Band and Magical Mystery Tour in 1967, and the White Album 
in 1968.

Also in 1968, they made another movie, but this time it was an-
imated. Th is was the Beatles’s second animated movie because in 
1965 a cartoon version of themselves came out. Th e movie was called 
Yellow Submarine. In 1969, they made an album for the movie; the 
album Abbey Road came out. When the Beatles relocated, they re-
corded all their late sixties’ albums at Abbey Road Studios. 1970 was 
the Beatles last year and their last album came out. It was called Let 
It Be. Th ey also made a movie called Let It Be. Th en after that the 
band broke up. However, even after they broke up, they actually still 
made albums for quite some time. Th ey made albums for the rest of 
the seventies and eighties. Sadly, John Lennon died in December 
1980 in New York City due to a murder. George Harrison died in 
November 2001 in Los Angeles due to cancer.

I started listening to the Beatles as a little kid, and I didn’t out-
grow them. In fact, I listened to them so much that I heard every 
single song by them! When I was a little kid, I had two Beatles T-
shirts. I had one with their logo on it. Under their logo it had the fl ag 
of the UK because the Beatles are from the UK. Th e second one had 
the Beatles walking and it said “Th e Beatles” in red at the top. I also 
watched their movie Yellow Submarine as a little kid. Th at was the 
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fi rst Beatles movie I saw. Th en, when I was in fi fth grade in 2016, I 
made a movie about the Beatles. I have owned a lot of Beatles stuff  
and they have been one of my favorite bands for a long time.

Nolan Benestante

Lenin’s Awakening
moscow, russ i a

Vladimir Lenin arose from a ninety-six-year-long stupor. Not in the 
opulent comfort of his lavish Gorki dacha, but in the stifl ing con-
fi nes of a glass sarcophagus. Th e air reeked of embalming fl uid and 
putrefying fl esh, and stubble was beginning to form around his im-
maculate goatee. Yet for Lenin, this was hardly the weirdest thing 
that had happened to him. He had once been smuggled in a sealed 
train as international cargo. How could this be any diff erent?

I must get out of this box, Lenin thought as he rummaged under 
the clammy mattress for his maintenance hammer. His hands felt 
cold iron, and with one smooth swing cracks spiraled across the bal-
listic glass, erupting into millions of shards.

Lenin stiffl  y rose from the sarcophagus. Two oak doors stood 
sentry in an unfamiliar marble room. Lenin nonchalantly headed to 
the doors and brushed them aside.

Th e ambiance of Red Square was bustling with merrymaking. 
Roses had been scattered around the threshold. People exclaimed 
wildly as a motorcade of T-50 tanks and limos trundled on. Lenin 
gazed towards the sky and beheld the sight of the imperialist Rus-
sian tricolor fl ag.

Suddenly a queer thought ran through Lenin’s head. Why isn’t the 
Soviet fl ag fl ying? As Lenin continued to watch the procession, ap-
prehension began to grasp his mind.

“Oh god! Someone walked out of Lenin’s Mausoleum!” a spec-
tator exclaimed in bewilderment. At once, half of the crowd arched 
their heads to face the mausoleum, dead silent. Were they expecting 
him to address them?

“Greetings comrades!” Lenin cried as he turned to face Red 
Square.
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At once, everything fell into disorder. People breached the riot 
barricades and surged to Lenin, as if gravitating to his mere pres-
ence. Lenin beamed until he noticed reporters jostling each other 
to position their boom mics and cameras. People fi dgeted with slim, 
squarish devices, which they tapped and screeched at unceasingly. 
People on the outskirts of the horde fanatically waved the Soviet fl ag 
and copies of the Communist Manifesto.

What the frick is going on? Lenin was beginning to feel perturbed. 
He tried to shoulder his way through the throng.

“Hey, TASS reporting live!” a press corp member shouted.
“Pravda Tabloid! Nice costume!”
“Chto za chert?!” Lenin exclaimed. “What costume?! What is go-

ing on?!”
“Sweet getup, man! Can I take a quick shot?” Lenin wheeled 

around as a pot-bellied man raised a squarish device. He instinc-
tively reached for his Tokarev pistol.

“Calm down, sir. It’s just my cell phone!”
“Your what?!” Lenin exclaimed over the din.
He heard a faint click, and the man grinned fervently.
Passerby stared at him like a revenant. Lenin eyed the mauso-

leum. He had a feeling that this was going to be a very long day . . .

t he k r eml in

General Valery Gerasimov scanned the live news broadcasts of the 
Victory Day parade. Th e bold headline “Lenin’s Doppelganger Exits 
Mausoleum On Victory Day” continued to scroll across the moni-
tor, accompanied with a video of mass hysteria in Red Square.

Th e phone rang monotonously, prompting Gerasimov to an-
swer it.

“Priviet?”
“Uh, we just got a notice from a Lenin impersonator whose iden-

tifi cation is . . . ninety-six years out of date. He wants to speak with 
you immediately, sir,” came a faltering reply.

“Do send him in at once.”
“Yes sir.”
Th e line went dead, and no sooner had he placed the phone in its 

cradle when Lenin himself barged through the decrepit door.
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“Th e hell is going on? Who are you?” Lenin muttered under his 
breath.

“Do sit down comrade,” Gerasimov replied. “I’ve been expecting 
you for a very long time.”

Gerasimov set down a shot of vodka on his desk, which Lenin 
promptly chugged.

“Do you know what year it is, comrade?” Gerasimov continued.
“1924.”
“No sir. It’s 2020.”
Lenin gawked in horror. An uncomfortable silence set in the 

room.
“Th is cannot be. How am I alive?” He demanded incredulously.
“It’s a long story comrade, but I have something that might inter-

est you. A report on one of our agents.”
Gerasimov leisurely cracked open a manila folder. All the doc-

uments were emblazoned with “Classifi ed” stamps. He spun the 
folder to face Lenin.

“Comrade, an agent of the SVR has infi ltrated Washington, D.C., 
under diplomatic cover. He’s known by the alias Agent Orange.”

Lenin quickly scrutinized the fi le. Personal info was censored, in-
cluding the operative’s weight. Attached was a profi le of a Caucasian 
male with a toupee.

“He’s leaked genuine information to Directorate PR, not just 
chicken feed. A stable genius! No one would question his motives, 
and he has his hands in the Senate, among other things . . .”

“Other things?”
“Nevermind about that.” Gerasimov quipped.
“I’m impressed. A stable genius indeed.” Lenin mused as he 

stroked his goatee.
Gerasimov reclined in his offi  ce chair with a content grin.
“I want to meet this Agent Orange in person.” Lenin said as he 

shook Gerasimov’s hand.
“Th at could be arranged . . .” General Garsimov said as a diabol-

ical smile spread across his face.

Khoi Nguyen
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Just Trying to Jeg Here
SE SS I O N A ,  H I G H S CH O O L

For their group name, this high school class chose Just Trying to 
Jeg Here. Th e name includes a strange word that is probably un-

familiar to most of you: jeg. As an invented word in a creative writ-
ing class, devised by an online name generator, it could be a non-
sense word, meaning nearly anything. However, one enterprising 
member of the group bothered to see if “jeg” had any translatable 
meaning. It does!

While in English the word “jeg” refers to machinery, in Danish, 
pronounced ya-ee, the word means “I” as in “the self.” So encapsu-
lated in one word we have the concept of the machinery of the self. 
I can’t think of a more apt description for a group of young writ-
ers who are trying to navigate all of the tribulations of the past sev-
eral months, school closings, social distancing, controversy over sys-
temic oppression and injustice, and adapting to new technologies all 
while trying to fi gure who they are and who they want to become. 
Th ese students are Just Trying to Jeg Here, indeed.

Th eir writing refl ects some of the challenges we’re facing in the 
world today. One disorienting vignette replicates the dissonance of a 
nonnormal “normal” as its speaker experiences an MRI for the fi rst 
time. Another refl ective piece lists stockpiled food items, hoarded 
memories, and stored emotions—a quarantine existence both half 
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full and half empty. And a poem inspired by the Black Lives Matter 
movement questions the disparity of “racism” as a word that inspires 
a misdirected overprotectiveness for exactly the wrong reasons.

Some students chose escapism in their pieces: in one we’ll accom-
pany a dragonborn assassin prowling the rooftops of her city, while 
another takes place in a world of incongruous transformation with 
strange landscapes, stranger monsters, and dangerous angst.

Th ree other pieces embrace diff erent aspects of the helplessness 
many of us are feeling: one in the retelling of the myth of Androm-
eda—a young woman without much say in her own fate—and two 
as chilling pieces of horror, one a bloodcurdling tale of murder and 
betrayal, the other in which a ghost story involving a clown takes a 
very ominous turn.

Th ese students have channeled their emotions into literature, 
sharing their ambivalence, their fears, and more. I am so impressed 
with the work they’ve created; I think you will be too.

Tracey Lander-Garrett
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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MRI
Th e machine was too big and loud. It had been decorated with stick-
ers and stuff ed animals to make it less ominous but it was still in-
timidating. Th ey gave me these large headphones to muffl  e the 
beeping and whirring noises. Th ey were ugly and black but were 
comfortable enough and they played music on a random radio sta-
tion so I wouldn’t be too bored while laying still and waiting and 
waiting and waiting some more for the machine to stop whirring 
and beeping so I could leave. Th e thing in my arm was uncomfort-
able (not painful but I wanted it out) and it left a strange taste in my 
mouth. I could smell it and taste it and I asked my dad if he smelled 
it but he couldn’t but the lady helping me told me that it was normal 
and said that she agreed, it was strange. It tasted like chemicals and 
tasted cold if something could taste like that. It was as if someone 
had melted a piece of plastic to a liquid and put it in the fridge and it 
was in the back of my mouth. She was the one who helped me onto 
the thing and fastened my knee before I waited.

Sarah Garrett
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Solitary Confi nement
Th ere had been fl ourless days. Days without oats, or garlic. Th e in-
stant macaroni shelf was empty by the end of the fi rst week. No 
beans in the bean aisle, no chicken in the meat section. We sur-
vived on bittersweet chocolate tortes that were too rich and stale 
corn fl akes that were too plain and garlic powder, a useless invention 
that didn’t seem to taste anything like garlic. We had pasta puttan-
esca with olives and anchovies instead of macaroni with cheese and 
we got dried beans from the little Mediterranean supermarket a few 
blocks away from our house even though the people there came too 
close to you.

I hadn’t used to yearn for an airy slice of cake every afternoon. I 
hadn’t used to like oatmeal.

My parents didn’t care so much about the food. Rather, they 
wanted the hand sanitizer with a high alcohol content and the dis-
infectant wipes and the sturdy masks. Th ey wanted the stuff  that 
would keep us alive, not happy; safe, not sane. On Mother’s Day, 
they thought we’d struck gold, sitting exposed on a shelf by the 
checkout counter. But the sorry hand sanitizer stank of chemicals 
and pears and made everything around it stink too.

I was barely washing my hands anymore except before meals 
and after using the bathroom. I stopped disinfecting groceries. I 
dropped the “socially distanced” part of, “a socially distanced walk,” 
and I didn’t even attempt to resist when my chin itched. I stopped 
adjusting my mask when it slid below my nostrils.

I was tired of waiting for the world to wake up.
I wished I’d known the last time we ate out that I wouldn’t be 

able to again for another eight months. I wished I’d known that last 
day as I grudgingly got ready for school that I wouldn’t be able to 
again for another eight months. I wished I’d known the last time 
I hugged someone. I wished I’d known the last time I decided to 
spend my day doing nothing when I could’ve been doing something, 
anything, out in the wide world. I wish I could’ve piled up good days 
and bad days from Before, the way those other people piled up water 
bottles and toilet paper and fi fty-pound bags of fl our. I’d store them 
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safely away in my basement to take out, to relive, whenever I needed. 
Whenever I was feeling bored and restless and depressed.

To go swimming. To feel the stinging cold water against my mid-
riff  and the smell of bug spray in the air, and the shrieks and shouts 
of little girls jumping off  the diving board for the very fi rst time.

To inhale a melting ice cream cone. Creamy and minty and def-
initely not vanilla. Not Bluebell and not Breyers, and not lactose 
free for my sister. A rainbow of fl avors to choose from, displayed in 
a wide white case that wasn’t infected with the touch of other hu-
man beings.

I wanted social studies. To sit through Mr. Wiltshire’s long, opin-
ionated lectures on Reform movements in a comically southern ac-
cent while drawing Moomins with girls at my table. I wanted a long, 
grueling theatre rehearsal with people I couldn’t stand, and I wanted 
a haircut, even though I always hated how it looked after.

I had wandered the house countless times and called every one 
of my near acquaintances until there was nothing left to talk about. 
I had done a movie marathon of Lord of the Rings, watched the ap-
pendices, watched the Hobbit, watched those appendices, and then 
turned to Barbie when Middle Earth was all used up. I had gone 
on too many walks, made too much hummus, listened to too many 
audio books that I never fi nished, bought and used up too many 
0.5 Micron pens, and cried into my father’s shoulder every after-
noon at around 2:30, when the boredom struck.

Th is was only the beginning.

Edie Birkholz
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Just Another Word
Th ere’s a list of all the words we hate:
Anger
Fear
Violence
. . . and many more,
all of which would make your head spin.

And then there’s another word: Racism.
But isn’t it important?

We learn about it in school.
Taught to us in books and
defi nitions,
so that way we know it.
But something never talked about.

We ask questions,
something children ought to do,
to understand the world,
to see it for the beautiful,
but broken place it is . . .
And we get nothing.

We try to fi nd out its meaning,
the one not locked by hate and fear,
but when questioned,
adults keep their mouths shut.

“It’s for your own good.”
“It’s best you don’t know about that.”
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And while we ask, the world burns,
with us tearing apart
their dreams,
their hearts,
their hopes.
With hundreds of meaningless, senseless deaths.
Deaths that leave us cowering in fear.
But we have no right to be afraid.

Th e ones we break,
have every right to be afraid when
they are persecuted for nothing of their own fault,
nothing they can change.

Th ey have every right to be afraid when their lives are at
the other end of Death,
an ominous shadow of judgement
not willing to listen to reason.

We see this,
We hear it,
We talk about it,
Garishly displaying it for all to see,
Using it and hurting others for our own gains
Yet we do absolutely nothing.

We claim that we try,
we do our best to understand them,
to support them.
Th at we care about the persecution,
the humiliation,
the suff ering,
that they endure.
But do we really?

For after all, racism is just another word.

Jhanvi Karthik
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Across the Rooftops
Rooftop to rooftop; easy as always. Lilac didn’t need to pay it much 
thought anymore, as she’d gotten quite good at it. It always felt nice 
to feel the night breeze on her scales as shingles clacked beneath 
her feet. Sometimes she paused to appreciate the nightlights of Sha-
kotama city, but she still had work to do, so she kept running. In 
most areas of Sascaria, and especially in Atrea, nobody would ever 
expect a dragonborn to be an assassin, but that just made Lilac’s job 
that much easier. Th is city had been suff ering under a corrupt Sho-
gun for a long time now, and there was a clear line of succession that 
would put the city in much better hands. It was messy, but that was 
the point: she did the wrong thing for the right reasons so that other 
people didn’t have to.

And there it was: the Shogun’s palace. She’d had her partners 
do dummy raids in several areas around the city, and the royals 
had fallen for it spectacularly. As a result, the guards had been sent 
around the city, and there were very few at the palace itself. Th is 
should be easy then. As her mother was a blue dragon, Lilac had hy-
drokinesis, and with some fi ne control, she could cool water to ice, 
which let her make weapons and tools. In this case, it was a grap-
pling hook with a watery rope and an ice hook that took her up 
to the top of the palace wall. Peeking up over the top, she saw no 
guards looking towards her, so she climbed up and hopped over to 
the other side using her water grappling hook to slow her fall.

Slipping past the inner guards was even simpler; he’d put most 
of them on the wall, which demonstrated how careless he’d been in 
suppressing her dummy attacks. She’d still have to fi gure out where 
he was, though. He tended to move erratically through the pal-
ace. No one knew why. He’d probably be sleeping by now, but one 
could never know. She’d check the bedroom fi rst, at least. Looking 
through the window, she found he wasn’t there. Th at complicated 
things. Silently, Lilac slipped inside the palace and began to search 
for the Shogun of Shakotama city.

Almost gliding across the rafters, Lilac made her way through 
the palace. It was a nigh-impossible task for most, but she had been 
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trained by the best, and had better precision, speed and reaction 
time than most humans could dream of. After a while of searching, 
she came back to the roof to try and fi gure out where he’d gone. At 
that moment, she looked down and spotted a small clump of guards 
moving away from the palace. Th at was suspicious; nobody could be 
stupid enough to send more guards out when only a skeleton guard 
was on duty at the palace—in the middle of the night no less. Per-
haps she wasn’t as stealthy as she thought. Or maybe he had better 
intel than she thought. Whatever, a job is a job. She discreetly tailed 
the group until she was sure that the Shogun was a part of the group 
in the fi rst place. Once they were far enough from the walls, she fell 
upon them like a tsunami. Despite mostly working in the shadows, 
Lilac was still capable in a straight brawl. Th e guards had been at-
tempting to pass themselves off  as a normal patrol, so there were 
only a few guards. With the element of surprise, and speed greater 
than any human, Lilac tore into them. Th ey barely had any time to 
react before they met the ice of her blade. And with that, the Sho-
gun was alone. No guards, no servants, no fancy clothes, just him 
and her.

“Wha . . . what are you?” he stammered.
Lilac leaned over him and whispered, “Death.”
After that, she killed him. Th is was defi nitely a unique job, but 

not a hard one as they went. Th e city would mourn the death of this 
leader, but they would be in far better hands with his heir. Mission 
complete.

Gregory Quilici
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Welcome to the Shattered World
Th e girl could feel damp grass and mud under her the moment she 
awoke. Cold seeped in, nearly making her shiver. What happened? 
she asked herself silently, sitting up. All around her, as far as her eyes 
could see, purple grass grew, although most of it was trampled into 
submission.

“Wh . . . What . . . ?” she said quietly, turning quickly, hop-
ing this was all a dream. Instead, a grayish lilac beach stretched out 
in front of her, fading into a green-tinted blue-gray ocean, in the 
depths of which she could see orange particles, glowing like em-
bers. She stood up, eyes wide. “What the hell is going on here?!” she 
growled, but she stopped suddenly. How . . . How could she feel 
some part of her hitting the ground behind her, even though her legs 
weren’t moving? Hesitantly, she turned her head, and was greeted 
with not one, but two surprises: a pair of feathery, dark purple wings 
on her back (one of which was harder to see, since they were pretty 
big), and a lashing, fl uff y tail.

She jumped, a surprised hiss escaping her mouth as she fell into 
a sitting position. “What . . . what the [beep]?!?!” she yowled, the 
shock and cold air making her shake slightly. A roar sounded in re-
ply, making the girl stand bolt upright. “Who’s there?!” she snarled, 
but her eyes widened at the massive creature walking straight to-
ward her.

It was an odd-looking thing. Like a giraff e, but the head was 
massive, with many sharp fangs in its mouth. All along its neck and 
back were long, wicked spikes, and its tail held a single magenta 
fl ame, caged with spikes. Th e girl stepped back, tail puff ed out even 
more than before on instinct alone.

What the—what the [beep] is that thing?!?! her mind screamed 
out, but she held her ground, her wings spreading out to test them 
out. Before she could, she suddenly became aware of a warmth in 
her hand that somehow felt more real than the cold air surrounding 
her, and she looked down. Around her palm, there was darkness, but 
somehow, the girl didn’t feel afraid. In fact, she felt powerful. Glar-
ing up at the creature, she pointed her darkness-covered hand at it, 
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and a strong blast of the stuff  launched itself at it in a nearly perfect 
straight beam, like a laser. Th e creature roared again, but this time 
surprise was apparent in its voice, and it stumbled back slightly, be-
fore turning and running away.

Th e girl sighed, sitting back down and looking at her hand again. 
Th e darkness was gone. She looked around, wondering how this all 
even happened, when suddenly, it came to her. Th e beam of light. 
Th e storm. Th e ravine that appeared out of nowhere in the middle of 
her house, separating her from-

Mystic. Where is Mystic. Th e girl stood back up once more, look-
ing frantically around her. “No no no no no . . .” she repeated qui-
etly under her breath. Th e strange “cold” in the air seemed to worsen 
with her fear, but she didn’t care. “Mystic?! Mystic!” she called out, 
panic inching into her voice. Her little sister wouldn’t stand a chance 
against the spikey giraff e monster from before . . . No. She can’t be 
dead. Mystic would survive, she would be able to outrun it . . .

Suddenly, she could hear a quiet thud as something landed on 
the ground behind her, accompanied by an amused voice. “Hey, 
Viviana. Need a hand?”

Oh no. Not Erin. Not him. [Beeeeep.]

Julia Macron
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Andromeda
Andromeda’s mother, the Queen of Ethiopia, boasted that she was more 
beautiful than the sea nymphs. Th e sea god, Poseidon, was angered and 
sent a sea monster to destroy the coast. An oracle told the king that if he 
sacrifi ced his daughter it would save them, so Andromeda was chained 
to a rock to be fed to the monster. Perseus, a Greek hero wielding Me-
dusa’s head, spotted her and asked her father for her hand in marriage 
in exchange for killing the monster. Th e king agreed and Andromeda 
was saved and married to Perseus despite never being asked.

A girl
Off ered to Death
An appeasement
She waits
Chained
Her foolish mother
Should’ve kept her mouth closed

Th en suddenly a man
Winged sandals adorning his feet
Appears
Like a terrible angel

In his hand
He holds the head
Of a beautiful monster
Who didn’t escape her fate
But saves the girl from hers

Again
She is used
Traded like a pawn
Th e lucky prize stands at the altar
Next to her covetous savior

Maybe she didn’t escape fate after all

Faylyn Wang
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The Murder After a Shower
Andrea’s boyfriend always seemed a tad bit off . When Andrea 
couldn’t come over, he would always scream after she would hang 
up. Andrea lived a block away from him, so she would hear his cries. 
And whenever she would come over, he would lock himself in the 
bathroom for an hour before they would watch a movie.

He was never the same after Afghanistan. When the lights were 
off  his PTSD would cause him to think someone was attacking him. 
He would then scratch Andrea because the lights turning off  would 
startle him. Otherwise, he was normal. He would purchase her 
gifts, go on dates, he even proposed. Th ey were engaged. But Andrea 
told George that she wasn’t ready for marriage with him. Whenever 
Andrea brought up marriage, he would have this murderous gleam 
in his eyes.

But Andrea still stayed with George. Andrea thought she could 
help George after all he had been through. Well, at least that’s what 
she thought while she was in the shower. Th e moment she was 
fi nished, and getting dressed, the door started creaking; the lock 
started moving!

She screamed for help. But no one was there to save her. Th e 
door slammed against the frame so hard, the wooden door’s corners 
broke off . She realized that there was blood fl owing from the crack 
underneath the door. She had to get out of here, but there weren’t 
any exits in her bathroom. Out of fear, she placed her palms over her 
eyes. She couldn’t take it anymore.

She felt a sharp pain in her lower back. Th ere was no one in the 
room to stab her. She knew she had locked all the doors. George was 
at his own home, so it couldn’t be him.

She then looked at her lower back to fi nd it wasn’t a knife, it 
was . . . It was a fi nger. But where the nail should be, there was a jag-
ged razor. Th e even weirder part was that there was no one attached 
to the fi nger. Th e fi nger was just lodged next to her spine. But she 
ripped it out, anyway. Th e pain was unbearable, and she blacked out.

Waking up from her blackout, she was frightened. Knowing she 
would die regardless of her eff orts, Andrea crept out of the bath-
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room and into the living room. Th e hair on her neck tingled when 
a hand grabbed her shoulder. She screamed, louder than any of her 
boyfriend’s screams. But when she looked behind her, but there was 
no one there.

She had to get out of here. She dashed out of the door and into 
her car.

Th e car started. She drove to George’s house. But she then heard 
George’s voice. In her car! She froze.

Her foot slammed on the gas and she couldn’t take it off . She was 
approaching an intersection at 96 miles per hour. Andrea’s night-
mare became a reality. A car slammed into her Honda, her seatbelt 
snapped, and she fl ew out of the broken windshield of her car. Land-
ing at the nearby beach around far away from the crash, she had bro-
ken ribs, a twisted leg, what felt like a collapsed lung, and a twig 
sticking through her stomach. She couldn’t move, and she knew if 
she didn’t get medical attention soon, she would die.

She heard footsteps behind her. George was behind her! He said, 
“If you don’t marry me, you won’t marry anyone.” Th ose were the 
last words she heard.

George pulled out his knife and stuck it in the side of her neck. 
It penetrated both sides of her throat. Andrea was struggling to 
breathe, but George was laughing as he pulled off  her engagement 
ring. Andrea could only see for a few more seconds. Th e only thing 
she could see was George, holding up the ring toward the moonlight.

With the moon lighting up the diamond, she saw something that 
she had never seen before. Th e light made the diamond show a mes-
sage which said: I am not who you think I am.

Her eyes closed, and her pulse stopped.
Andrea was murdered after a shower.

Revant Sharma
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The Clown
On a long stormy night, Jane, a teenage girl, arrives to babysit for 
a wealthy family. Th e wealthy family has a large house with many 
rooms. Before the father leaves, he has some rules for Jane. After 
Jane puts the kids to sleep, he wants her to go to the basement and 
watch TV there, and nowhere else. Jane agrees and the father gives 
Jane his number just in case anything happens. Once both parents 
leave, Jane goes to tuck the kids in bed.

“Okay, Charlie and Zack, time for bed,” Jane says.
Charlie and Zak complain, “But we’re not tired!”
Jane sighs heavily and tells both Charlie and Zak that she will tell 

them a scary story.
Both kids cry, “Yay!”
Jane starts the story:

 Th ere once was a teenage girl who came to babysit for a fam-
ily. Th e family had a large house with many rooms. Before the 
father left, he had some rules for the girl. After the girl put the 
kids to sleep he wanted her to go to the basement and watch TV 
there, and nowhere else. Th e girl agreed and the father gave the 
girl his number just in case anything happened.
 Once both parents left and all the kids were tucked in bed the 
girl went down to the basement to watch some TV. However, she 
couldn’t focus on her show because in the corner of the room there 
was a statue of a clown grinning at her. So she decided to put a 
blanket over the clown. Moments later she still couldn’t concen-
trate on her show because the feet of the clown were sticking out 
of the blanket. She called the father and asked if she could move 
rooms and watch TV in a diff erent room.
 “Listen very carefully,” the father said to the girl. “My chil-
dren have been complaining about this weird clown that comes to 
their room in the middle of the night. We thought they were just 
nightmares. We don’t own a statue of a clown. You need to get 
the kids out of the house now! I’m going to call the police!” 
Th e girl looked back at the clown statue, but there was just a 
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blanket on the fl oor. As she got up from the couch, she heard foot-
steps coming from the stairs.

“Th e end!” Jane fi nishes.
“Ahh!” Charlie and Zak scream at the top of their lungs.
Jane chuckles and says, “It’s time for bed now, goodnight.”
“Goodnight,” reply the kids.
Jane turns off  the light and walks downstairs. As she reaches the 

last step she hears screaming from the children’s room. She runs up 
the fl ight of stairs as fast as she can. She opens the door to the chil-
dren’s room.

Jane shrieks at what she sees. Both kids dangling from the ceiling 
like a pendulum. Jane slowly walks into the room and sees a bloody 
statue of a clown laying on the fl oor next to the bed.

Mikah Liu
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We “Didn’t” Commit Arson
SE SS I O N A ,  M I D D LE  S CH O O L

This middle school class chose We “Didn’t” Commit Arson for 
their name. While that may or may not be true (I’m not accus-

ing anyone of anything other than abusing quotation marks), I can 
tell you that these students and their writing are on fi re.

Th ese pieces span a variety of topics. One pensive stream of 
thought explores windows as a metaphor that peers as much inward 
as it does outward. A horror story in the form of a transcript also 
peers—outward from a closet, where a frightened videographer re-
cords his experience of a supernatural stalker.

An invented myth tells how peace between warring nations ap-
pears impossible until the gods step in. One story explores how a 
teen girl’s world is turned upside down when the oaks in her neigh-
borhood are twisted into strange shapes, while another reveals the 
inner turmoil of a scientist driven to desperate actions by a toxic 
planet.

Two poems consider gratitude from very diff erent perspectives: 
one like a lullaby cradles us in images of comfort, contrasted by ac-
knowledgement of impermanence, while the other, with minimal-
ist language, lulls the reader with familiar thankful platitudes until 
suddenly the poem turns on us, showing its teeth.

Our fi nal poem, a deceptively simple ode to salad, celebrates its 
colors and textures so well that I now want a salad.
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With the lemons of this year’s pandemic, these young writers 
made lemonade with their words via Zoom. Th eir stories and po-
ems are inventive, full of life and feeling, even if some of those feel-
ings are of discomfort, of fi nding the world wanting—their writings 
shine like beacons of hope.

Tracey Lander-Garrett
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Windows
So I know I can just sit here all day and watch people, and I’m not 
sure what it means for humanity that people could be smiling at us 
at any time, through any small window, and yet we never bother to 
look up, never bother to wonder about the countless stories playing 
out behind every closed door, because the only stories we care about 
are the ones happening behind the doors that are open to us, as if 
the people we know are the only ones that matter, and of course the 
stories tucked away behind our own doors and windows are the ones 
we hold closest to our hearts, if only because we as a species do so 
love a story with ourselves in the spotlight, and I admit to the same 
fault, as in this dark in-between time where one normal has ended 
and we wait for another to begin while we desperately try to build 
a new one right now to fi ll in the empty spaces, I can watch a thou-
sand people walk by my window, not bothering to stop and wave at 
me, or even to look, and I wonder about them, sure, but they could 
all walk by and I would still wish that the people I miss most could 
be right here, right now, and I would never look out my window 
again because my own story would suddenly be enough.

Astrid Gothard
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You’re It!
Special Note: Th e following story is a transcript of a video recording.

I don’t have much time to talk so I’ll cut you to the chase. If you are 
watching this video, I’m currently hiding in the closet. Someone is 
in here and I don’t know who it is. Let me tell you what has hap-
pened in the past few hours. I just fi nished taking a shower and I 
was about to watch a movie when the power went out.

I thought the power must have gone out because of the storm.
Th en the TV turned on and I knew I wasn’t alone. Th e TV began 

to play a disturbing video.
A fi gure in a dark cloak said, “Th ey are watching. Th ey are listen-

ing. Th ey are knowing. And Th ey Will Come.”
And the power came back on and the TV turned on again. About 

thirty minutes later, the power went out again. And the TV played 
another video.

Th is time the cloaked fi gure said, “It is in the house.”
I thought, “What’s in the house? What do they mean, it?”
Th e cloaked fi gure continued and said, “You’re It. And It is the 

prey. It is being watched. And soon It will join us.”
I heard an echo of demonic children say all at once, “Let’s play 

with It. Will you play with us? Play with us!” And the video ended.
At that point, I unplugged the TV and hid in my bed.
An hour later, a text came on my phone: “We will come.”
Glass broke and something came in the house. “Hello. Th ank 

you for joining us,” said a voice.
Th en I hid in the closet and here we are now. I’m so scared. He’s 

getting closer! Tell my mom I love her!
Wait, I think he left. I think I am free!
Smash!
“AHHHHH!”
“We rise, we come, and you will join. We rise!”

Ayan Issac
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The Trial of Shanti
Th ere once was a land called Gerinalia. Gerinalia was a land of war. 
Th e Land of Water and the Land of Fire had been battling for over 
three hundred years. Th e Land of Fire wanted to take the Land of 
Water and the Land of Water wanted to take the Land of Fire.

But one day, a mysterious human named Shanti came into Geri-
nalia in the middle of the battlefi eld. Th e mysterious Shanti was a 
servant for the King of Gods. Th e King saw great power within his 
servant and decided to test out his will. Th e King was a bit irritated 
by the war between the two lands and told Shanti to try to solve it. 
Th is act was supposed to be the trial of Shanti to see if he was wor-
thy of a position in the god’s realm.

Th e Land of Fire was overpowering the Land of Water and push-
ing them back into their territory. Shanti wanted to stop the war 
and thought of an idea. He brought the leaders of both lands to-
gether and asked them their reason for fi ghting. Th e leaders both 
said that they wanted more land so they could overpower the other 
land. Shanti thought, and came up with a compromise. Since the 
Land of Fire and the Land of Water had been at war for over three 
hundred years, they knew that they were equally matched.

“Th en why not join forces to protect all of the land?” the servant 
for the King of the Gods suggested.

Th e leaders thought that was a splendid idea and then Gerinalia 
turned back into a peaceful land. Th e King of Gods told Shanti that 
he had passed his trial and then the servant became a God of Peace.

Ten years later, Shanti decided to visit Gerinalia to see if the two 
lands were working fi ne. Shanti came down on the same day that 
he left. He noticed that the two lands were celebrating with each 
other. Shanti also noticed something odd. Th e celebration had lots 
of steam and smoke. Th e two lands were combining the two ele-
ments into one! Shanti observed the celebration and saw that they 
called this the Trial of Shanti.

Th e King of Gods noticed this too and stroked his beard. “My 
deed is done. I have chosen well.”

Ethan Wang
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The Trees
“I’m really not sure about this,” Allison said.

“Stop being a baby for once! It’s not like we’re going to die or 
anything,” Abby replied as she pointed her bike towards the arches.

Allison started regretting using Abby’s “short cut” to get to school. 
Seven twisted oak trunks were smashed into the ground, forming tall 
arches. Spruce trees surrounded it, creating a dense forest. Allison 
hesitantly turned her bicycle to face Abby’s.

“So you’re telling me the arches weren’t there when you used this 
shortcut last week?” Allison asked.

“Yup,” Abby said. “If you’re so scared, I’ll go through them fi rst.”
Allison watched as Abby cheerfully cruised through the arches. 

“See? Th ere’s nothing wrong with them, Ally. I’m doing just fi ne—”
Abby’s voice cut off . So did her body. Allison blinked, and Abby 

was just . . . gone. Who was Abby, again? No, Allison knew that 
Abby was her best friend since second grade. Th ey were on their way 
to school, and . . . Who was Allison going to school with? She didn’t 
really have a best friend.

Allison was horrifi ed. Was she losing her memories of Abby? What 
was happening? Allison didn’t know anyone named Abby. She was go-
ing to school to make new friends that day. Everything was all right.

Allison shook her head. She was going to go through the arches 
to fi nd . . . A . . . who was she fi nding again? Abby! Right. Alli-
son started pedaling through the fi rst few arches. “Abby! Abby?” she 
called. Allison pedaled through the next few arches. Th e forest got 
quieter, deeper, and more menacing. She called out for her friend. 
“A . . . A . . . Anyone out there?” Allison wasn’t looking for a friend. 
Allison was lost in the woods. “Oh gosh, am I okay?” Allison asked 
herself. Th e trees loomed over her as she descended into darkness.

Yes. Allison was okay. She stood in a sea of white. Th ere was 
nothing around her, and there didn’t need to be. Allison was per-
fectly happy.

William was confused when he saw nine arches in the forest on 
his way back from school. He’d used this shortcut for years, and 
there’d never been anything weird like this. Nine twisted oak trunks 
were smashed into the ground, forming tall arches. How bizarre.

Lainey Leslie
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One Last Time
I haven’t seen the sun in years. I’ve never seen it since people called 
me crazy. Well who’s the crazy one now huh?

I’m not the crazy one for living underground.
I’m not the crazy hoarder.
I’m not the cannibal.
I’m not the . . .
Th e . . .
Why? Ava why? You could have stayed . . . You could have stayed 

with me.
No, No, No. Focus.
We’re going to the surface, not living in the past. Th e past that 

had her smile. Her laugh. Th e way her hair moved, disappearing 
around every corner. Maybe she is up there. I have to see.

Th e lock on the door is ancient. It hasn’t been moved in years. 
Every gear that I turn disappears into dust. Coating me like a blan-
ket. Suff ocating and fi nal. Once I leave here, there will be no go-
ing back. Leave this hole that is—no, was—my home, and go to 
the surface. Th e wretched, callous surface. Th e surface that never 
loved me.

Th e surface that held people. Snobby, stuck up people. Unable to 
tell what they were doing to their own planet. I tried to warn them 
of the troubles ahead. I was an esteemed scientist. But when I tried 
to warn them, they turned on me. Stripped me of my titles, and cast 
me out.

Together, people are terrible beings. Following the worst as their 
leader.

Leaders like Tom.
Tom.
Th at man.
Th e man that took everything away from me.
He turned the science department on me. He said I was a crack, 

raving about our dying planet. He took Ava away from me.
I will never regret what I did to him.
His blood will stain my soul in the best way possible.
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I was driven underground by it, but who cares. He was gone. For-
ever. He would never bother me again.

Th e fi nal gear clicks. Locks into place, and disappears. A fi nal 
type of sound. A ringing noise that never leaves you.

Th e door opens, and the sun streams through.
“It’s been years my friend,” I say. “Never thought that I would see 

you again.”
Th e sun doesn’t reply. Just glares down.
Th e earth is toxic. Toxic in more ways than one. Our atmosphere 

is gone. Our plants, dead. Water, dried up. Life, disappeared.
I can’t breathe, so I fall.
Face in the substance that once held grass.
My body is stinging. Convulsing with pain. Not like that’s very 

diff erent from what I usually feel.
“Marc.”
I hear her voice.
“Marc, wake up.”
At least I can hear her one last time.
My fi nal breath is one of solidarity, on this desolate planet.
“One Last Time.”

Liberty Miller
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Temporary Hug
It was like
Summer rain on your skin when it’s pouring outside
Or the sweet hot chocolate and winter blanket that comes after
It was like
Th e gentle kiss on the top of your head
Before you’re scolded for going out in the rain
In the fi rst place
It was like
Your careless laugh when you knew you’d do it
Over and over again
Because you knew they wouldn’t really get mad
It was like
You running outside to play in the shallow puddles
After the rain had stopped
And trying to catch that one rainbow
It was like
A hug
Th at you don’t really think much of
Until it’s over

Rowan Jansen
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Sweet and Sour Friendships
Th ank you
For the love
For all of the memories that
We
Shared

Th ank you
For the laughter
All the little jokes we’d play on each other
And the jokes we’d tell

Th ank you for the gifts
Th ough
I never got any from you
I gave it all

Th ank you
For forgetting me
Forgetting us
Th ank you
For remembering
All my secrets
And scattering them into the howling wind.

Nghi Nguyen
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Greens
Yummy salad,
all green and very tasty.
Goes very good
with salad dressing
and some olives.

Salad is all crunchy
and delicious
with goopy dressing on top.

Very fi lling and an easy meal to make.
It’s worth the time to make
because
it’s yummy.

Zach May
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The Quaranteam
SE SS I O N A ,  M I D D LE  S CH O O L

What an interesting time in the world. Never have the healing 
and connective powers of creative expression been more nec-

essary. For three weeks, this intrepid team of wanderers, wonderers, 
and word-rebels have braved the deep recesses of their own creative 
experiences to share with the world their precious off erings. I would 
like to introduce you to the Quaranteam, in no particular order:

Ruhi (Rue) is the two-time winner of the Destination Imagina-
tion regional competition and the winner of her fi fth grade poetry 
slam. She enjoys writing historical fi ction, poetry, realistic fi ction, 
and publishing blogs. When she is not writing, she enjoys letting her 
creativity fl ow through her dancing. One of her greatest ambitions is 
to move to England and become a bestselling author. Isabelle enjoys 
playing lacrosse, hanging out with friends, reading, and watching 
Netfl ix. Animal lovers at heart, her family shares their home with a 
dog, two kittens, and a lizard. Th is is Alex’s second year writing with 
Badgerdog. In his downtime, he enjoys riding his bike and playing 
video games. While Abigail D. loves writing, she also has a strange 
passion for rodents. When at home, you can fi nd her drooling over 
books of any genre and playing her saxophone. In addition to cre-
ative writing, Katherine also enjoys unicycling, biking, volleyball, 
baking, reading, and playing the piano. Th is is Abby C.’s second 
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summer with Badgerdog. She wrote a fi ction piece this year, but she 
also enjoys writing haikus. In her spare time, you can fi nd her play-
ing with her two kitties. As well as writing and reading, Eleanor also 
enjoys acting. In fact, some of her writing pieces were inspired by 
characters she played. She enjoys playing sports and drawing. When 
she’s not inside doing crafts with her sisters or playing videogames 
with her brother, you can fi nd her biking, running, unicycling, or 
just sitting outside alone. Right now she’s twiddling her thumbs at 
home and trying to stay sane during quarantine. And last, but cer-
tainly not least, is Violet, who is your average karate, writer, gamer 
person. She likes to write poetry and fi ction and has had several po-
ems and stories published. Violet would also like it known that she 
has just one thing to say: “I have chickens, do you like chickens?”

I have so thoroughly enjoyed working with this motley crew of 
dreamers and rapscallions. I am honored to present them and the 
culmination of their work during Session A. Enjoy.

Renee Troxler
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Highschool Trouble
— W R I T T E N FR O M T H E  P O I N T  O F  V I E W O F 

T H E  T R I C K S T E R  A N T I H E R O

“It’s just not fair!!! How come Axel is so popular, what makes him 
so special,” I thought angrily. I have an idea . . . When school ended 
I went home straight to my basement, this is where I formed my 
plan. Th e next day at the beginning of class I asked if I could hang 
out with Axel, of course, doing that made me feel sick inside but it 
was for the plan. And to my surprise, Axel said yes, I was delighted, 
we agreed that after school we would go to the arcade and just hang 
out. “He’s actually very nice, wait, what am I thinking, just stick to 
the plan?” Turned out, Axel also thought it was fun so we decided to 
do the same tomorrow, this continued for months, everybody that 
it was strange that the most popular guy in the whole grade was so 
close to a loser like me, because of that, people started treating me 
nicer, asked to hang out with me, they started actually noticing me! 
But that wasn’t enough, I want more power. Of course after hang-
ing out with Axel every day for a whole month, we became pretty 
close, so Axel told me a secret, his family was poor, that was why he 
always wore the same clothes and the same pair of shoes. I was ter-
ribly delighted when I heard this, that night I printed hundreds of 
fl yers saying that Axel was from a poor family so he always had old 
school supplies and wore the same clothes. I printed at least a hun-
dred of these posters. Th e next day, I arrived at school early and 
hung the posters around the whole building, and during the assem-
bly, I started spreading rumors, I knew it was a terrible thing to do 
but I did it anyway. Th at day Axel was late to school and by the time 
he arrived, everyone knew his secret and there were rumors about 
him being spread everywhere. When he heard about them he knew 
it was me who did it, he looked at me with a mix of fear, embarrass-
ment, confusion, and anger, and I just stared right back at him. Axel 
started to get bullied and I became popular, I had an infl uence on 
everyone, anything I did became a new trend, every Valentine’s Day 
I’d get tons of letters, I’d get invited to all sorts of parties, and every-
one asked to hang out with me, I was even elected student council 
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president. I was overjoyed with all the power I had. Axel eventually 
transferred to a new school and to this day, I don’t know what be-
came of him, but I got what I wanted and I couldn’t care any less 
about what happened to him.

Abby Chu

A Circle of Greed
“You got greedy,” Axel spat. “Knowing you, I shouldn’t even be sur-
prised. Grainger died because you couldn’t keep your hands off  of a 
few shiny rocks. Leave or I will shoot.”

“You’re bluffi  ng,” I said. With him, it was a common occurrence.
“Try me,” Axel snatched the stones from my palm. “And I’m 

keeping those.”
I leaned forward, a growl in the undertones of my voice. “We’re 

in a gang. If he would’ve moved, he would’ve lived.”
He swiveled around. Rain drummed on the glass. Th rough the 

refl ection, I could see a smile spread across his face. “I’m getting the 
sense that you’re upset.”

Soot and dried blood caked my hands, making it look as if they’d 
been charred. If they didn’t look so mangled, I would’ve fl ashed 
my third fi nger in his face. Slowly, I traced my eyes along his neck, 
imagining what a large smiley face would look like on it. Instead, 
a glimmer, slightly obscured by the dark room, caught my eyes. A 
golden chain hung loosely from Axel’s pudgy neck, oversized and 
casting light fragments on the brick wall. A fat necklace for a fat 
wretch, I supposed, but valuable nonetheless. And I believed in col-
lecting souvenirs for every occasion.

“Goodbye,” I said primly.
He raised an eyebrow, and in return I fl ashed him a gratuitous 

smile. Considering the excessive amount of jewelry splayed across 
the desk in front of him, he wouldn’t miss the chain. Swiftly, as not 
to be noticed, I slipped a fl imsy chain around his neck. He didn’t 
even fl inch as I pocketed the real thing, and I watched as he con-
tinued fi ddling with his thumbs, blissfully aware that Axel, leader 
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of one of the most feared gangs in New York City, had been stolen 
from. Adorable.

He was right. I was greedy. But I was not stupid.
“Axel!” I called, spinning around. “Missing something?”
A look of confusion swept over his pudgy face. For a moment he 

fumbled around, head spinning wildly and in such wide arcs that 
I thought it might snap off . He pawed at his neck—there you go, I 
thought—and, realizing nothing was there, let out a slight wheezing 
sound. Th e noise grew to a chortle, then a barking laugh.

Would I have to perform the Heimlich maneuver? It sounded as 
if he was trying to dislodge something from his throat. His crow-
eyes glittered. I could almost see the gears in his head turning.

“Alright,” he fi nally chuckled, beckoning me with his hands. 
“Okay. Come back.”

Abigail Durnin

Untitled
—A F T E R  E M I LY  D I C K I NS O N’S 

“ ‘H O PE ’  IS  T H E  T H I N G W I T H FE AT H E R S”

Evil is the thing with fear
Th at chaos in the crime
And horror and the disbelief without any death
And never calm at all

And death in the chaos is heard
And the ego must be the ability
Th at could envy the red Bird
Th at kept so many secrets

I’ve heard it in the quiet land—
And on the dream Sea—
Yet never in fi ction,
It asked a fact about me.

Alex Macron
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Mr. Wormwood’s Regrets: 
Get Tickets Now
—A M O N O LO G U E

A weary Mr. Wormwood walks into the living room, eases the door 
shut, and slumps down onto the couch. “Sometimes I feel bad. How 
I treated Matilda was unacceptable. Look where she is today, a best 
selling author and mathematician. I wish I had done a better job 
raising her. It’s clear she didn’t even need me, though. If only I had 
been there for her even a little bit, perhaps she would have shared the 
fame. Or the money. Th at would’ve been nice, too.

“I see her in commercials and interviews, talking about how she 
hasn’t seen her biological parents in years. If I had just been a bet-
ter dad then she might’ve loved me. Maybe even called me daddy 
instead of being all prim and proper and calling me father. I could 
be on the big screen right now. I mean, come on, I have the looks. 
Right?” (He looks expectantly into the TV screen to see a smiling man 
staring back at him and shaking his head.) “Well, at least I had my 
hair. But now I don’t anymore. Everytime I touch it some falls out. 
It’s because of that time someone put bleach in my Oil of Violets 
Hair Tonic. Th at didn’t turn out well. It’s limp and damaged. All 
that scrubbing to get that disgusting green out ripped off  half of my 
hair. And then I went and got my hat glued to my head. Th at cut out 
what was left of it.

“It’s always been my dream to be on the big screen. To have my 
name known by all. To be as handsome as those actor people. But 
sometimes . . . dreams don’t come true, and that’s what happened 
here. I just wish someone understood me. When I was young, I 
never knew the magic of television. I always had to sit around read-
ing comics and listening to records. I just thought our family should 
take full advantage of it. But then Matilda decided to go and read 
those boring books of hers. She was always so good at reading them. 
She would read two or three a day. I was feeling so remorseful this 
morning that I decided to glue the library book I ripped apart back 
together. It’s called Th e Red Pony, I think.
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“Michael, Mrs. Wormwood and I watched TV all day. Look where 
that got us. I lost my job at the car place, Michael dropped out of 
school and is still watching TV twenty four/seven, and Mrs. Worm-
wood is holding the family up by playing bingo. She almost never 
wins. We don’t even have our lifelong supply of TV dinners anymore! 
What happened to our well known family? It’s down the drain.

“I’m a janitor! What has life come to? Th e classy, handsome 
Mr. Wormwood, reduced to a school janitor. Do you realize how 
much vomit there is in school? Everybody’s daring each other to 
eat weird food combinations and it makes them sick. Th ere was one 
time a kid dared another to eat a banana-sprite combo. Th e vomit 
was projectile. Why would anyone want to do that? It’s so gross. Es-
pecially for the janitor. It’s terrible.

“Th ere is so much pride I feel towards Matilda. She’s all grown 
up and famous. Th at’s all I ever wanted. I wish I could do some-
thing to fi x our relationship. If I had known how she would turn out 
I would’ve been nicer.” He stops talking and falls back on the couch, 
looking exhausted, and falls asleep.

Eleanor Evarts

Untitled
Alice rolled over. And then she rolled back. She was just now realiz-
ing that grass wasn’t the comfi est thing to lay in. But it was good for 
staining your dress. Ten minutes earlier, Alice’s mother had forced 
her into a hideous white and yellow fl ower dress.

“You will take care of it, right?” Alice’s mother asked. Alice nod-
ded. She then proceeded to go outside and start rolling in the grass. 
Alice sighed. She watched a butterfl y delicately land in a wildfl ower. 
Alice sighed again. Th en, she heard a noise halfway between a cough 
and a scream. She sat up, startled. Th ere was somebody or something 
pulling someone else into the old alley. A streak of wispy blonde 
fl ashed by her eyes. Emily, she thought. She got up and started run-
ning. She saw a random man, trying to steal her friend Emily’s bag. 
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She walked right up to the man and punched him. Th e man looked 
stunned. With blood dripping down his nose, the man sent his fi st 
fl ying at Alice. Th en everything went dark.

Alice woke up in a bright room. Th ere was a lumpy pillow be-
hind her and a window to the side of her. She realized that she was 
in her mother’s room, where she had never been allowed to come be-
fore. She then realized that her eye wouldn’t open. She touched it. 
Ow, she thought. Alice tried her best to remember the day before. 
She remembered that she had gone to help her friend, and she had 
punched someone. I guess I got punched too, she thought.

“Alice? Are you awake?” Said her mom, slowly opening the door.
Alice nodded.
“Good. You’ve done something to your eye. I think we should 

just let you rest,” said her mom.
Alice nodded again.
“Well, I’ll bring the radio in here and we can listen to the news.”
“Mmhm.”
Alice’s mother returned with the radio. “Oh, I have to run to the 

store. You keep listening,” said her mother.
Well folks, said Mr. Turner, who did the radio, that pretty much 

wraps up toda—oh dear. I have just gotten word that there is a crimi-
nal that escaped prison. He has gone on a killing spree around the town, 
a serial killer, we could call him. Everyone please stay inside for the next 
few days until the police deal with this.

Alice froze. Her mother was out there. She’ ll come back. Alice 
told herself. But she didn’t. I have to go help her. Alice jumped up, 
ignoring the throb of her eye. She ran outside. In the direction of 
the store. Alice stopped. Th ere was something blocking her path. 
Up ahead, a body was lying limp on the sidewalk. Mother, Alice 
thought. Standing above the body was a man with a bloody knife.

Isabelle Fore
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Why Me?
Ever since I started going to this private school I’ve hated it. I got 
in with a scholarship because I’m really smart. In sixth and seventh 
grade I took eighth and ninth grade classes, and still got high honor 
roll in all of them. Also, I was at the top of my class for fi ne arts. 
Anyway, I get eye rolls, stares, and insults from all the popular kids. 
I try to fi t in, I really do. But I think that’s where I messed up. I hate 
being left out so I’ll lie my way into being cool enough to be ac-
cepted. Th e truth is my family doesn’t have that much money. We 
live in one of the most rundown neighborhoods of the city. I would 
absolutely die of embarrassment if anyone found out, especially my 
only real friend Preslie. I say friend but what I mean is the only per-
son who actually doesn’t pretend like I’m nothing. Preslie is one of 
the most popular kids at my school, but she is really nice and wel-
coming. Unfortunately, I have most of the kids including Preslie be-
lieving I live in a mansion, but it’s located too far away to live there 
while I’m in school. Th at lie kind of held down the obnoxious stares 
a new kid gets.

Today is Friday, and I’m so relieved. I’ve almost survived another 
week without anyone fi nding my secret. Well, the bell for lunch just 
rang. Goodbye math class and hello food. Today for lunch there 
was some really nice chicken, a vegetable pile of your choice, and 
ice cream sundaes for dessert. It looked delicious, and I was actually 
in a good mood, but that didn’t last. Now I had the diffi  cult task of 
fi nding a place to sit. I would like to sit near Preslie, but she sits with 
the other popular kids. I scratched that spot off  my list. Th at left me 
sitting alone in the corner of the lunch room. Every so often a pop-
ular kid would come and pretend to sit next to me, but then would 
call me a name and head off  to a diff erent table snickering.

Finally, the last bell rang and I grabbed for my backpack. I went 
to my locker and stood there pretending to rearrange my locker so 
no one would wonder why I was just standing there. Ten minutes 
later I ducked out of the back door of the school hoping no one 
would see me. If anyone saw me not in the car line with the limo I 
said I had. Well, let’s just say that wouldn’t be good. As soon as I was 
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out of sight of the school. I sprinted the rest of the way to my neigh-
borhood. I stopped just short of my front door to grab the mail. 
Th en, I heard the snickering I knew so well.

“Hey, Jasmine,” I heard someone say. I spun around and standing 
in front of me were Ashley, Haley, and Jessica. Th e three meanest 
girls of the popular group. Th ey all wore smug smiles and they were 
videoing me. Why me? I thought silently in my head.

“Is this where you live?” Ashley asked innocently, batting her 
eyelashes. I was stunned. I didn’t think a lie could get me out of 
this one.

Katherine Oehler

Never Looked Back
Boom! Crash! Bang! Th ose were the noises that fi lled my childhood. 
A constant wave of shouts,with fear and anger peeking out of ev-
ery corner of the house that I remember so well. Th e house that 
haunts my dreams with its evil presence, creeping up in the dead 
of night and resting its weathered, rough claws like daggers around 
my throat. Th e house that rested by the sinister forest, full of syca-
more trees that were as black as coal from the tenebrous clouds that 
loomed in the sky. When I recall that house, I feel as if a ship has 
sunk in my stomach. Th e house was fi lled with plastic trash cans 
that we used as chairs at the cardboard table and contained only 
three rooms, a bathroom, a bedroom, and a closet. When I was 
born, I immediately slept in the closet with the mold on the walls 
and dust falling from all directions.

My friends say that I am fearless and brave. I realize that they 
don’t know me at all. I don’t think anyone knows me well enough to 
know that at night, horrors of my past fi ll my head. When I was a lit-
tle girl, I had to learn to fi ght for myself, because no one else would. 
I tried to help my parents, but I couldn’t. Alas, I was only a little 
girl, in their opinion, I was insignifi cant. From when I could com-
prehend words, my mother would never forget to tell me that they 
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would disown me the second I would not do as they say. “Straight 
to the orphanage, you’ll go!” my father would often say. I lived as a 
mere servant to my parents. Making the best dinner I could, which 
usually consisted of ghastly, moldy bread and putrid cheese that had 
been a midnight snack for the mice, going to the store, and pay-
ing for the groceries from the income of my job as a waitress. Th ose 
tasks were my everyday life. Th ey were all that I knew. Th e fear of 
getting beat up by my father even more was what kept me from leav-
ing. When I was sixteen years old, I won an award for being at the 
top of my class. Th ere was going to be a big gathering in the cafe-
teria where I would be awarded with my prize and make a speech. 
I was nervous, but also excited, sadly my parents had other ideas. 
“Rug rat,” my dad called. “We need you to go to the grocery store 
and pick us up some beer and cigarettes,” he shouted. “I can’t,” I 
muttered while trembling. Th is was the fi rst time I had denied my 
parents anything. “You will do as you’re told,” my mother shouted. 
“Remember, straight to the orphanage you’ll go!” she said. My fa-
ther stood up and started towards me, at that moment I was com-
pletely overtaken by anger, I looked at him with disgust I had held 
in for years, my rage caused him to stop in his tracks. “I have acted 
as a slave to you all my life!” I bellowed. “I have picked up after you, 
paid your bills, and acted like more of an adult than you will ever 
be! “I will NOT be treated like this anymore!” I screamed. Th en, I 
stormed off  to my closet. Rapidly, I started to stuff  the few belong-
ings I had into a blue duffl  e bag. My parents walked through the 
door and stared at me, dumbfounded at my behaviour. “You will 
never touch me again!” I howled. And just like that, I opened the 
pastel blue front door and never looked back.

Ruhi Motwani
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Haiku Valley
Th ere is a valley
Where nothing is right at all
But it is peaceful

Drooping fl owers thrive
and waterfalls dance fl owing
At their own slow pace

Grass is long and wild
Trees nuzzle the river bank
Th ey call to the soul

Th e birds sing their tune
calling each other lightly
And never stopping

Deer strut the grassland
snakes slither through fallen leaves
At last they are here

I wish to go there
And see the wonderful sights
But I can’t today

Violet Gould
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Writers of the Dark
SE SS I O N C,  M I D D LE  S CH O O L

You may be wondering if the pieces enclosed herein will be tales 
of horror and woe, despair and melancholy, creaky doors and 

poorly lit alleyways. We did, after all, name ourselves Writers of 
the Dark.

It is true that we dabbled in dystopian fi ction and horror, and 
that one of our wise quotes (which we customarily assembled one 
word at a time at the end of each class) bluntly reads, “When things 
are not the best, don’t forget to cry.” But what is most astounding 
about this group of writers is that even as they tackle darker themes, 
their work is so inherently full of hope.

Th is group came together during a time that sometimes feels 
dark and lonely. Th ey arrived ready to write and to learn, and seam-
lessly dove into every genre and form that I threw their way. In their 
stories, their screenplays, their humor, and their poetry, they showed 
just how much writing can be the light, the hope, in a seemingly 
dark place.

Th e art of writing and the stories in our heads are something we 
carry with us, always. Th e ability to put fantastical stories on paper 
and to share them with the world is how we are able to step out of 
the dark. In the works of these talented young writers, I hope that 
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you will see a glimmer of the light and laughter that these writ-
ers brought to our workshop. I am so lucky to have helped them on 
their journeys, and to have had them help me on mine.

Marissa Macy
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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The Renegades Who Never Run
Well, what was she expecting? It’s not like they ever cared for her. Or 
any of the other Renegades. Th e Renegades.

In all honesty, Rose wasn’t quite sure why that was their name. 
Well, it was either that or the Anarchists, and she wasn’t too keen 
on being a villain. She remembered a phrase she’d once heard: All 
villains are criminals, but not all criminals are villains. Well, less of a 
phrase and more of a life lesson, but nonetheless.

A sardonic smile twisted her lips as she crouched in the fi re es-
cape and caught her breath. Th e Order wasn’t supposed to harm the 
people, it should be protecting them. Of course, Rose was exempt 
from the law because of her Renegade status.

(Th e phrase “criminal, not villain” rang through her head once 
again.)

But she wasn’t talking about herself, she was talking about the 
kids she saw the Order workers antagonizing.

She scowled thinking about it. Taking a deep breath, Rose stood 
up and climbed up the fi re escape and into the abandoned apart-
ment. It was admittedly one of the nicer ones, although she wasn’t 
sure that nice was the proper term. Th e wallpaper was peeling, and 
some of the fl oorboards were missing.

Rose was pretty sure that she saw Jones and Dolly hauling some 
of the wood pieces out of there, but she couldn’t be sure. She should 
dye her hair a more neutral color next time. She’d hate to do it, but it 
might help with her ability to blend in. As much as she loved it, her 
pink hair wasn’t very good for stealth.

With a sigh, she walked into her room. No one else used it, so she 
took the liberty of adding a few decorations. A few tattered posters 
were on the walls, and there was an old mirror she had found lean-
ing in a corner. Fairy lights were strung across the ceiling and some-
what disrupted the dirty street-rat aesthetic.

Sticking her head out the window, Rose noticed the same kids 
she caught earlier now painting the empty billboard. She clicked her 
tongue and closed the window again. She couldn’t stop them, but it 
would be nice if they stopped being so careless with their lives. She 
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looked forlornly toward the one section of the wall with layers upon 
layers of wallpaper.

You could see the history, the care, the past lives: the past lives of 
all the old grannies who used to live there, not that Rose would ever 
say that out loud. She leaned back against one of the steadier walls 
(still cautious, she wasn’t looking to fall to her death) and pulled out 
a book. Many things were said about the way she lived, but no one 
ever said she was illiterate. She had read through the entire library 
(not that it was so expansive) more than once and was enamored 
with the fantastical worlds within the pages.

Her current book was one of her favorites. Dog-eared and miss-
ing its cover, the book was well-loved and worn. Rose smiled fondly 
at the story and got lost in it. It had proven to be one of the few es-
capes from the crumbling dystopia her world was, and she was de-
termined to milk it for its entire worth.

When the memories of the Order workers started to plague her 
mind, distracting her from the story, she closed her book and slid 
down to sit against the wall. Now, the Order was the closest thing to 
a government her area had. Th ey made the rules and enforced them. 
Sometimes they even followed them!

To be continued . . .

Ava Typhair
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Arizona Alien
Once upon a time, there was a chef named Julia. She had glasses and 
dark hair. She lived in Arizona, which was her favorite place in the 
world because there were beautiful cacti everywhere. Every night, 
she had to lock up the basement in the restaurant where they kept 
the food. She always brought a fl ashlight with her, but there was al-
ways a shadow from behind the stack of canned beans that gave her 
goosebumps.

One night, she went to lock up the basement, and she saw the 
shadow, as usual. She decided she would fi nally face her fears and 
investigate. She peered behind the stack of beans and saw what had 
to be an alien. It was green, short, and old. She blinked a couple of 
times, and it was gone. She slowly backed away from where she saw 
the alien and tried to take deep breaths, but she couldn’t get her 
heartbeat to slow down. She locked up the basement and emptied 
out the trash still in shock. When she went to dump the trash, she 
saw a cowboy hat sticking out of it. She thought it was weird but 
told herself she was just scared and wasn’t seeing things right. She 
drove home and tried to go to sleep, but the whole night she had aw-
ful nightmares.

She woke up the next morning with something else in her bed. 
She screamed and jumped out of bed. A cowboy alien fl oated out of 
the bed. It started coming after Julia. But before it could attack her 
she grabbed her hairbrush and threw it at him. He backed into her 
bathroom to avoid getting hit. Julia ran at him, shoved him in the 
toilet, and fl ushed it as hard as she could. She sighed in relief as he 
got pushed down.

For a couple days, she stayed home still in shock. But eventually 
she recovered and realized she really enjoyed fl ushing him down the 
toilet. So, she quit her job as a chef and became a plumber. She grew 
very fond of plumbing and to this day she’s one of the best plumb-
ers in Arizona.

Caroline Masterson
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Pockets of Time
(INT. LAB
A woman, LILY, is laying in a chamber with hundreds of wires at-
tached to her.
Th e camera zooms in slowly toward her head, then enters. Cut to:
EXT. DEEP SPACE
Th e pod, which looks like something from the far, far future, fl ies 
through space. Lily looks calmly through the glass at THE BLACK-
HOLE in front of the spaceship.
INT. POD
Lily thrusts the throttle forward, and the ship goes into the blackhole.)

Lily: (calmly, no hint of stress, speaking into radio) Ambassador 22AX 
speaking, Phase One is complete, entering Phase Two of Opera-
tion Black Abyss.

(EXT. SPACE
As the pod enters the entering black hole, gravity stretches everything 
around the space pod: space, stars, even planets.
Lily still sits calmly and activates a special tool to lessen the stretch of 
the powerful gravity.)

Lily: (into radio) Anti-gravity shields activated.

(Lily starts to see a white light, and she pushes the throttle even more. 
She rushes into the blinding light.)

(LILY’S POV:
After a scream, the screen darkens as Lily closes her eyes.)

(INT. HOUSE—LILY’S POV CONTINUED
Lily’s eyelids open. Weird and fantastical things fi ll her vision. Most of 
all, they are organic materials.
Lily groans in pain.
AN ALIEN rushes into view. He looks completely diff erent than what 
scientists believe they look like.)

Lily: (screams, gasps) WHAT THE HECK ARE YOU?!?!?!?

(Th e alien responds in an unknown language.)
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Lily: (looking confused and scared) DON’T KILL ME PLEASE!!!

(Th e alien mutters in its language to itself and puts a probe-like device 
on Lily’s head.)

Lily: (hysterical) NO! PLEASE DON’T KILL ME!!!

(Th e device fl ashes green.)

Device: (V.O.) Language detected. English. 2297.

(Lily gasps in horror while the alien lifts the probe to its head. Th en, it 
beeps blue and the alien removes it.)

Alien: (in perfect English) Hello.
Lily: (gasps and reels back) WHAT THE HECK?!?!? WHAT 

ARE YOU?!??!?!
Alien: (amused) I am what you call aliens.
Lily: (continues to stare in fear) How did that device . . . ? (reaching 

out to touch it) Make you fl uent in English?

(Th e alien hands her the device.)

Alien: It’s a device that can share knowledge. It makes it easy to 
learn things that would usually take a few years to learn and 
also makes intangible ideas that are hard to put into words.

Lily: (looking at it curiously) Wow. Th at’s . . . amazing

(Both seem to be lost in thought, when suddenly they hear a loud roar 
outside.)

Alien: (moving toward an opening through the wall) Ah! Th e parts 
are here!

Lily: ( following the alien) Parts?

(Th ey go outside and Lily backs up against the wall in fear again.)

Lily: (gasping)Th at’s . . . a dinosaur.
Alien: Well of course it is.
Lily: But dinosaurs are extinct.
Alien: Oh dear, I may have forgotten to tell you; you are in a pocket 

of time.

Claire Deng
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The Red Rider
She awoke to an auburn sky, cradled in a forest of oaks and plants 
of richest splendor.

Stretching, she fl ipped, landing on her feet. She gazed around the 
clearing, for possibly the last time. Th en, grabbing her cloak, she set 
off  for the day. Th e day.

Venturing through twisting paths and rounded gates, a cottage 
eventually came into view, its stones glowing a white amber fervor. 
A door of oaken design rested in the entry.

“’Bout time you showed up,” a voice emanated from inside. 
Pushing the door open, Ferngazer stood awkwardly in the kitchen, 
her height evident in how she had to duck slightly in order to stand. 
Ferngazer’s face was unblemished by age, the tips of her pointed ears 
covered in silver.

Nostalgia overtook her. She would be leaving, not forever, but 
it still pained her to say goodbye to the fi gure in front of her. Fern-
gazer was the only mother-like fi gure in her life, which made things 
all the harder.

As the sweet scent of the nearby meadow drifted through the 
house, the open door forgotten, she breathed in. She had not vis-
ited that meadow in so long. Memories resurfaced of the last time 
she had laid in its warm embrace. She remembered it as if it were the 
day before . . .

“Why is your name Ferngazer?” she asked.
Ferngazer’s eyes widened in surprise.
“Child, has no one taught you of Elendor’s Law?” Her confusion 

evident, Fern sighed.
“Very well, come here,” Fern said, gesturing to a patch of nettles, 

their thorny personas subdued by the morning dew. Ferngazer’s eyes 
glazed over, and her voice echoed over the gladed meadow, refusing 
to be ignored.

“Long ago, when our race was young, and we fi rst came to this 
land, our elders decided the old ways have become corrupt. Our 
long lives tainted the waters of democracy and all but destroyed the 
notion of dictatorship. For who would want an immortal ruler?”

As she continued, power entered her words. She spoke with rev-
erence and passion, drawing you into the fabled tail. “So, in their 
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great wisdom, they created the namesake. First, in themselves, their 
names ever changed to the class of “Elda.” From there, they set forth 
across the land, seeing into the souls of the unnamed and forming 
their names to fi t them.”

A darker expression entrapped Ferngazer’s features as she contin-
ued. “With that, we adopted a new system. Th ose of wisdom and 
truth of heart were lifted to Elda, while the forsaken were given 
chances to right their nature.”

“What if they didn’t?” her young self asked, curiosity causing her 
to squirm as if the answers would arrive faster with encouragement.

Ferngazer, to her astonishment, refused to answer.

Th e memory faded, and a nervous tinge twisted her stomach.
Because today was the day. Everything would change.
She was going to get her namesake.

Daniel Droit

Haunted Hallows
One night,
Loud and ambitious,
Two kids,
Are so very vicious.
Th eir plan is complicated,
Puzzling as a Rubik’s Cube.
Th ey’re goanna go destroy, the Haunted Flower.
If you don’t know what this is,
Th en you are in luck.
Each person that passes by it,
It gives them a life full of guck.
Th e trees were claws.
Th e wind was ghosts.
And the kids were determined.
To make this fl ower toast.

Elena Lujambio
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Rain Falls
I look outside, the day sunny and perfect, like always. A streak of 
light shines through the house’s large glass wall. And like always, my 
dad is at the island making sunny-side up eggs and frying sausages, 
while four pieces of white bread are nestled in the toaster slowly 
browning. Th ree cups of coff ee sit on the kitchen counter releasing 
their luxurious smell. I remember the days before, days when there 
was real laughter, when birds chirped and bees buzzed. Th e days be-
fore this fake life. Th e days when rain fell.

t hr ee y e a r s e a r l ier .  .  .

It was Saturday morning, and the news was turned on while my fa-
ther and I were making choco-chip waffl  es. We were mixing the 
eggs, fl our, milk and chocolate chips for the batter. Once done, we 
poured the batter onto the waffl  e maker, its steamy aroma gliding 
throughout the ginormous house, fi lling every nook and cranny as 
soon as it touched the maker’s hot sizzling surface. Just at that mo-
ment my brother came down and took a long inhale of the air and 
replied with, “Mmmm, that smells yummy.”

He sat at the table and waited for his serving. I started creat-
ing the whipped cream to serve on top, mixing heavy cream and 
white sugar together. Th e waffl  e maker dinged and opened up. My 
dad then took out the now grilled waffl  es and laid them on the prep 
board. I spooned whipped cream and drizzled caramel sauce over it 
and added three fresh raspberries on top of each. My dad and I set 
the waffl  es on the table. My brother turned up the TV’s volume and 
the news reporter talked about a new super safe neighborhood fi t 
with guards, cameras and super powered gates. Th ey started making 
the neighborhoods after large criminal outbreaks started happening 
all over the world. Bombings, thefts, murder.

To be continued . . .

Eshaan Choudhary
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Local Five-Year-Old Girl Fined for Not 
Staying Six Feet Apart from Her Mom
TALLAHASSEE—Five-year-old Sally Johnson faces fi nes after a 
local police offi  cer asked how many feet apart Sally was from her 
mom. Johnson told reporters that the offi  cer who hovered over her 
was quite terrifying. “He was big and scary, and he told me that I 
have to be six feet apart from my mommy even though I only went 
close to her because I needed to tell her I need to go potty,” John-
son stated.

When interviewed, Offi  cer Miller responded, “Th at little girl was 
violating law and order by standing so close by her mom. Most kids 
her age know to be at least six feet apart from their parents.” He 
added that due to Johnson’s actions her mom and possibly others 
could contract COVID-19. “It is important to stay six feet apart, 
even if you’re a tiny child, and I hope I never have to encounter 
this again. Th is girl will be punished by having to pay a fi ne of 
$150,000,” Miller remarked. “Fair is fair”

“I don’t know what to do!” Johnson’s mom claimed. “Sally is 
fi ve. She doesn’t have the money to pay the fi ne. Nobody in my 
family has gotten COVID-19 yet, and we live in the same house. 
However, I do want to note, Offi  cer Miller did not have a mask on, 
and defi nitely wasn’t six feet apart from my daughter and me. Also, 
Sally only gets an allowance of $0.50 if she behaves, and she usually 
spends it on candy at the local drugstore each week.” Johnson is sav-
ing up her money and saying it will take roughly a million weeks to 
pay the fi ne. Th e police are keeping a close eye on kids staying six 
feet apart from their parents, especially fi ve-year-old girls who like 
candy.

Sahana Suryanarayan
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Quira
Quira, they say it’s the planet for everyone to have a new start. It’s 
very similar to Earth, except the planet’s surface is 20 percent wa-
ter and 30 percent ice. Most of the lands are connected, but the ar-
eas that aren’t, we use ice ships and airships to reach our destination. 
Th ere are many diff erent geographical features on Quira, but most 
of them are in separate parts of the land: like the mountains in the 
North East and the plains in the West. Our planet is packed with 
cities full of futuristic buildings, small sandy huts and way more de-
pending on where they are built. Also, society is diff erent these days. 
We are ruled over by a council, and technology is advancing by the 
minute, especially since the truce. Now we all live as one.

You may be wondering how we got from Earth to Quira so 
quickly. I wasn’t alive then, but my ten-times great grandma was. 
She left pictures and notebooks about it. It’s hard to read, but it’s 
nice to have. I live with my mom here on Quira. My dad works on 
the main planet, better known as Xitaliya.

I have never met my dad and probably never will. Although that’s 
what it’s like for most of the kids here. But otherwise life is pretty 
good for my family; it’s peaceful and nice. Or at least I thought . . .

To be continued.

Zeren Johnson
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The Literals and the Figuratives
SE SS I O N C,  M I D D LE  S CH O O L

We often picture writing as a solitary act. When we imagine 
writers, we conjure images of the lone creator, hunched be-

fore a large desk. We imagine them in a quiet room, face lit only 
by the glow of their computer, every nearby surface littered with 
half-empty mugs and stacks of paper, scrawled with illegible notes. 
And while, yes, I am personally guilty of the hunching and the half-
empty mugs, this image does not give us the full picture.

When we aren’t alone, putting words on a page, writers come to-
gether. And at a time when many people were apart, that’s exactly 
what these writers did. From diff erent rooms, and in some cases, 
from diff erent cities, we were able to build a small but mighty com-
munity based on imaginary worlds and made-up characters. We 
wrote science fi ction, screenplays, ridiculous group stories, satire, 
poetry, and fairytales. We wrote to come together.

I was reminded during our time together that the most important 
part of the writing process is not the hunched-at-a-desk- staying- up-
to-fi nd-the-perfect-word part. It’s when we encourage each other, we 
listen to one another, we learn together, and we delight one another 
with our words.

We always ended class by creating a wise saying, one word at a 
time. Th e following day, I would give them my best interpretation, 
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fi nding a fi gurative meaning in the literal words. A favorite was, 
“Sometimes when we forget to fi nd our potato, we are discouraged.” 
And while this quote is wonderfully ridiculous, I think it means that 
when we aren’t able to fi nd our communities, as writers, it can get 
lonely.

Luckily, we all found our potato.

Marissa Macy
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Ahead of the Game
(INT. TRAIN STATION—MIDNIGHT
A train whirls past the dirty station. It is empty apart from one person.
SEBASTIAN BYERS waits on a bench. He looks through his pockets 
and pulls out a single notecard.
NOELLE JACKMAN quietly makes her way towards him. Sebastian 
stands when he sees her. Th ey greet each other with a quick and fi rm 
handshake.)

Sebastian: Okay, so you brought what I asked?
Noelle: Only if you have what I need.

(Noelle stares him down and Sebastian nods. Th en, he shows her the 
paper.)

Noelle: You know I already shut off  the cameras, right?

(Sebastian’s shoulders relax.)

Sebastian: Always ahead of the game, aren’t you?
Noelle: Well, you could say that.

(Noelle gestures to Sebastian’s hand. Th e paper is gone. Sebastian mar-
vels at the sight. Noelle lifts her hand to show the paper.)

Sebastian: But—that—you just—how?
Noelle: Maybe you should start being at the speed of the game, be-

cause by the looks of it, you’re behind.

(Noelle smirks.)

Sebastian: Whatever. Just hand it over, you pickpocket.
Noelle: Ha! You thought!

(Noelle goes into a train and the doors close before Sebastian can react. 
After a beat, he stamps his foot angrily.
INT. OFFICE—MORNING
MR. WILEY sits at a desk at the far end of the large room talking on 
the phone.)

Mr. Wiley: Look, take it or-

(Th ere’s a knock at the door.)
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Mr. Wiley: You know what, let’s talk later.

(He puts down the phone.)

Mr. Wiley: COME IN!

(Noelle enters and stands in front of the desk.
She hands him the piece of paper.)

Noelle: I did it, sir. We didn’t lose anything.
Mr. Wiley: Noelle Jackman! You are my most appreciated little 

helper. I cannot thank you enough.
Noelle: I’m not your little helper. Sir, we made a deal. My mother 

needs it, I-

(Mr. Wiley interrupts her.)

Mr. Wiley: Oh Noelle, of course you’re not just a little helper. I . . . 
misspoke. And don’t you worry your pretty head, I am a man of 
my word.

Noelle: Sir. I don’t appreciate the language. Now, if you’ll excuse 
me, my mother needs my help, so if I could just have the money 
. . .

Mr. Wiley: Oh yes of course.

(He pulls out a wad of cash.)

Mr. Wiley: Here you go. I’ll call you when I need you.
Noelle: I know where to fi nd you.

(She grabs the cash and nods before walking out of the room.
INT. BEDROOM—DAY
Noelle sits by a bed next to her mom, TERRI JACKMAN. Terri lays 
down with a towel on her forehead. Noelle feeds her soup.)

Terri: (weakly)Did you pay the doctor?
Noelle: Yes mom, shh, don’t worry.
Terri: I’m sorry sweetie. I’m so sorry you have to do this.
Noelle: Don’t worry about it, just try to fi nish this bowl, for me 

please?
Terri: All right, sweetie.

(Noelle gets up to leave.)
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Terri: Um . . . Noelle? I was just wondering, are you sure you’re 
okay with money? You know we can always call your dad if 
you’re struggling-

(Noelle starts walking back in.)

Noelle: (Interrupts her coldly) I’m doing fi ne on my own mom.
Terri: I just don’t want you to be getting money from the wrong 

places.
Noelle: I know, I know. Now, don’t waste your energy on me. I have 

to go, okay?
Terri: Of course, thank you hun.

(Noelle leaves the room, and the camera follows her to a small desk by 
the door. Noelle sits down and picks up a sheet of paper. It reads:
“EVICTION NOTICE.”
Noelle sighs and drops her head in exasperation.)

Alejandra Villafuerte

Something in the Distance
As we fl y by
Our home abandoned
Destroyed
We fl y through the galaxy
Th en I see it
Something in the distance
It is round like our abandoned home
But it’s blue and green with swirly white
A gray rock spinning around it
Same but diff erent
As soon as I see it
It’s blocked by another something
But after that day
I always wondered
What the
Something in the distance
Was

Ben Oehler
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The Prince and the Pea
one:  l a k e

Once upon a time, there was a prince who lived in a castle. His par-
ents wanted so badly for him to meet a gorgeous princess and pro-
vide heirs to their beloved kingdom.

Or so the story goes. I, Lake, didn’t want any of it.
I want to live in a little village, with the best friend I don’t have, 

living out our lives hand in hand with no one to laugh at us or tell 
me, “You’ll grow out of not liking girls and not wanting to rule.”

I don’t crave the over-fantasized fairytale idea of a perfect future 
or the perfect wife.

One day, I go down to dinner. As usual, the castle is empty of 
anyone but the royal family and a few quiet-faced servants, as it is 
a castle deep in the snowy mountains, and a long stagecoach ride 
away from anyone but the occasional mountain climber or head-
strong adventurer. I sit in my unnecessary fi nery matching the hulk-
ing man of a king and the mouse-like woman known as his queen.

“Son.” My father inclines his head as a vague acknowledgement.
“Father. Mother,” I say stiffl  y, inclining my head ever so slightly. I 

sit at the table, expressionless and poised. Blandly ideal.
“Son, we need to fi nd you a wife,” my mother says with her fake 

concern.
“I don’t see why, Mother. I’m seventeen.”
“For three more weeks. You’ve ignored every princess and lady 

fi tting your station for fl ights of fancy of what, poverty? Monotony?”
“If what I desire is monotony, Mother, then what is this?” I ask 

witheringly.
“What is expected.”
“Listen to your mother. You need to fi nd a wife immediately, 

understood?”
“Yes, father.” I sigh, and quietly keep eating, defl ecting attempts 

at conversation.
“Son. Pay attention.”
“Yes.”
“Next week there will be a party at the palace in Morox, Va-
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la zuna. If you do not fi nd your queen there, among every young 
royal in the eleven territories we rule, you will be assigned a wife. 
Understood?”

No.
“Yes.”
“At least something got through to him,” Mother mumbles.
“Serena.”
“Henry . . .”
“Parents . . .” I get up and walk quickly to my chambers, throw-

ing the lock behind me. I fl op onto my bed.
Th is castle is smaller, most of the rooms are unfurnished, with 

only the servant’s quarters and the most populated rooms occu-
pied—my bedroom, parlor, and bathroom, all in the gothic style my 
parents despise but the boy who decorated and I love—all dark ma-
roon and black and low light and velvet.

I go to the window seat, wrapping a blanket around me before 
fl inging open the windows to climb out to the balcony. I look every 
inch the gothic prince, I’m sure, black pants into leather boots and 
a red velvet buttoned shirt, a black blanket fl ung over my shoulders, 
silver circlet gleaming on my forehead with the garnet stone.

I see a fi gure slumped to the ground among the fl urries of snow. 
I snatch a cloak and run down the staircase, holding the warmed 
blanket in my arms. I run out across the snowed fi eld toward the 
fi gure.

It’s a skinny boy, bones too prominent as he lays, shivering, in 
the snow. I scoop him up in the blanket, swinging his pack onto my 
back. I make it all the way up the stairs before collapsing before the 
fi replace. I start a fi re and sit, holding his blanket-swaddled form in 
my arms. He’s breathing, although blue and unconscious—but the 
color’s coming back to his face.

His eyes fl y open, coughs shaking his fragile body. He looks 
around wildly.

To be continued . . .

Jaime Van Court
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Unescapable Abyss
I’ve heard of places of utter despair
But I bet they’re not like here
Obedience is everything
And you cannot sing
Ten steps a day
Th at means you must stay
Can’t shout or pout
Or they’ll put you out
So I stay in this hazard abyss
Not knowing if life will change
And hoping one day that we all will be saved

Katherine Oehler

Piercing Stare
A young man sat in the dark confi nes of an alleyway. He was wait-
ing for someone, looking through the moonlit alleyway for a person. 
People passed by the entrance. Th e man put his hand on an envelope 
as a person in a long hat and trench coat entered the alleyway. Th e 
young man stood up and said:

“I don’t have all the money, but I can ge-”
A gunshot.
Th e young man collapsed in the alley, dead. A few hours later, 

the body was found. Th e man was Daff y Tracy, a car mechanic who 
worked at the local “Kar RePair.” His family lived in the poor part 
of town, but Daff y had a dream of moving out and buying his fa-
ther a yacht to sail to his private island But now, Daff y had only one 
thing going for him. . . .

A month after the body was found, on the other side of Tamur City 
was a private investigation fi rm, known as Wingnall and Associates 
Private Investigation Firm, otherwise known as WAPIF. It looked 
like a fi rm right out of a fi lm noir. It was old and had a house of sorts 
on top. Inside was an outdated interior. Almond wood chairs and ta-
bles, very few computers, a green guest chair, a large painting of a 
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fox, a coat hanger with hats and jackets of all kinds, no windows, 
a metal fi ling cabinet with words on each drawer, and a glass door 
with “Kayla Wingnall: Head Investigator.”

A man opened the door to the detective’s offi  ce. He had short 
black hair and skin like dark coff ee. His large muscles looked solid 
as rock. With his strong muscular frame and scars snaking across his 
body, he emitted an aura of danger. His eyes had a cold, steely gaze 
that looked much older than his thirty years. His black shirt and 
shorts were torn, due to the many scuffl  es he had been in. Th e man 
walked towards the desk and sat on one of the green guest chairs.

A woman sat in a wheelchair behind the desk and watched the 
man with intelligent and calm green eyes that looked like a pond 
on a summer day. Her long hair was pale pink, like a fl amingo. She 
straightened her slim body. She looked frail like a sprout on a windy 
day but seemed just as fl exible. Her arms and legs were long and 
skinny like the branches of a willow tree. Spending nearly all of her 
time indoors had left her skin pale as a sheet of paper. She appeared 
prim and proper with her pink blouse and white pants.

“You’re Kayla Wingnall, yeah?” Th e man asked.
“Yes, that is correct. Name?” Kayla replied.
“Th e name is Dante. Dante Jeff erson.”
“So Dante, why are you here? Robbery, assault, identity theft, su-

ing someone?” Kayla asked.
Dante simply shook his head. “My friend, he was shot. Daff y 

Tracy, you know ’bout him? He was shot, and I need to know why.”
“Well, Dante, that was a month ago. Th e police should have a 

repo-”
Dante interrupted her. “Th e police don’t have this report. Th ey 

ain’t done nothing to help Daff y! Th ey just said it was . . . a cold case.”
“A cold case you say?”
“Th at’s it.”
Kayla sat for a moment, staring off  into the distance, and then 

said, “I will accept your very cold case. Hopefully this will be solved 
quickly, or else you will be getting a bill I don’t expect you will be 
able to pay.” She wheeled her chair over and stuck out her hand. 
Dante shook it.

To be continued . . .

Kaya Chen
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The Congregation of the Fleets
(INT. SPACESHIP—SPACE
On a spacious bridge, GRAND MOFF and CAPTAIN TRENCH 
stand at the windows, looking out towards an armada of ships being 
built at a shipyard. Th e shipyard encircles a planet and has many ships 
locked inside it being built and repaired.)

Grand Moff : I see the fl eet is coming along well, captain.
Captain Trench: As you can see, sir, the station is operating at full 

capacity as you requested, but . . .
Grand Moff : Very good, captain, and I trust you can defend this?
Captain Trench: Yes, but we need more funds for the point defense 

cannons, and if I do say, this is going to be a high-priority target 
for the opposing force.

Grand Moff : Very well, I can see to it that you receive the funds 
that you require as soon as I obtain the fl eet that you are cur-
rently constructing.

Captain Trench: Yes sir.

(INT. VALOR STATION—SPACE
VALOR STATION is a large complex of bulbs for meeting rooms, 
large domes for conventions, and many large rectangles for the dorms 
and mess hall.)

Admiral Yex: And the request for more cannons?
Captain Trench: Yes, he approved, sir, though we need to get him 

his fl eet.
Admiral Yex: Very well, dismissed.

(EXT. VALOR STATION—SPACE
Completed ships leave port. Th ey are long and their hulls are peppered 
with TURBOLASER TURRETS.
INT. SPACESHIP DEVASTATOR—SPACE)

Grand Moff : I presume my fl eet is arriving shortly?
Admiral Yex: (over hologram) Yes, they have departed and the LIB-

ERATOR is leading the fl eet.
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(EXT. SPACE—SPACE
Th e LIBERATOR appears out of hyperspace and contacts the bridge 
of the DEVASTATOR. Th ere is black with many white dots as stars 
and the other ships in the fl eet are also visible ahead of the main 
 fl agship.
INT. SPACESHIP DEVASTATOR—SPACE
Th e GRAND MOFF looks through the viewport and gazes at his new 
fl eet.)

Grand Moff : I see you have successfully delivered the fl eet; you have 
my commendations.

Admiral Yex: Th ank you, Grand Moff .

(EXT. SPACE—SPACE
Th e ships move into alignment with the rest of the fl eet and a shuttle 
with the Grand Moff  fl ies to the new fl eet of the ships.
INT. SPACESHIP LIBERATOR)

Grand Moff : I must say, admiral, I am impressed. What are the ca-
pabilities of this warship? I would like to see it tested in the 
fi eld.

Admiral Yex: It has seventy TURBOLASER BATTERIES, one-
hundred-point defense cannons, and sixteen torpedo tubes. 
It also has a cloaking device and can stay hidden from enemy 
scanners.

(EXT. HYPERSPACE—SPACE
A tube of blue surrounds the ship and the two are on the bridge view-
ing the hyperspace.
INT. SPACESHIP LIBERATOR
A spacious bridge with a communications array and a hologram table.)

Unnamed Captain: Two parsecs to the destination, Admiral.
Admiral Yex: Good, prepare the cannons and release the safety on 

the torpedoes.
Crew Member: Yes sir!
Crew Member 2: Torpedoes primed and ready!
Crew Member 3: Coming out of hyperspace!
Crew Member 4: Cloaking engaged!
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(EXT. SPACE—SPACE
Th e ship exits hyperspace to a blockade in front of a planet.
Th e admiral and GRAND MOFF turn around to address the crew 
members.
INT. SPACESHIP LIBERATOR)

Admiral Yex: Engage cloaking!

(EXT. SPACE—SPACE
Th e ship disappears from view, cloaking itself.
INT. SPACESHIP LIBERATOR)

Crew Member 3: Torpedoes locked and ready!
Admiral Yex: You may have the honor, Grand Moff .
Grand Moff : No, no, you made this, it is your thing.
Admiral Yex: No, I couldn’t, you are the Grand Moff .
Grand Moff : Th en I accept the honors, fi re at will.

Nico Georg
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Quaranteam: Corona Writers
SE SS I O N C,  M I D D LE  S CH O O L

The journey of this blissful bunch of middle school writers was 
full of laughter, poetic experiments, and lots and lots of collab-

oration. Th is group proved that the writing life doesn’t have to al-
ways be one of solitude and that working in pairs or small groups to 
create can be a fantastically fruitful way to fl ex your creative mus-
cles. Our Choose Your Own Adventure story collaboration where 
three birds, Aloe, Chicken, and Th imble, enter a wonderland made 
of glitter through a portal in an oak tree is only one small example 
of the places we venture to when we write together. Th ere are mul-
titudes more!

Th ese students carried their strength as a collective to their solo 
writing practice and rose to every occasion with an experimental 
spirit. Th e clever, curious-minded writers in this group seemed to 
have wellsprings of inspiration tucked away just ready to meet the 
page! Not only were they clever but they had something to say. Th ey 
were unfl inching to speak up and share when they were moved by a 
piece of writing and to extend kindness to one another.

nicole v basta
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Kurt and His Anger
You see, I’ve always wondered how tornadoes formed. But I just 
found out the real reason why. If you ask meteorologists, your par-
ents, or a teacher, they’re most likely to say something about the 
wind and blah, blah, blah you usually stop paying attention, and 
when they ask you if you understand you say “yes”. You see the real 
reason a tornado forms is because up in the sky, there is a messen-
ger named Kurt.

Kurt is a mix of a fairy and angel. Kurt has beautiful iridescent 
wings and very blonde hair. His job is to deliver messages to angels. 
You see Kurt absolutely hates his job. And I can understand that. 
Angels aren’t nice to him sometimes. Also, it must be boring fl ying 
to angels and repeating the message you need to deliver. It must hurt 
your brain to remember the message for so long.

Sometimes the angels will get mad when he stumbles on words. 
Or they get impatient when he is shuffl  ing through his brain cards 
in his mind, trying to fi nd the message. Occasionally an angel will 
make him so mad by saying, “Hurry up, I don’t have all day” or roll-
ing their eyes and giving him the hurry up face. Kurt usually doesn’t 
lose his cool but everybody has their days. He gets so mad that he 
creates wind by moving his fi ngers in a circle. When Kurt becomes 
angry, he spins. It’s like for some people when they are mad, they 
yell, scream, or punch something to release their anger. Kurt does 
something odd when he’s mad, he spins. Very fast.

Once an angel makes him super frustrated or mad you can feel 
the wind start to stir up. Th en, you hear him scream so loud that 
people miles and miles can hear it. Every so often Kurt will get so 
worked up that he will beat his wings quickly and you might even 
see a fl icker of light. He will then stomp his feet and begin to slowly 
spin. At this point, the angels have decided to step into their house 
and barricade the door. Kurt will by now be spinning super fast. An-
other thing Kurt likes to do is run, no one knows why, but he does 
when he’s mad. Kurt will start to sprint while spinning (how does 
he not throw up?) and occasionally will decide to jump. While he is 
having his tantrum he is also kicking up dirt and dust and breaking 
multiple things. He destroys everything in his path when he’s mad. 
Everything.
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Once he fi nally calms down the wind will settle down and ev-
erything goes back to normal. Everything except what he destroys. 
Wherever Kurt has his tantrums, houses collapse, buildings fall. It 
just looks like a big mess. Kurt won’t have another tantrum until an-
other angel makes him mad again (or the same one).

Th at is how tornadoes are formed.

Athena Le

The Sun Will Come Out Tomorrow
I knew it was coming. Th ere was no way to stop it. No one would 
ever believe me. Th ey were all obsessed with the movie Annie and 
were constantly singing, “Th e sun will come out tomorrow, bet your 
bottom dollar that tomorrow, there’ll be sun!” If everyone knew that 
tomorrow, there would be no sun, they would go crazy. Since the 
whole town is run on solar panels, and almost everybody works as 
installers, they wouldn’t be able to bet their bottom dollars.

You would think that everyone would know about this, but no. 
I am the child of the richest family in town, and we have an indoor 
sun, so apparently “we are not concerned that the sun will be blown 
up.” Yeah, you heard me right, blown up. And guess who’s going to 
blow up the sun? My parents. I’m that kid.

My parents never told me this. If they had told me, I would have 
convinced them to call the whole thing off . But, there is a reason for 
all this, from what I heard from the security cameras in the offi  ce, 
which I hacked into. Th ere is another family, the owners of the so-
lar panel business, who are getting close to being richer than us, not 
that I care. So in order to stop them from being the richest, we have 
to explode the sun. Seems pretty stupid if you ask me.

My family won’t be aff ected by this. My parents own a mansion 
that overlooks the town. My room is big, and is on the top fl oor of 
the house. I am kind of like Rapunzel, all locked up. I can go days 
without seeing my parents. But it’s fi ne by me, for the sun is all they 
talk about. My father is the owner of a huge movie studio in the city, 
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so he gets a lot of every movie’s profi t. I don’t know what my mother 
does. She doesn’t talk to me.

As far as I am concerned, they don’t care about me. I feel like the 
sun is my only true family. I love to be on my balcony, and bathe in 
the sun. I love to go in the pool and see the shiny tile. For me, the 
sun is like the one light in darkness, and it is. If it weren’t for my 
hacking skills, I wouldn’t have known about the plan at all.

At school, I only have a few friends. Sooner or later all the kids 
are going to fi nd out what my parents did. I overheard that the sun 
will erupt tonight. Nobody would know what had happened un-
til tomorrow morning, when the sky is a deep blue, and there is no 
sun in sight.

I woke up the next morning to fi nd (guess what?) no sun. My hot 
breakfast was on my bed, but there were no “Sunny-Side Up” eggs. 
While I was eating, my friends called.

“Hey, Annie! It’s Tessa, but I’ll put you on speaker so Grace can 
hear you too. Do you wanna come over?”

“I can’t, sorry.”
“Hang on, I just got a text. School’s cancelled! Yes! What should 

we do?”
“Umm . . . Take a look outside.”
“OH MY GOODNESS!” Tessa screams. I hear Grace scream-

ing faintly as well.
“Yep. Long story. Come over later.” I hang up, unsure of what 

to do.
My life was always sad, minus Tessa and Grace. Besides them, 

the only thing that brought me joy was the sun. I look outside, and I 
see some people have it much worse. Our estate doesn’t rely on solar 
panels for energy. Everyone else does. I can see my classmates com-
ing out of their houses, eyes wide with shock, tears in their eyes. I 
wonder how everyone’s lives will be aff ected by this tragedy. I look 
at our town once more, and realize that this is what life will now be, 
forever.

Anya Weintraub
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The Apple Tree
Seed to tree,
Tree, to apple
Apples are beautiful with those scaly smooth leaves on the 

apple stem.
And the shade of red on the apple almost reminds me of the red 

money envelopes friends give away on Chinese New Year, always 
red and joyful, always with happiness fi lled up.

And the apple tastes so strong it reminds me of a piece of dark 
chocolate. It always has a taste like it’s naturally sugary but also, 
not too sugary.

And the sweetness and the juiciness of the apple tastes like a perfect 
pastabowl, nice and moist. Not too moist. Not too dry.

Th en we consume it with its beautiful texture, sweetness, and color, 
and it tastes great. Th en BOOM ! Th e apple is gone.

Isaac Lee

The War . . .
intro

I woke up, waiting for this war to be over, but I knew that it 
wouldn’t be over in a long time. I went out of bed, put on my gear, 
and my gun, headed out of my camp, and started going to the battle 
grounds. One hour later, we had reached the war, I went to get my 
gun, and was about to hop out when I saw a grenade, and all I saw 
was pitch blackness . . .

ch a p ter —mil ita ry c a mp

It was the late 1997s, I woke up, and started doing my morn-
ing routine—make my bed, go use the bathroom, go brush my 
teeth, shower, and then, change my clothes to my military uniform. 
I stepped outside, smelling the nice air, and said to myself, “Ahh, 
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the nice morning air!” Th en, out of nowhere, someone shoved me 
to the ground. I had just remembered, I was still in military camp. 
I was sad, I was at least hoping to get some breakfast, but I knew I 
couldn’t. I sighed, and went to training.

ch a p ter — tr a in ing

I went down to the area where we all train and we stood in a straight 
line. I was super tired and I wanted to go back to bed, but if I did, 
I would be kicked out, and back to my parents. I defi nitely didn’t 
want them to know that I was getting kicked out. Th ey would be 
MAD and they would probably kill me. I decided to go do my train-
ing. Th en, the second I was going next, it started raining. I said, 
“Sigh, this day keeps getting better, and better.” I slipped, so many 
times, and everyone went inside, but I had to stay outside, because 
I had to fi nish up my training. I went crying to my bed, after I did 
the training course. I heard the door open and I put my sheet on my 
head. I realized that it was actually Miles. I told him about my day. 
We cried, and hugged. I cried so much after that, because my in-
structor said I was the worst soldier ever.

ch a p ter — t he wor st day ev er

I was very depressed, and when things couldn’t get any worse, I got 
shot by Jackson, a bully, because they said if I dont give them a hun-
dred dollars, they would shoot me, and of course I said NO! I WAS 
IN SO MUCH PAIN. I wanted to get better and prove that I wasn’t 
a weak person so I trained at the training area and I became stron-
ger, and stronger every single day. I did push ups, sit ups, and all 
of the exercises, I soon was the second to best soldier in the entire 
camp! I was super excited! I sent a letter to my parents, and I said: 
Dear Mom, and Dad, I love you. I am almost the Best Soldier! ALL 
OF MY DREAMS ARE COMING SOON! Just then, someone got 
a bat, or something, and hit me in the head. It hurt a lot, and I woke 
up in a dark room, with my letter on a table. I looked around, and I 
saw the Best Soldier EVER! I was scared, and I was super pale. and 
didn’t know what to do. I knew I was second to best, but I was like a 
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tiny ant to the BEST ONE! I started freaking out. I tried to get out, 
but I couldn’t. I tried calling the Camp instructor. Some strange fi g-
ure came out of the pitch blackness. I broke out of the chains, and 
hit him on the wall. Th en, I noticed who it was. Miles? Why did you 
do it? I trusted you . . . (Cliff  Hanger.)

Ivan Lee

What Are Mangos?
What are mangos?

Well, son, mangos are a sacred fruit made by the ancient sages.
Th ey fi lled this fruit with their magic. Th ey also used the spare 

unknown juice they had.
Th e sages also decided to give it some texture. Th ey made it 

crunchy and juicy.
Th ey also tried to make the fruit purple. However the sages used 

the wrong coloring magic and the mango ended up being red and 
orange.

But it’s not just that. Th e inside wasn’t made by sages. Th e inside 
of the mango was made by the opposite race, the mages. Th ey made 
the inside of the mango soft and cuttable. Th e mages made the slices 
mushy on the inside. Th e mages also made the pieces inside easy to 
cut. However, the mages did something sinister to the fruit. Th ey 
made it very sticky. Th is one feature made the sages mad. Th is is also 
why most sages don’t eat mangos even though the sages went into 
the mango making.

However, the mangos were so good another race, the rogues, en-
joyed them. Th e rogues used to steal mangos from the mages. Th ey 
also used to kidnap some for mangos. Th e rogues loved the stick-
iness and shape of mangos. Sometimes they even went on mango 
raids. Eventually the mages and sages made peace with the rouges. 
And now the rogues buy mangos from the market.

Marcus Baptist
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The Circus
— I NS PI R E D BY  S A LVA D O R DA L Í ’S  PA I N T I N G T H E  E L E P H A N T S

We were stuck on long stilts, there was no way to get down without 
falling to our deaths. You see, it all started with a cruel circus man 
who used us for his shows. We lived normal lives for elephants in 
Asia. We roamed the jungle to fi nd water and food. I lived in a herd 
with my older brother Manny and my younger sister, Willow. Our 
mother had died when we were young so we lived on our own in the 
jungle right by a big stream with lots of water and food. One day, 
we ran out of food in our little spot under the tree and went to go 
fi nd fruit. We trudged slowly towards the tall mango tree that had 
been growing for many years and still produced fruit. We started 
collecting mangos with our tusks. We loved mangos even though 
they were not going to fi ll up the four hundred pounds of food we 
needed per day.

Willow still was collecting mangos when Manny and I stuck our 
tusks into the dirt to fi nd roots. Th e thing about fi nding roots is that 
once you put your tusks into the roots, you would need to do some 
serious detangling before you could actually get your head out of the 
dirt. Willow started wildly trumpeting at us. She was probably just 
telling us that there was another family that needed mangos. Th e 
jungle became silent. Where was Willow? I tried to see what was go-
ing on but my head was stuck in the dirt. Suddenly, I felt a jolt of 
pain in my back as I was hit with a stick. I lifted my head and saw 
Manny being pulled into a big truck with fear in his eyes as he tried 
to pull back. Willow had run away so she wouldn’t be taken away. 
Oh no. Humans.

Once, we saw a weird small thing watching us with something 
glued to its eyes. Our mother explained that they were humans, 
watching us with binoculars. She told us to stay away from them 
and that they were dangerous. A human locked up the carts. We 
were moving. I heard Manny wail. Humans put ropes around our 
necks and pulled us into a big dome-shaped place. Th e letters on the 
front spelled “CIRCUS”. A man came up to us and made us walk 
on ropes close to the ground. If we fell, he would hit us with the 
stick. We learned to get very good at balancing. We were used in big 
shows with humans laughing at us, eating cotton candy and corn-
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dogs. One night, Manny and I were put in the same room. We were 
fi nally together and felt less alone. Our plan was formed.

We were running away. Manny quietly opened the stall doors 
and led us out. We were halfway there when we stepped on the tram-
polines and started bouncing up and down. When we fi nally broke 
through the tarps, we made a huge thud. Th e circus man caught us 
and wanted to punish us. It was unimaginable. We were put on huge 
stilts and were balancing tall obelisks on our heads. If we fell, we 
wouldn’t be able to survive. It had been fi ve days without sleeping or 
eating. We both were getting tired. Manny almost fell, but I woke 
him up just in time. Th en, Willow came to the rescue. She brought 
fi fty large elephants who stacked up on top of each other to get us 
down. I would have never thought Willow would have found us. We 
always thought she was too young to do anything. We ran. It was 
in the middle of the night, but I had never ran faster. Soon after, we 
went back and rescued all of the animals. Th e circus man went look-
ing for us, but waiting for him was the biggest tiger I have ever seen.

Mira Patel

How Do Video Game Companies 
Make So Much?
fe at ur ing:

Roblox
Minecraft
Fortnite

Since you came here, you’re wondering how video game companies 
make so much. For instance, (all in networth) ROBLOX CORP. 
has made $3 billion, Minecraft CORP. has made $240 million, and 
Fortnite CORP. has made $1.8 billion. And if you think that’s im-
pressive, Fortnite has made $1.8 billion in the fi rst YEAR—wowza!

Now, let’s think . . . How do they make THAT much? Well, 
for starters, most of us kids spend money on games. Either by do-
ing chores, having birthday money, or simply just, uh, let’s say “ask-
ing” your guardian for some. Of course, these games are expertly de-
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veloped, and have everything planned ahead for unexpected bugs, 
with new updates coming every month, and a lot more! And Cor-
rectomingo, Th ey Are Having Th rilling Updates Of New Items Ev-
ery Single Day! So in result, all of the games I listed have an aver-
age of 200,000,000 players each, My Lord! Now, if you do the math, 
if each person spends $1 on these games, the companies would al-
ready make $200 million! Can you really believe that? And even if 
the world is collapsing, and ⅓   of people don’t spend money on video 
games, I can’t imagine someone bickering that 133 million isn’t a lot!

And, that was just a dollar. A bunch of YouTubers like Ninja, 
Flamingo, MeganPlays, SushiBae, and a lot more spend TONS of 
money on games for better content. And if you think about it, during 
this time people spend DOUBLE as much money for entertainment 
during COVID-19! And because You-Tube Gamers spend money on 
getting accessories to maybe give away, each video they make is es-
timated at $10.81! Off  the bat, they make tons of videos for a living, 
so that’s more than ANYONE can imagine I’m assuming.

“Well, So? . . . Millions, and even BILLIONS is a lot you know 
. . . One thousand million is a BIllion!” But, like my dad says, 
“Every thing Adds Up, Dude!” Bahaha, think of it as two hundred 
YouTubers make videos a day. Th at’s $2,000 Dollars a DAY. And 
even if you say “Well that’s JUST net worth”—I beg your pardon? 
Th ey make stacks more fellow!

Well, Folks, Th at Has A Part Of My Day! Here’s Th e Conclu-
sion; Successful Gaming Companies Make TONS Every Day! By 
exchanging in-game points for money, such as “V-Bucks, Robux, 
Minecoins, And A Lot More,” they make kids and teenagers full of 
that pleasant feeling! With new skins, new gamepasses, new cars, a 
cool-looking avatar, a cool-looking dance you can do, and MUCH 
more, they create a superior bond with the player to spend more! 
Th is bond also let’s the child tell his/her friends to play, later on 
passing on a similar word, “Hey! Do You Play (*Video Game*),” and 
then over a short period of time, more and more people get hooked 
and draw a little harmless addiction to the games.

And Th at’s From,
Yours Truly,

Shiven Makkar
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Class Name Redacted
SE SS I O N C,  H I G H S CH O O L

In refusal to have a class name, we also refuse to have an introduc-
tion. We feel that in these circumstances an introduction is not 

merited. However, we are very grateful for our sponsors and loved 
ones who work tirelessly every day to support us.

In trying times such as these, we are encouraged to make light 
of our chaotic environments. Dumbfounded by our reality, we use 
writing to understand it.

For the past three weeks, we closely examined the shape of a 
story. We dismantled Robert Frost as we knew him. We added you 
to our poems. Our characters guff awed.

Rachel Gray
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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How the Starling Sings
Inside my mind are ivory stars
that glisten with the passion of
 a lonely swan
  dancing in the darkness
   with sporadic grace
Makes me think
that we are so small
like a
 fl eeting wren
Means that
Insignifi cance a
is bigger
 than we think

Wake up to the stench
of trash and mildew
 mixed with gasoline
and rubber burning tires
  You enter my poem
     Feel the ice prick rain drops
        Gently graze your skin
see fl ickers of neon lights
  that burn the shadows
on the rain slick streets
  Th e dark cars passing by with
purlin headlights
  cutting paths
    toward new life

  I have always been fascinated
by the concept of freedom
We can run and run and run and Fly
but we never really
 get off  the ground
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And the tiny bird
in the gas station gutter
sings
like a star

Quinn Boyd

A World Away
Perhaps you were lying in bed, almost ready to go to sleep and you 
laughed at something, a joke to yourself, a good way to end the day.

“I’ll remember this for tomorrow,” you say to yourself, “I’ll re-
member it and tell it to someone who’ll understand it.”

But as you watch past shadows dance in the corner of your room 
where the headless man stands eerily still, once your frayed zip-up 
jacket, the night drags on. Something raw and vulnerable tugs at 
your heartstrings, a deep ache you can’t quite place the meaning of 
embracing you, like a once-familiar face, now blurry with age. Th e 
moon creeps across the brittle sky covered in icy stars, and sleep 
evades you.

Perhaps you slip out of the cool sheets, your feet sliding across the 
sticky fl oor, fi nding their way to the door, as you snatch up the jacket 
from the back of your desk chair. Drifting lightly across the fl oor 
that sings like crickets at night if you misstep, careful not to disturb 
the others in the cabin, you glide through the front door. You brush 
close to the doorknob to close the door, whispering a request for it 
to keep your secret.

Perhaps you walk across the quaint fi elds of striped watermelon, 
the smooth, damp soil clings to your feet as you feel the little hairs 
on the vines of the fruit nudge your bare foot. A stray leaf, the or-
ange color so vivid that you can still see it in the dark atmosphere 
of the night, fl utters by, just barely kissing your cheek, covered in 
faint pink valleys from the pillow you were laying on. Th e fading 
grass surrounding the fi elds crunches underneath your feet, beaten 
down by the vicious autumn sun during the day, the abrasive tick-
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ling sensation sending shivers up your spine, not just from the chilly 
night air.

Perhaps you hear the gentle trickling of the clear stream tapping 
against the round gray stones at the bottom, and make your way 
to the bridge in the middle, merely there for show. Th e stream is 
so slim, that you could tread one step and clear it. You prop one leg 
on the ledge, then another, to sit on the sturdy railing of the aging 
wooden bridge.

Perhaps you breathe in the crisp surroundings, a few stray splin-
ters piercing your legs, but you barely feel it, your mind in a trance 
from the dewy night air. Your feet dangle a breath away from the 
small pool formed by the creek, watching the pale, watery refl ec-
tion of the moon waver in and out with the clouds strung across the 
black fabric of the sky, the hazy rings of the autumn double moons 
intertwine, locking together, as if making a promise to each other.

Perhaps the trout swam in the pool but the river was only eight 
inches wide and the moons shone on and the watermelon fi elds 
glowed out of proportion, dark and the moons seemed to rise from 
every plant, hauntingly beautiful.

Michelle Huang

The Overdue Misadventures of 
an Impertinent Grandmother
Grandmother was usually the kindest of people. She always sent us 
presents whenever she felt like it, even if there wasn’t an occasion. 
She baked cookies to give to the neighborhood children. But when 
someone beat her at bingo, she became the devil incarnate.

“WHAT DO YOU MEAN ETHEL WON?” she cried, her nor-
mally pink cheeks turning red with rage as she expanded into a 
hulking behemoth.

“Oh, lord, protect me!” cried Sylvia from the nursing home as she 
ran to fetch her holy water. Grandma was about to smack Ethel’s 
head clean off  her neck when we grabbed her and pulled her back. 
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“Okay, Grandma, that’s enough. We’re gonna take you home now, 
okay?”

“Oh, all right,” sighed Grandma reluctantly. She glared holes 
into Ethel and was about to display a certain fi nger when we ushered 
her out even faster.

“Nana, you can’t keep attacking people like that! You’re gonna get in 
trouble someday,” we told her worriedly the next morning.

“Trouble with who? Th em coppers?” she barked. “I ain’t afraid of 
no coppers. Th ey bother me, I’ll put ’em in their place too. Ain’t no-
body bother me,” laughed Grandma.

“Please, Nana! We’re worried about you.”
“Oh, all right, if you insist. But what am I gonna do all day if I 

ain’t gon be whacking people?” she demanded. We thought about it 
awhile.

“You could get a job,” we suggested.
“Me? Get a job? Ha!” She did a big deep belly laugh that almost 

had us jumping out of our seats. “Th ese joints are too old for a job!” 
she guff awed.

“Well . . . you used to sing, didn’t you?”
“Me? Sing? Heck yeah, I did. Best in the state. You ask anyone, 

they’ll tell you. Ain’t that right, Bernard?”
“Sure is, honey.”
“Well . . . maybe you could sing again? Y’know, in a musical or 

something.”
“I do enjoy fl owers and applause,” she pondered slyly. “All right, 

I’m doin’ it! When do I start?”
“Uh . . . I think you’ll have to audition fi rst,” I said.
“Well, sign me up!”
“We’ll have to fi nd a casting call somewhere.”
“No biggie,” she shrugged. “Bernard, bring us last week’s pa-

pers!” she hollered. Gramps yelped and dropped something on his 
foot. He yelped again.

“Ow! Hattie, don’t startle me like that!” he cried. A couple min-
utes later, he hobbled down the stairs and handed us a stack of 
newspapers.
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“Says here they’re looking for women fi fty to seventy years old to 
audition in a reproduction of a Broadway musical. I’m fi fty to sev-
enty years old!” she said happily. “And I still ain’t tellin’ ya where I 
fall on that number line,” she asserted.

“She’s-”
“You shut yo mouth if you wanna eat tonight, Bernard.” Grandpa 

complied and shook his head, smiling. “Says the audition’s at seven,” 
she said, turning back to the paper.

“We can make that. Can’t we, Bernard?”
“We sure can.”

Nana had just gotten dressed and we were waiting for Gramps out-
side, wondering where he was. Nana was about to leave without him 
when he frantically rushed out. “Wait! I want you to have this!” he 
cried, holding out a worn out wooden button.

“A button? What do I need this for?” she asked skeptically.
“For good luck!” Grandpa exclaimed.
“A good luck charm?” Nana rolled her eyes. “You know there 

ain’t no such thing as luck.”
“Tough talk from a bingo player,” retorted Gramps.
“What you say?” Nana demanded.
“Nothin. I ain’t say nothin,” conceded Gramps.
“Mhmm. Sure,” said Nana, letting it pass.
“I swear, this here button’s brought me good luck since I found 

it! Got a raise from the boss man the next day, and a week later, I 
met you!”

“I meet plenty o’ people, and I’m pretty sure most o’ them don’t 
collect old buttons.”

“Th ose people end up marrying you?” inquired Grandpa. Nana 
laughed.

“I guess not.”
“Th at’s right.”
“Oh, all right. I’ll take the button if it makes you that happy.” 

Nana took the button from Gramps and slipped it into her purse, 
taking in not just the button but a touch of tenderness as well.

Donovan Cho
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Falling Above the Skies
Fell to the ground, through the brush and pointy sticks, feeling the 
sun blazing upon my reddened leg. Why am I falling through brush 
and pointy sticks feeling the blazing sun upon my leg, you ask? I 
guess you are kind of curious as to who I am but let me tell you one 
thing. I am not regular, and I do not have a regular name. My name 
depends on you, call me whatever is on your mind. At base I am 
called TC54-5S star shooter, some call me #890, and some just call 
me a worker, like I am used for nothing but work.

I was fl ying through Th e Ship in my mini battle tier grade ship. 
I’m not even sure If I can call it “fl ying” if I am fl ying in space, but 
who cares because I’m shooting down some ducks! Th ese ducks are 
not good at maneuvering, I can shoot about ten bullets in their bat-
tleships before they can even look at me

I decided to go deeper in because it just kept getting easier to get 
past them.

I kept going through the dark treacherous ship and eventu-
ally met with a non-awakened king. I thought, What a lousy king, 
asleep while his men fi ght to their hardest potential, although even 
that is not enough to beat me.

I approached the sleepy, somber king. I decided I needed to take 
him out to win the war for my family. I took a swing at his neck and 
my light sword defl ected out of my hands almost seven meters away. 
Th e king was still asleep. I don’t understand how that would’ve hap-
pened. Suddenly purple gas started coming in, and the doors shut 
closed. Th e king awakened. He said, “you will now die star shooter, 
your cockiness has killed you.” Suddenly I fell asleep and when I 
woke up, I was in the sky of a planet.

I fell to the ground, through the brush and pointy sticks, feeling 
the sun blazing upon my blood reddened leg. I laid there until dark, 
I was too tired to move. I was confused. Th e gas had to have killed 
me, but then how did I get a cut down my leg and how did I get out 
of the ship and onto a planet. I wasn’t really sure, but for now I just 
needed to get up and get this bleeding to stop. I heard water, fl owing 
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water. I thought it would be a waterfall, but in reality, it was just a 
small river and next to the river was a large fi eld of watermelon. Sud-
denly I saw a fi sh, I lunged. I needed food or else I would starve. I 
got it in my grasp, but then, it slipped out my hand and went farther 
into the river. It was dark. I decided to sleep. Perhaps the trout swam 
in the pool, but the river was only eight inches.

I felt like I could’ve eaten a whole fi esta’s worth of food. Although 
I decided I needed to go fi nd some people who lived nearby.

I assumed I landed on another planet that seemed peaceful, as I 
saw no animals besides fi sh, no aliens, no living creatures,

I kept on following the river, and I eventually saw a small vil-
lage. I immediately went over and knocked on the gate calling for 
someone. I heard small whispers. Th ey sounded like weird noises. It 
might have been a diff erent language. Suddenly there was a massive 
bang. It sounded like they smacked a large bell in the middle of the 
village. I heard footsteps, lots of them. My survival instincts came in 
suddenly. Th ese people were not friendly.

Ayaaz Vohra
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The Royal Guard of Zelzerin, 
the Vampire Queen of Bagels
SE SS I O N C,  H I G H S CH O O L

On our second day together as a writing community, the Royal 
Guard wrote a cento together that used a favorite song lyric 

from each of our writers. As I introduced the activity, the vibe in the 
classroom certainly felt like that of the teacher trying too hard to 
make poetry fun and relatable while the students begrudgingly par-
ticipated without any real interest in the underlying poetic impli-
cations. What else could you expect? Th e inherent awkwardness of 
Zoom combined with a group of brand new people and a confusing 
poetic form could only be a recipe for disaster.

Yet as we worked together to pull apart each lyric, to reorganize 
the words and lines into the semblance of a poem, something else 
in the room seemed to loosen and rearrange as well. Soon we had 
voices overlapping each other, suggestions for how diff erent lines 
could work in diff erent locations, excitement at the combination of 
two disparate lyrics, laughter at bizarre moments of juxtaposition. 
Whatever attitudes that had been initially brought to the activity—
and, by extension, attitudes towards creative writing and commu-
nity—had been reassessed by the time we reached a fi nal product. 
From here, those attitudes only remolded themselves further, con-
stantly shifting and growing as we progressed through the weeks 
together.
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Th at same looseness and cooperation began to show itself not 
only across genres, but across various situations that we stumbled 
across as a collective. Yes, we helped each other revise lyric essays 
and dramatic dialogues, but we also collaborated on what to do 
when waiting for someone’s internet to come back, or how we might 
rework a check-in question into an entire writing lesson of its own. 
Nothing done in our class felt entirely individualistic; the amount 
of support, feedback, and investment provided by all eight writers 
made it such that the writing process itself was visibly infl uenced by 
the community. Writers knew when to ask each other to keep go-
ing further, or to pull back and refi ne, or to totally explode and rei-
magine what we were doing. Each piece of writing came out simul-
taneously unique to the author yet well-fortifi ed by the rest of class. 
You could even see this balance in our inside jokes; while the sketch-
ing of the character of Zelzerin might have been a collective eff ort, 
it is clear that she will have a special and unique meaning to each of 
us in the Royal Guard as we move forward from our time together.

Rob Colgate
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Mirror, Mirror on the Wall
—A N E XC E R P T  FR O M A LO N G E R  W O R K

Future Adalyn: What year is it?
Adalyn: 2020.

(Drags a hand down her face.)

Future Adalyn: Oh.
Adalyn: What do you mean oh?

(Future Adalyn starts pacing but still in the frame.)

Liam: Yeah, I’m not liking the tone of that “oh.”
Serenity: I hate to say this, but I agree with Liam.
Adrian: I mean this year has been really bad, but the tone of that 

makes me think it’s gonna get worse.
Liam: Really Adrian, oh, thank you for spelling out what we were 

talking about, come on, keep up.
Future Adalyn: Is it like corona time or like, when the a—er, um, 

what time is it?
Adalyn: July 15.
Future Adalyn: Okay so still corona.
Adalyn: Yeah, but what happens after?

(Steps out of frame, takes a slow breath, then steps back into frame.)

Future Adalyn: I can’t tell you.
Liam: I’m sorry, did she just say, “I can’t tell you?” So she gets us all 

riled up before, but still won’t tell us. Bro, I hate this mirror.
Adrian: Me too.
Adalyn: What do you mean you can’t tell me? You’ve always warned 

me for things.

(Voice cracks for FUTURE ADALYN.)

Future Adalyn: Right, but I can’t even say the name. Th at’s how 
horrible it is.

Liam: Th is ain’t Hogwarts and you’re not saying Voldemort, so if 
you ask me you can tell us.
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Serenity: Whatever it is, it seems pretty bad.
Adrian: All the more reason to tell us.
Liam: Knowing Adi and all, she’s probably gonna be super dra-

matic over something small.
Adalyn: No, please, you have to tell me.

(FUTURE ADALYN clears her throat as she calmly responds.)

Future Adalyn: I can’t, and if you ask again, I will sever our 
connection.

Liam: Come on, that’s her best threat, (in a mocking voice) “sever 
our connection.”

Serenity: Shut up! I’m trying to listen to what they are saying, for 
God’s sake.

Adalyn: Fine, can you tell me what you were doing before I 
connected?

Liam: Oh, she played it smart.
Adrian: Yeah, because she was way too careful to not tell her what 

she was doing.

(FUTURE ADALYN glances away in the distance.)

Future Adalyn: Um, no.
Liam: Did she just say no? Oh my god, as if our Adi doesn’t hide 

enough, but her future self hides even more!
Adalyn: Th at has nothing to do with what happens the rest of 2020!
Future Adalyn: (angrily) Actually it does. Th e eff ects last that long.
Adalyn: Oh?

(FUTURE ADALYN takes a shaky breath.)

Future Adalyn: I know you’re freaking out, but you will survive it, 
I swear.

Adalyn: But not everyone survives it?
Future Adalyn: (looks away as her voice breaks) No, you will lose a lot 

of people close to you.

(ADALYN gets angry.)
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Liam: Uh uh, absolutely not, nope, refresh the mirror.
Adrian: It’s not a computer screen.
Liam: Well, it should be.
Serenity: How does that make any sense?
Liam: Please let it be Serenity, please let it be Serenity.
Serenity: Hey! I say we sacrifi ce you! At least then we get some 

peace and quiet.
Adrian: I hate to break it to y’all, but she said a lot of people, so it’s 

probably gonna be all of us.
Liam: I can totally see that happening. If I’m going down, y’all are 

going down with me. At the very least I’m defi nitely taking Adi 
down with me. I don’t foresee her surviving

Serenity: Let’s go wait in the car
Adrian: Wait why?
Serenity: Because what if future Adalyn tells her who dies?
Adrian: And I don’t want to hear any of our names.
Liam: Yeah, especially mine, but I wouldn’t hate hearing “Serenity.”
Serenity: Shut up and walk.
Liam: Can we stop by the kitchen? Y’all got me craving ham.
Adrian: Oh, me too.
Serenity: Yes, fi ne, whatever.

(ADRIAN, SERENITY and LIAM walk to the car leaving ADALYN 
and the mirror alone.)

Adalyn: No, please tell me what happens.

(A tear slips down FUTURE ADALYN’S cheek.)

Future Adalyn: I can’t, I’m sorry, I have to go, bye—and happy 
birthday.

(Mirror clicks off )

Adalyn: (whispering) You too.

Sobhi Eswaran
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The Myth of Artemis
Th e streets are scary at night. Especially when you’re alone. Usu-
ally, I avoid going out at night, but today was an emergency. I had 
to cover for a coworker, and it was the last shift, so there was no one 
else there that I could walk with.

You may be thinking, “Why did you have to take the shift? 
Couldn’t someone else take it?” Th e thing is, I have a sick grandma 
who depends on me. I have to make enough money to cover my ex-
penses and pay for her hospital bills.

Back to walking. Th e fi rst fi ve minutes were fi ne. Th ere were 
some people in alleyways, but I ignored them and they ignored me 
and we were fi ne. Th e real issue came at ten minutes, when I could 
hear footsteps behind me. Usually, I would’ve pulled out my pepper 
spray, but there was something very strange about these footsteps. 
Th ey sounded inhuman, almost. Each step the animal (I decided it 
was an animal. What else could it be?) took, the ground shook, and 
the sidewalk crumbled a bit. I quickened my pace and ducked in an 
alley, hoping to lose the animal, but that was my biggest mistake.

I turned around to catch a glimpse of this animal-thing, and I 
saw a very strange sight. Th e animal had a human body, but instead 
of a face, it had a dragon head, and I swear there was smoke coming 
out of its nose. Anyone else in my place might’ve been freaked out 
or scared, but I’ve been seeing strange things like this all of my life.

My fi rst experience with a strange creature was on a fi eld trip to a 
lake, when I saw a girl sitting underwater. I thought she was drown-
ing, so I jumped in to save her, but when I got to the bottom, she 
swam away and my teacher got mad at me for jumping into the lake. 
I told my teacher that there was a girl at the bottom of the lake, but 
she just looked at me like I was crazy.

My next experience was when I was walking to work and I saw 
fl ying horses. No one else seemed to notice, so I decided I was hal-
lucinating. I went to the doctor to see if I had any health issues, 
but the doctor assured me that I was fi ne, and there was nothing to 
worry about.

Back to the dragon-animal-thing. It was now getting closer and 
closer and I was trying to assure myself I was hallucinating. No one 
was screaming or crying, so I thought I was the only one seeing 
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things. Again. I rolled my eyes, frustrated with myself, when the 
dragon-thing came up behind me and threw me into a bag. Th is was 
defi nitely not a hallucination.

I wanted to scream, but I had a feeling that if I did, I would not 
be alive for very much longer. I kept silent and waited. Eventually, 
we got into a car and started driving. I had started to lose track of 
time, but I assumed that we had been in that car for about three 
hours. I eventually dozed off , but woke with a start when I felt the 
car jerk. I could hear yelling outside and I heard a quiet buzz before 
everything went quiet.

“Look inside the car!” Someone yelled. I panicked. Th ere was 
nowhere to hide. My wrists and ankles were tied up and there was 
duct tape on my mouth. It would be a pain to take off . I kept silent 
and waited, until the trunk opened up and I was face to face with a 
dozen girls. Th ey untied me and a billion questions exploded out of 
my mouth.

“Who are you?”
“Where did you come from?”
“Did you see the dragon-thing?”
“Where did the dragon-thing go?”
“Are you guys going to kidnap me?”
Th ey all stared at me like I was crazy. Th en, one of them spoke.
“She can see.” Th ey all nodded in agreement. I was confused, 

though. What kind of observation was that? Of course I could see. 
Th at’s how I knew they were there.

“Uh, hello? Did I miss something? Of course I can see!” I said 
sarcastically.

“No, you can see through the Mist.” One of them elaborated. 
“It’s basically a veil created by Hecate that prevents mortals from 
seeing supernatural occurrences. It makes you think you’ve seen 
something normal instead of what it really is.”

“Hecate? Like the Greek Goddess?” I said, bewildered.
“Yes, the Greek Gods are real.” Someone said
“Okay, that’s cool and everything, but who are you and why 

are you here?” I said. I tried to appear nonchalant, but inside I was 
freaking out. How could the Greek Gods be real?

“We are Artemis’ partners. We hunt monsters together and we 
attend to her.”
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“So, you’re not going to kidnap me?” I asked. Some of them 
laughed.

“No, we are not. In fact, you appear to be the right age.”
“Th e right age for what?”
“To join us.”

Aanya Singh

Nature’s Gold
clear skies shaped the earth
as baby squirrels danced in the overgrown trees
the leaves of deep green, with big,
lengthy roots
and below little deer ran to play

Roe and Alex, friend and friend
walking in the dark woods
they ventured afar
from the regular path
as they stumbled across
beaming fl owers
planted next to a pond
the faint refl ection mirrored their
puzzled faces
but they didn’t dare
to look up, astonished by the fl owers

fi elds of the glistening beauties
they were two feet tall
with big sharp thorns
the pedals even had a luminescent glow
with sparkles that looked like tiny stars
they had never seen anything like it.

Claire Baumgardner
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Heroes
Lydia, Hari, Liam, and Amir all fi nished school at 4:00 p.m. Hari 
and Amir got on the bus, Lydia walked, and Liam took his car. Hari 
got home at 4:15, Amir at 4:32, Lydia at 4:17, and Liam at 4:41. 
Here’s what’s important: At exactly fi ve o’clock, all four of our he-
roes received a text; the most important text of their lives. Th e sup-
posed sender depended on the hero: for Lydia, it was Petra, for Hari, 
it was his grandma, for Liam it was his aunt, and for Amir, it was his 
best friend, Chris. Th e text read: Go to the Denny’s on the corner of 
37th. No time to explain.

Hari was the fi rst to arrive at the Denny’s. It was completely empty, 
even though the door was unlocked and the lights were all on. Hari 
carefully sat down in a booth and fi dgeted with a loose thread on his 
sweater. Th e bell of the door rang. Hari looked up. “Oh, hey, Lydia.”

Lydia gave Hari a brief nod. “Hey.”
Amir walked in and furrowed his brow upon seeing Lydia and 

Hari. “Yo. What are you guys doing here?”
“Waiting for someone,” said Lydia.
“Rad. Same.”
Finally, Liam came into the mildly cursed Denny’s and sat down 

at a small table.
“Oh, you’re all here? Good.”
Hari jumped and turned around. “What?”
“Sorry for the inconvenience, but I really needed to get all of you 

together.”
Th e four teenagers slowly turned to face the sound of the voice. A 

tall woman sat at a table in the corner, calmly sipping an iced coff ee. 
Had she been there the whole time? You’d think you would notice 
her. She carried herself with a tangible grace, her elegance only em-
phasized by her deep olive skin, striking storm-grey eyes, and black 
hair tied up in an elaborate updo.

Liam stood up and put his hands up. “Okay, so—you have def-
initely not been here the whole time, you are also not my aunt. 
What’s going on?”
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“Sit down, Liam Mahi’ai. All of you, listen very carefully: your 
world is in great danger, and you four are, unfortunately, our only 
hopes.”

Amir snorted. “Okay, no off ense, but are you implying that we’re 
in some Harry Potter shit?”

“Not quite, Amir Kazeem. Please, listen carefully and save your 
questions for later. I will not repeat myself. Now, how do I explain 
this?” the woman took a breath. “Imagine the universe as you know 
it, time and space, and what you know to be fact and fi ction as an 
apple. Now throw away that apple and light the trashcan on fi re. 
Th ink back to the great heroes of the old. For centuries, they have 
peacefully lain dead and victorious. Until now. Th e bad news is, the 
most notorious and powerful enemies of the myths have returned as 
reincarnations. Th e good news, the heroes of old have also been re-
incarnated,” she spread her arms. “Th us, where you come in.”

Lydia’s eyes slowly got wider. “You’re kidding me right now.”
“I am not,” the woman swanned over to Lydia, and gently 

touched her elbow. “Lydia Papodopolus, daughter of Sophia and 
 Yiannis, most mighty craftress, the sorceress of paints and colors, in-
ventor of the future. In your soul, lies that of Mighty Achilles, saved 
from the fi re, beloved of Patroclus, faster than the strongest stal-
lion.” Th e woman ignored Lydia’s shocked expression and moved 
on to Hari.

“Hari Kumar, son of Deepika and Sanjeet, the cunning jester, 
that mighty warrior who had the courage to take the elixirs of man-
hood to ensure his body would match his soul, young performer. 
You are our generation’s answer to mighty Arjuna, eldest of the Pan-
davas, undefeatable, triumphant warrior, greatest archer, blessed by 
Indra.”

Hari shook his head. “Okay, I appreciate all the kind words, but 
under no circumstances can I possibly be a reincarnation of Arjuna. You 
have made a mistake, I’m fl attered, but please fi nd someone better.”

“Hari, this is not your choice. We shall talk in private later. Now, 
Amir Kazeem, son of Khalil and Noor-”

“I’m gonna stop you right there,” said Amir. “Because I am defi -
nitely not your guy for, like, Hercules or whatever.”
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“Do not interrupt me again, Amir Kazeem. Amir Kazeem, son 
of Khalil and Noor, patron of the bards of old, pure souled one, har-
nesser of Earth’s potions. Great Gilgamesh, king of Uruk, slayer of 
Humbaba, companion of Enkidu, has chosen you as his vessel,” Th e 
woman walked over to Liam and smiled.

“Liam Mahi’ai, son of Leilani and Keanu, sure-footed and war-
rior of all games and trials. You are the renewed version of mighty 
Maui, youngest son of Hina of the Fire, shapeshifter, trickster, and 
savior of all mankind.”

Liam exhaled. “I-I-”
“It’s A lot to take in. Go home and sleep, and meet me back here 

tomorrow at seven. Godspeed, young heroes.”

Ellie Fitzpatrick

[The Window Creaked]
Th e window creaked as the brisk autumn breeze fi ltered into the 
room. Th e setting sun casting the room in a warm golden glow. 
Th ere were piles of books, empty canvases, and scribbled parchment 
everywhere.

Raine sat on the fl oor, leaning against her four-poster bed. She 
wore a long fl owy black dress, her ashy blonde hair a mess of curls. 
She clutched Teddy’s dark oak guitar closer to her chest. Th e sea-
green-eyed girl ran a hand along the neck where there were the en-
graved initials T. E. H. and sighed.

She stared out the window mind wandering, memories fl ooding 
her vision, as she aimlessly strummed the guitar.

Th e ashy blonde smiled to herself as she remembered when Teddy 
had tried to teach her how to play, giving up after she somehow 
managed to break one of the strings.

“I miss you . . .” She spoke out.
“And I know it’s my fault that you’re-” She gulped, warm tears 

started to roll down her wind stung rosy cheeks. Th e blonde rested 
her head against the guitar.
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“I’m so sorry.” Her voice cracked.
All of a sudden, Th ere was a knock at the door. Raine quickly 

looked up. For a very brief moment, she expected it to be Teddy. 
When she saw James’ obnoxious auburn hair, she turned the other 
way and wiped at her eyes.

“Yes?” She questioned.
“Master Cortez wanted me to see how you were-” He began and 

Raine quickly interrupted.
“Well, I’m fi ne. Th ank you for bothering to care. You can go.” 

She spoke in a bitter tone. She saw as James stepped into the room, 
nearly tripping over a canvas and sat down beside her.

“I do care . . . look, I know it’s hard but-” He’s cut off  once again 
by a red-faced Raine.

“I said piss off  James! For once do as you’re told and leave!“
“Th at’s rich coming from you!” James scoff ed out.
Raine rolled her eyes and huff ed loudly. She tried to hold back 

another sob but couldn’t. Th e blonde turned to James. Her eyes red, 
bringing out their blue-green color and cheeks rosy red. James is re-
minded of a smaller Raine from just a few months ago. When every-
thing was simpler.

“I’m fi ne, James . . . okay?”
“Can I hold it?” James asked his eyes training down to the gui-

tar Raine is clutching onto like her life depended on it. She wiped at 
her tears once again ruining her mascara to the point that she looks 
like a raccoon.

“No.” She said, sounding like a fussy child. James leaned in and 
softly suggested,

“I can play his favorite song?”
Raine hesitates before nodding, making no move to show that 

she was actually going to let go of the guitar. James smiled sadly, 
prying it out of her tight grip and waving his hand to signal her 
closer.

Raine tried not to seem desperate for an embrace but failed mis-
erably as she shuffl  ed hastily closer, making James chuckle lightly. 
He strummed the strings.
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“Shut your trap and play,” Raine commanded, still trying to get 
comfortable.

“As you wish, my Lord.” James exaggerated his vowels, making 
Raine snort very un-Lady-like. Slowly it turned into silent tears as he 
began to play. She hid her face in James black velvet vest and whis-
pered softly so she didn’t disturb the music.

“Th ank you.”
James nodded and pulled Raine closer, still strumming, remem-

bering the chords perfectly and how delicately Th eo played them.
“You can try and save everyone. But in the end, who’ll save you?” 

He said, quoting Th eo’s exact lines to Raine from a few days ago.
Raine realized immediately, fi nally letting the dam break, fl ood-

ing with tears as she sobbed in despair into James’ shoulder.
Once she had run out of tears, she laid against the boy’s chest, 

her face covered in dry tears she was too weak to wipe away. James 
didn’t judge.

Raine closed her eyes imagining her best friend with his dark 
brown curly hair and blue eyes, and the many freckles that Raine 
would always try to count despite there being millions. She thought 
of every moment they had shared until the last and whispered softly,

“You will, Teddy . . . you did.”

Aylin Arslan

Bagels
You know, bagels are weird. Like, who thought to themselves “let’s 
make a loaf of bread, with a hole in the middle so that it takes up 
more space and is harder to eat and you can’t spread butter on as 
easily because again, hole in the middle? Like it seems like such a 
terrible idea, but somehow, it works. Everybody likes bagels. I like 
bagels. My friends like bagels. Even New Yorkers like bagels and 
they’re annoyed by everything. It would be a good example to teach 
the lesson that “being diff erent is good because you’re special and 
people love you for who you are.”
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I’m not sure when the fi rst time I had a bagel was. Not really one 
of those momentous occasions, it isn’t really a major life milestone, 
you know? I mean maybe for some people, but generally eating a ba-
gel isn’t something people really count as an accomplishment.

I’ve had bagels at home since who knows when. But they’ve al-
ways been those whole wheat ones that are kinda soft and don’t crisp 
up right, you know which ones I mean. Th e store-bought ones that 
just get squished when you try to hold them and don’t get crispy or 
hard until they burn.

Th ere are also those bagels you get at hotel buff ets, the really thick 
dry bland ones, and the toaster doesn’t quite cook them through so 
then you’re just eating this thick doughy lukewarm bread.

Th ere’s also all the weird fl avors of bagels. I mean you go to a ba-
gel restaurant these days and they’ll have, you know, white, wheat, 
cinnamon raisin, etc. the Basics. But there are also all these weird 
types of bagels. Parmesan bagels, salt bagels, egg bagels, I mean, 
what is an egg bagel? Is it supposed to be egg fl avored? Or is it just 
that they mixed eggs into it?

And what about an everything bagel? I mean it doesn’t really 
have everything, does it? It just has a bunch of seeds and stuff  in it. 
It’s like someone dumped trail mix into the bagel dough.

Fun Fact: Th e bagel was invented in the late seventeenth cen-
tury by an Austrian baker paying tribute to the king for defending 
the empire from the Turks. Th e king loved his horses so the baker 
shaped his dough into a shape resembling a stirrup, or beugel in 
German.

Isn’t that neat? Th e other crazy thing is that back when bagels 
were fi rst invented, they were food only for the rich elites because 
the average working-class people couldn’t aff ord the fancy wheat 
fl our and so they ate cheaper rye bread.

You can put a lot of things on a bagel. Th e most basic is, of 
course, cream cheese, but what people don’t realize is that there are 
lots of diff erent types. It isn’t just a one size fi ts all sort of thing. 
Th ere’s your basic white, kinda sweet, creamy stuff , some people 
might say it’s boring, but there’s nothing wrong with sticking with 
the tried and true good stuff . Th en there’s the fl avored types, you 
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know, strawberry, jalapeño, pumpkin spice because Starbucks, etc. 
I don’t like that stuff . Some people are fans, but really it just messes 
up the fl avor of the bagel. Th ere are also those really boring people 
that just want butter on theirs, which is just a shame. Butter is too 
basic.

Seriously. Butter on a bagel is just nasty. I mean, imagine you are 
a bagel. You spent months growing on a wheat farm somewhere in 
the midwest, then you were ground up and mixed with other stuff  
and baked in a super hot oven and then you sat on a shelf in the gro-
cery store and you’ve fi nally been bought and taken home and they 
put you in the toaster and you cook and then they take you out but 
instead of something exciting they just spread plain old butter on 
you. And it melts and drips off  the sides and through the hole and 
it’s greasy and lukewarm and icky and you feel ashamed of yourself 
and then you get eaten and are dead. I know, it’s depressing. So the 
moral of the story is don’t put butter on your bagels.

Taylor Masterson

Narrator’s Reprise
Hello, it’s me again. Some of you may not remember me, and that’s 
okay. I was that girl last year, from the Infi niverse, that warned you 
all of a disastrous carnival. Well, truth be told, it’s been properly 
dealt with. You see, this hotshot-looking, lab coat-wearing, Alche-
mist wannabe waltzed right on in and petrifi ed the Ringmaster’s 
wife. Th e poor thing . . . and her children . . . her poor children. Th e 
Ringmaster fell into despair, and his circus fell into the hands of a 
broken-minded performer, a very agile and persuasive performer . . . 
Very serpentine . . . Reminds me of the ancient gods. Y’know, the 
Nagas . . . Apophis, Egyptian god of chaos . . . Or Wadjet, the pro-
tector of Egypt. If I have yet to make myself clear, I’m a huge fan 
of snakes. But not spiders. Spiders are just . . . euugh! I’m sorry, go-
ing off  on a tangent. Ahem. Tragedy. I absolutely dig tragedy! Like 
that one tragedy, between two friends, where one died and the other 
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vanished. It happened once, on a moonlit night, when the two were 
fi nally reunited, side by side in a graveyard—the same graveyard 
where one Jessica Myers lay, to the shock and surprise of her worst 
enemies. Happy Birthday, Donovan, signed the Randonauts. And 
all the way across the world, in Greece, matter of fact, a secretive 
woman is celebrating her wedding with a sin, while one of her col-
leagues disappears on the job. I’ve heard they’re still looking for the 
missing agent, but Pandora is fi ne, I can assure you. She’s on her 
honeymoon with her husband, Epimetheus—whose idea was it to 
give the Greek Titans such . . . interesting names. Do you know 
what else is interesting? Mermaids with seaweed crowns, a boy with 
fl aming breath, apologetic souls with corrupt guardian angels. But 
it gets weirder. How about . . . a talking coyote for president? Or a 
trio of kids stumbling upon an abandoned Wonderland? A man too 
dimwitted to realize that not everything has to end—like DND. 
Especially DND. Oh, Rainbow Toothpaste and the road trip! . . . 
Wait a minute, what road trip? And Rainbow Toothpaste—What 
kind of a colorful alias is that? Th ese aren’t my works, must be some-
one else’s. Anyways, where was I? Oh, yes. Th e Cirque du Zodiaque, 
with its thirteen impossible acts! Oh, and let’s not forget about Hud-
son Cicero—actually, I take that back. Forget him. Forget I even 
said that name in the fi rst place. What name? I don’t know! He’s for-
gotten! Erased from history, just like Courtney . . . Who’s Court-
ney? I don’t know, again! She’s forgotten! Erased from history, and 
from memory . . . hopefully.

But enough about them . . . whoever they are, wherever they 
may be . . .

I forgot to introduce myself to the new people here.
I go by many names. Th e Narrator. Cordelia. Na’Caterza. Leo-

nardo. Zackeri. Guardian Angel. Th e Traitor—Hmm . . . Th at last 
one is still up for debate . . .

But please . . .
Call me Breanna.

Breanna Ameigh
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[Thomas and James]
Th omas and James sat by the fi re, wrapped up in a blanket.  Th omas’s 
head was on James’s shoulder. For a moment they just sat there, 
soaking up the warmth of the fi re and the warmth of each other.

“Hey, remember when we fi rst met?” James said. It was kinda 
out of the blue, but Th omas was used to his boyfriend’s complicated 
trains of thought and random ramblings.

Th omas giggled a little. “Yeah, I do. You were really nervous.”
“You noticed?” James said, mock off ended.
“Yeah, you were shaking.” Th omas giggled again. “But it’s okay, 

because you’re cute.” He reached up and booped James on the nose.
“So you used your fae magic to calm me down,” James joked.
“Well, not intentionally . . .”
“Wait, seriously?”
“I have a very magically calming aura.” Th omas smiled. “Espe-

cially when talking to cute boys about awesome books.”
“Aww, I love you.” James placed a kiss on Th omas’s forehead.
“I love you too.”
Th ey sat there, silent again. Th ey didn’t need words, just each 

other’s presence. Th e warmth of the fi re place and the warmth of 
their love where all that mattered right then.

“Although, when I found out you were a percygwen shipper, that 
was almost a deal breaker.”

“Shut up, Th omas, you’re ruining the moment.”

Logan Mack
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Yes, We’re Maliciously Clueless
SE SS I O N C,  M I D D LE  S CH O O L

I have to say that I really love the ambiguity of the name this group 
chose for themselves: “Yes, We’re Maliciously Clueless.” Is it a ref-

erence to the way some students will pretend to be dumb with a 
fumbling authority fi gure so that they can engage in bad behavior? 
Or is it a critique of the human actions that have led to an enduring 
pandemic? I think either could apply.

In this time of stress and uncertainty, many of these students 
chose to focus their powers on suspense of disbelief: that fragile 
boundary of the psyche that allows a reader to believe in fi ctional 
worlds and unlikely circumstances.

We start with two stories about monsters: in the fi rst, a mon-
ster with morals teaches a young wrongdoer a lesson; in the second, 
a narrator discovers her aunt is something other than human. Th e 
next story features a romantic transformation that joins sweethearts 
separated by continents, while in the one that follows, a fatalistic fu-
ture visited by a time traveler is not at all what he expected.

Two abecedarian poems (poems which incorporate the entire al-
phabet) showcase how poetry varies, as one denounces the disquiet 
of living in quarantine to rejoice in the simple vagaries of travel, 
while another uses rhyme and timestamps to romp with animals en-
gaged in all manner of unlikely activities.
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Our fi nal prose pieces seem more grounded in this reality, one a 
vignette that plunges us into a sensory experience of a remembered 
garden, as the other explores a son’s deep feeling of regret as he at-
tempts to redeem himself in the eyes of his disappointed father.

Th ese works will entrance and impress you, lull you and surprise 
you. Read on, and enjoy!

Tracey Lander-Garrett
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Who Is Martelen?
Th ere was once a girl named Martelen. She looks nothing like a hu-
man. She has yellow skin and is about four feet tall, she has enor-
mous arms that dangle by her side and stubby legs that have small 
toes. Her face looks like the alien’s face in E.T. except less wrinkly.

She is from Earth, but the truth is, she is a monster. Not the ones 
that haunt you in your sleep or suck the blood out of you. She’s a 
diff erent monster. If a girl or a boy does something wrong, she en-
ters their body and haunts them until they are on the verge of dying.

One day, this boy named Sam stole his teacher’s answer sheet 
and used it to cheat on their math test. Martelen then came into 
his body. When he was buying food in the cafeteria Martelen made 
him pull his pants down. Th en after a few seconds he realized that 
his pants were down and he quickly pulled them up. But by then he 
was already a laughingstock. Th e whole seventh grade was laugh-
ing at him.

Next when Sam entered his classroom he got in trouble. When 
his teacher asked him a question, he rudely retorted, “I don’t have 
time for you, and also you look hideous today.” He got in so much 
trouble the teacher took him to the principal’s offi  ce. While they 
were walking down the hall, Sam had no idea what was going on. 
Why was he saying all of this? He couldn’t stand watching his 
teacher almost on the verge of crying. As they entered the offi  ce, 
Martelen entered his mind and made Sam talk back to the principal 
disrespectfully. He got suspended for fi ve days.

His parents met him at the door when he got home, yet Sam was 
still confused on why he was being so mean. Of course, he didn’t 
say anything to his teacher or principal because they looked really 
mad. His parents, Edie and Tomas said, “We are both very disap-
pointed in you.”

Sam said, “But I’m not doing this!” Th en Martelen entered his 
mind again and Sam just stood there and rolled his eyes. Of course 
he got grounded for a week. Not that it mattered because everyone 
was in school. But these fi ve days were the worst days of his life.

On the fi rst day, Sam couldn’t eat anything at all because he had 
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a stomach problem. Th en on the second day he had the worst head-
ache, his parents took him to a doctor. He was so perplexed. His 
head was burning like crazy and the doctors said there was nothing 
wrong. On the third day, he couldn’t wake up. He had a 102- degree 
fever. He was sweating and couldn’t sleep for the next two days. 
When his parents took him to the hospital again, the doctors said 
there was nothing wrong with him. Sam stayed home and after a 
few more days it got better. He was so relieved he could fi nally go 
back to school.

Th en Martelen made her appearance in front of him and Sam 
jumped a million feet up in the air. He looked like he was seeing a 
ghost and he was. Luckily, no one was in the hallway. Martelen told 
him everything and he soon realized why all of those bad things 
were happening to him. As soon as he saw his teacher, he confessed 
that he cheated on the test and then Martelen left his body. After a 
while things got back to normal and he never stole or did anything 
wrong ever again.

Ahanaa Satyanarayanan

The Discovery
My name is Bonnie, Bonnie Gilbert, and I have had a pretty nor-
mal life, until I went to go visit my aunt Celeste whom I hadn’t seen 
in three years. I should probably tell you why I’m at my aunts in the 
fi rst place, it’s because I’m going to college, and I’m expecting study 
sessions, making new friends, and spending time with my aunt.

So, you can see why it came to my surprise that my aunt wasn’t 
here when I arrived. I mean, she’s seeing her niece after three years, 
you’d think she could just show up. I didn’t have the code to unlock 
the door, so I had to wait for two whole hours before she came back 
from wherever she left to.

“Hey, Bonnie, I’m so sorry I got held up at work,” she said when 
she fi nally showed up. Oh, right I forgot to mention my aunt is a 
doctor, so I just said, “It’s fi ne.”
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It was eleven o’clock and I still couldn’t sleep, so I went down to 
the kitchen to see my aunt working on her laptop drinking a smelly, 
dark red, rich drink. I was too quick to assume it was wine because I 
saw the veins on her neck and under her eyes just bulging.

She quickly stopped as she saw me and said, “Bonnie! Wait I—I 
can explain!”

I quickly ran into the living room, which I regretted as soon as I 
entered. I saw a woman’s body drained of blood, with her heart torn 
out of her chest. I felt scared, and so lost. Th ere was suddenly a pain 
at the bottom of my feet.

I stopped only to see my aunt standing over me, her dark hair 
messy, her mouth covered with blood, but I didn’t run, I couldn’t run.

Alisha Shireen

The Cartoon Love Story
Sunday really wasn’t the day I expected when I was standing in my 
bedroom on my pink shaggy rug looking down at my laptop with 
my possible soulmate on the screen. Th is was the only time I was 
ever grateful that the person that created FaceTime had the idea to 
make the other person have a bigger image on the screen than you 
did, because this meant that I could look at my fi rst love even closer 
and see all the perfection in his dark brown eyes.

“Look at this cool letter jacket I found in some storage closet of 
ours. Apparently, it was my great-grandmother’s,” I said as I slipped 
the bulky jacket on in style. Th e jacket was a simple pink with white 
stripes on the sleeves and a big letter A that was decked out with 
fancy rhinestones on the front. Wow. My great grandmother sure 
did have a good sense of style back then. Even though I never got to 
meet her, the rhinestones explained it all. I guess it runs in the fam-
ily because this jacket screams to my blingy personality.

“Wait one second,” he said. Why did that seem a bit odd to me? 
I mean I sort of expected that he would say something a little like, 
“Oh, Caly, you look stunning!” Which would make my smile ever-
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lasting. Th ere would even be birds singing with the reminding 
thought of how lucky I was to have met such an amazing person 
named Cody. Or a person named Cody that literally lives on a dif-
ferent continent than me and who even knew that love could travel 
that far.

After my long intense thoughts about his response, I glanced at 
the screen to see his pale face standing there with a red and black let-
ter jacket. I bent down, leaning closer to the laptop. Th e thought of 
him putting on his letter jacket just for me, made me smile. “I wish 
you were here, with me” I sighed in a meaningful way. Th en my lap-
top screen started to glitch, then turned black. Th e only thing I saw 
on the screen was the refl ection of my confused face. I thought it 
could have been a disconnection until I heard a voice behind me say, 
“What do you mean? I’m right here.”

I turned my head and my jaw just fell in disbelief. It was Cody, 
but it wasn’t. He was a cartoon with spiky hair and wearing a let-
ter jacket. He was standing in the doorway, motioning for me to fol-
low. Well, of course I was gonna follow. I felt like I was in a movie 
and had to act the role of being the curious girl. I slowly walked over 
to the open door where Cody had suddenly disappeared. My hand 
clenched the frame of the door. I saw sparkles from every angle.

Cody was standing in a sparkling tunnel. I started going to-
wards him, but something felt off . My head began to feel lighter 
than usual. I realized that I was suddenly looking like a cartoon. 
Th is is getting too weird, I thought to myself. My dark skin was look-
ing so smooth, like I mean, zero texture to it. But same with my 
kinky hair. It was almost like I had zero imperfections. I found my-
self staring at Cody with a grin. It was like I didn’t even care that I 
was a cartoon.

Th e only thing that mattered was that I was with Cody and Cody 
was with me. Th ere was not even a single continent between us.

Natalie Miller
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The Diff erence of Change
Always must the boring long hours at home be so depressing. Is it
Because of the endless time I stay at home?
Caring as my parents are, we have grown tired of each other.
During this time even the toughest of souls break and the most 

patient people grow tired.
Eventually you need to leave, go somewhere else, and break the 

never-ending pattern.
Fresh starts are what is almost required to survive, I love the
Great relief that washes over me even as I’m on the drive.
Hundreds of thousands of people, staying at home and I get the 

privilege not to.
In the new hotel room, I embrace the smell of seawater fl ooding 

through the windows.
Just as I settle in, we go out into the all new world that we have just 

arrived in.
Kites fl ying overhead in this nice summer: six feet apart to ensure 

their safety.
Lovely smells of food and nature swell up all around. What a nice 

break.
Moonlight shines down as it gets late the fi rst day in this
New wonderland.
Obsolete silence as I fall asleep.
Poking at my ears, my alarm goes off  to start this new day.
Quietly walking as not to wake my parents ’til the
Right time, I go to wake them as well. To
Start the day early, we leave as soon as possible.
Today will be great new adventures to be taken: new things to 

explore, old things to visit.
Until then we can enjoy our breakfast.
Violent fl avors and great breakfast was nice.
Within walking out of the hotel, a million ideas of activities spring, 

there are
Xiphias for sale at the seaport and or other interesting fi sh.
“Yesterday would have been jealous of today,” my dad said, “and it 

hasn’t even started.”
“Zev,” my mom says, “What would you like to do fi rst?”

Zev Zent
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What Animals Do During the Day
A hen woke up at 9:00 in a den
Bees woke up in their hive at 10:00
Cats played with yarn in their house at 11:00
Dogs at 12:00 were in heaven
Elks at 1:00 sign a decree
Falcons at 2:00 always break the knee
Geckos at 3:00 need to pee
Hamsters at 4:00 get stung by a bee
Ibexes at 5:00 are named Kate
Jackals at 6:00 eat some bait
Kangaroos at 7:00 have the need to donate
Llamas at 8:00 are so great
Monsters at 9:00 are fi lled with anger
Narwhals at 10:00 have an arranger
Owls at 11:00 are a gangster
Pandas at 12:00 write cliff hangers
Quolls at 1:00 are very much done
Rats at 2:00 have so much fun
Snakes at 3:00 devoured some guns
Termites at 4:00 saw the rising sun
Urials at 5:00 have to lift some bricks
Vultures at 6:00 eat trail mix
Whales at 7:00 are infested with ticks
Xanclomys at 8:00 fetch some sticks
You know the one thing all these animals despise?
Zey’ all hate people who are wise!

Harry Park
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2076
When I traveled to the year 2076, I thought it would be a colorful 
city with a high skyline and fl ying cars. I was wrong, not even close. 
I tried to fi nd shops but there were no doors on any of the buildings. 
I looked up in the sky and saw rectangular buildings towering over 
me; however, there was no glass, no windows, no color, no diversity. 
I glanced around the street. People looked like they were in a trance, 
heads up and eyes looking straight, perfectly in order. Th ey were all 
the same, wearing gray suits and gray pants. With their same color-
less lips, colorless noses, colorless eyes, colorless hair, and same gray 
skin tone they all looked identical. I tried to talk with a person. No 
response, no glance. I ran to another person and tried tapping on 
their shoulder. No response, no glance. I yelled in the middle of the 
street. No response, no glance. Th e streets were empty, they had no 
color, no cars, no trees, no smoke, just an empty dip in the ground. 
It was a city of gray, no creativity, no happiness, no color.

Nico Campanell

The Luscious Garden
I fi nd myself being forced back into the past as my grandmother fi lls 
my empty stomach, followed by a bulky gulp of freshly made juice 
as I get up from the wobbly chair. My body is then pushed to the 
outside world and I feel scents of caraway and rosemary shoved up 
my nose as I breathe in. My grandmother’s luscious garden embraces 
me. As I look side to side, I can see radishes and potatoes growing 
from the ground and cats fi ghting on the wall and the exceedingly 
large sandals on my feet and I see my grandmother harvesting the 
freshly grown fruits and vegetables. Oh, those were the days.

Ark Kumar
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Regret
—A N E XC E R P T  FR O M A LO N G E R  W O R K

Everyone has their bad days. And while my father tried his best to 
remain happy for us, he also had a limit.

I remember that day when his footsteps didn’t recede into his 
bedroom. And I, like the fool I was, didn’t give it a second thought. 
He just stood there, watching painfully as our eyes stuck to the 
screen. I didn’t notice the way his longing quickly shifted into an-
ger. Th e way his jaw clenched, and the way his eyes blazed alight 
with fury.

Only when he started to yell and scream did the remote that was 
tightly clasped in my hand fall. He spat out what he had been hold-
ing inside him for years, pointing his fi nger at us, accusing us.

Th at night, dinner was quiet. Our heads were bowed. I could feel 
his steely stare as he ate his food.

As we sat, staring at the crumpled broccoli on our plates, we gave 
into anger, glaring at the turn of events. At our dad, for taking and 
not giving. We were fi lthy and greedy back then and didn’t deserve 
the father before us.

Th e days after were a mess. Th e lessons had started. Day after 
day, we would sit in the living room, my dad seated on the fl oor, his 
back resting on the two brown worn out sofas behind him. I remem-
ber feeling the lights dim as I sat before him, gulping and looking 
into a stranger’s eyes.

“Tell me what the answer to this is,” he said with a terrifying 
calm that had made my throat tighten. I had looked down, star-
ing into a piece of paper with math symbols. Across the top was a 
question.

I wish I could say it was because of his stare that I couldn’t solve 
the problem. Like an idiot, I started repeating the question over and 
over, out loud, my voice shaking as no answer came to mind. Only 
when I came to the tenth round, did his hand pull the paper away. 
I looked up to see his mouth curled down, his nose scrunched in 
disgust.

“Why?” he whispered, his hands going limp as he dragged him-
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self to bed. I sat still, as guilt was dumped on me in one big heap. It 
was at that moment that I realized how much I hurt my dad these 
past years.

At bed that night, I cried, my nose burning from the salty smell 
that stained my covers. I wondered if someone else was crying just 
like me that night.

Th e next morning, I woke up with a new purpose. As I sat by him 
the next day and the day after that, I focused. I could never undo 
what I did to my dad. I had punched my father in the heart, over 
and over again, and all this time he had never complained.

Months passed and hope started to fi lter through my father’s 
eyes. His hunched position vanished, and his eyes softened. Th at 
day we both left the corner of the living room with smiles on our 
faces.

Later in the night, as I read a book and heard the soft metallic 
clack of my father’s keys, I turned around, smiling at him. Th e smile 
that thanked him for his work, the smile that rewarded him after 
hours of sitting in his offi  ce. Th ank you, Dad. And as my eyes found 
his in the long, dark lit hall, I found him smiling back.

Nimah Ahmed
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The Aces
SE SS I O N D,  M I D D LE  S CH O O L

Middle school is not a great time for—well, anyone really. But 
it is a good time to be a bold and resilient spirit, and as their 

name might suggest, the Aces were a group of those bold spirits. 
Th eir ideas, their poetry, their stories—all acts of bravery, of explo-
ration, of invention. Th eir ability to build outward from their emo-
tions, tastes, and experiences fi lled me with wonder and surprise 
(the good kind) in each workshop.

Th e Aces explored with rich imagery, like Lynn Powell’s “Kind of 
Blue,” and pivoted to Italo Calvino’s dystopian and fantastical Invis-
ible Cities, and then discussed plot in “Araby” by James Joyce. Ven-
turing out into these new creative lands takes a bold spirit, and this 
workshop had that spirit in spades (pun intended).

Th e Aces wrote gorgeous, insightful synesthetic poetry, tales of 
assassins and little girls, and even letters to the Tooth Fairy. I was 
honored to be the teaching artist for these creative adventurers, these 
linguistic pioneers. Th e following pieces reveal the thoughtfulness 
and bravery of these writers, on the cusp of their creative journeys.

Ali Riegel
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Land of French
Waking up to a call
Hurry! hurry! mom says
Our fl ight’s almost fl ying away
Running and running we arrive at a gate
We board with backpacks and suitcases and fi nally we relax
Airplane meals come around three times
Lunch, dinner, and breakfast
We fi nally stand up from 11 hours of
arms and legs all cramped up
We get off  to claim our stuff 

Suddenly arm tugging leads to the outside world
What a breathtaking view
So beautiful!
and too much to take in at once
We’re in Paris, land of the French
Macaroon’s smell in the air and fancy shops are everywhere
We walk and walk
so many window-shops

We suddenly come to a stop
A small building stuck in between others
How beautiful it is inside
Away from the cold and into the heat
We stand in line and get a key
Up and away we go
Ding the elevator rings
we arrive and rest
Our rest ends all too fast for I haven’t even unstressed

Off  we go two jackets on top
And two layers for one
Camera in the hand of a glove
It’s cold and freezing we’re suff ering
But with the sight, our breath is taken away
So big and grand so tall and bronze
At night how bright it is for everyone to see
Leading towards it is a beautiful park side by side with statues
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Off  we go to the hotel
Down, down, down, the elevator
for one last time
Th e door closes with a Clack
And so does our trip

Maria Goel-Espinoza

A Day in Hawaii
You feel a refreshing
wind blow your hair
While the waves crash
On the shore

You walk down the sandy beach
To fi nd the most stunning
Seashell of all

Th en you stop to see the mini
Sand crab avoiding to get stepped
So you help carry it back to its
Burrow so It can be safe

You grab a volleyball
And start setting
While your family is
Under the umbrella

At last you take a sip of fresh
Coconut water and wake up
Th e next day to a beautiful
Sunrise over the horizon

Heidi Bergfeld
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Kind of Dark (Melancholia)
Th e feeling of when your dog dies and you are
Powerless,
Useless
Th is is
Sadness,
But instead a dull,
Th robbing pain
Not depression—
Th at’s a sickness.
And while this
Feels like
Th ere’s no cure
It may fade
But it will take a while
And during that time
It’s a mix of blackness,
Not just the colored pencil kind,
Th e deepness of the pastels
It’s chrome black,
Unable to be penetrated
But there are also
Th ose deep,
Deep,
Blues
Practically gray
Th at feel void
Of any emotion other
Th an the current one
Suicide becoming a thought
Crossing your mind so often that it seems normal
Sadness,
But so,
So,
Much worse

Adrian Martinez
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Morana
I made my way to the door, its dark oak glory shining down on me.

DING! DONG! Fancy doorbell.
I wonder if this man knows his life is about to be ended.
Mercilessly.
I check my watch.
12:00. Right on time.
I ring the doorbell again.
For some reason, no one is answering.
“I swear I got this man’s schedule.”
I slapped my earpiece. It made a fuzzed “grrrr” noise, as if a bee 

were buzzing in my brain.
Hive could be such a wasp sometimes.
“Wait. Shut up Hive, I hear footsteps.”
I actually did hear some shuffl  ing from my spot on the porch, but 

they didn’t sound like the man-we’re-about-to-kill’s steps.
“Did you—are we at the wrong house?”
No response.
It’s impossible to be at the wrong house. Th is was one of those 

happy homes in the middle of a cold city. Unless . . .
“Hive? Tell me where we are right now or I swear to God I will 

kill you next time I see you.”
Th at fuzzed “grrrr” noise became a low snicker.
“Oh Morana, did you forget?”
With the sound of hollow mechanical echoes:
“You’re still our lab rat, and we’re still your AI master. You’re just 

here for an experiment.”
Th e door opened.
A girl no older than fi ve with little brown curls and a shy chubby 

face peeked out. She had a tanned complexion, in spite of the snowy 
winter that surrounded her home.

Remember her father?
She was missing one of her front teeth, probably dreading the 

fact that she couldn’t sing “All I want for Christmas is my two front 
teeth” in full before the holiday. Her eyes were a periwinkle blue and 
she had an unnatural pink tint to her lips and cheeks. Th e cutest fea-
ture was her little button nose.
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“Are you here to see ma’ papa?”
All I could do was nod and smile.
She would hate me.
She smiled a toothless smile back and ran into the house, calling 

her papa by name.
I straightened my pencil skirt and fl attened out the black coat 

that I had on top.
I checked my watch again.
12:05
Th is is taking too long. I’m too vulnerable.
Just as I turn away to make my way from the porch, the man 

calls me.
“Oh dear, sorry for taking so long. My hearing’s declining so, so 

quickly nowadays.”
He chuckles to himself.
I stare at him for a bit. He looks nothing like his daughter.
He’s a stranger to this house.
He has a snowy-dirty-blond bed-head, and his clothes are all tat-

tered yet casual, but fresh like they were washed recently. He has a 
tan too; he was also on that Caribbean trip.

Ah. He has a Rolex just barely visible underneath the sleeve of his 
left wrist.

Th is man is involved in illegal activity. I could smell the weed.
“Um, ma’am? Would you like something from me? Please note 

I’m just a humble soul living with my girlfriend and her daughter.”
HA! You wish.
“Actually, yes, I would.”
Th e problem is, I’m not the undercover police.
I pull out a gun. I hold it up until it’s pointing at the man’s head. 

I’m a good shot; at the worst, if he tried to run, the bullet would 
lodge itself inside his shoulder blade, right down to the bone. Th en 
I’d shoot his noggin, knock him out cold. Hive always gave the best 
of apparatuses for any situation.

Th e man’s expression goes from “happy fake nice dude” to pure 
fear in a blink.

My maniac grin stretches farther.
“Where’s the money?”

Saron Amsalu
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Dangerous Red
As I am going on a drive, I
go off  a cliff  into a dive
Th inking I won’t make it
alive, I drop down into a
valley. Hurt very badly lost
all my candy

Stuck in the hospital. Can’t have
no peanut brittle. All I think about
is driving a motorcycle. I forgot
to tell you, the name’s Michael

One day later I snuck out at night.
Th ere was absolutely no daylight.
Started riding a unicycle. When I
fi nished, I shoved it in the recycle.
As I walked back, I fell and
everything turned black.

I woke up and I’m back to where I
began. Soon I hatched up a plan to
escape just like Batman.

At night I escaped, I rode the unicycle
again. Shoved it in the recycle again. I fell
(again) and landed on the left side of my
brain

Th e next day when I woke up I think I
broke all my bones. I just want to go and
sky dive with Brother Jones. I wait for a
couple of months to return to my sons. I
ask, let’s go bungee jumping. And they all
said nothing.

Muhammad Safi 
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Dear Tooth Fairy (and no, I don’t 
mean the boat, that’s spelled 
diff erently) Company,
I would like to start this letter off  by apologizing for the inconve-
nience. I’m sure you are very busy, especially since the popularity of 
tackle football has increased greatly. I would like to thank you for 
the dollar I got last year. May I point out, however, that due to in-
creasing infl ation rates, a dollar isn’t worth what it once was. I sug-
gest you bump it up to fi ve dollars— but if you don’t have the ex-
act amount, you can always let me keep the change. I also suggest 
you use PayPal. You see, this is much more convenient, and I think 
my piggy bank is getting a little too full. Zelle and Venmo would 
also be great. Another thing to consider: use a mailbox. I’m not sure 
many people are comfortable with a tiny fl ying person breaking into 
their bedroom. Just saying. Of course, these are just suggestions, 
but they are strongly recommended and will benefi t your business 
greatly. Believe me, since I would never be false to you. To end this 
letter, I would like to ask: what you do with all those teeth of yours? 
Wait, actually, I don’t want to know.

Sincerely,

Mia

P.S. I think you should expand your business to more species. I hear 
the Great White Shark has more than three thousand teeth! Your 
company should be rich in no time.

Mia Zheng
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The Tranquil Town
Th e precious air is fl owing into the sky

and circling the world.
Each time every year.

Pleasing, blessing, blooming.
A town is fl anked by

the Mountains of the North
and the River of the South.

Sweet life in the town
And peace is its goal.

Prosperity isn’t what they pursue.
Th e artist placidly sketches such a magical place.

Th e soft, sweet, coldness of the black night,
Moon enthralls the town with its shining light.

Th e fl owers blossom in the spring after the summer.
Th ey love the air.

Th ey celebrate a lot.
Th e glory of peace.

Th ey hate sullenness.
Comfortable,

Tranquility is the sobriquet of the town.

Michael Chong
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The Writer’s Chronicle
SE SS I O N D,  M I D D LE  S CH O O L

Middle school certainly can be a tumultuous time for many 
young people—one where you’re just starting to fi gure out 

the shape of the world and its inhabitants, just starting to explore 
your sense of self and identity. Early adolescence is nothing if not a 
brink—of something either exciting or perilous, who is to say. It’s no 
coincidence that some of literature’s most adventurous and memo-
rable characters—from Scout Finch to Percy Jackson—begin their 
journeys on the cusp of adulthood.

To work with middle school writers is to join them on an incred-
ible journey of exploration. And that exploration is refl ected in our 
readings and exercises—we can read a straightforward poem like 
“Staycation” by April Sojourner Truth Walker, and then pivot to hu-
mor pieces by Lydia Davis, and then discuss a classic like “Araby” 
by James Joyce.

Th e Writer’s Chronicle was an especially sweet and creative 
group. Th ey crafted fables about parrots and poems about daredevils 
and snot otters. Th ey explored dystopia with Italo Calvino’s Invisible 
Cities, crafted couplets about memorable vacations, and wrote beau-
tifully about injustice, anger, joy. I was so honored to be able to help 
guide the Writer’s Chronicle on their creative journey, and I hope 
you’ll read the following pieces with the same sense of wonder that 
I’ve felt throughout our workshop.

Ali Riegel
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Kind of Lilac
A girl’s supple fi ngers
glide across a piano,
and the notes she plays are
gentle

And perhaps those harmonious notes
fl oat out the window,
on a pleasant breeze
to an old man resting on a
rusted bench just outside

Whose glasses slip down
his crooked nose as
he gazes at a weathered photograph
Th e corners of his lips
now tilting up in a wistful smile
And as those notes reach his ears
he hums to himself,
lost in some distant memory

Or maybe those rhythmic notes
drift off  to a bare room in the house
where a grouchy cat lies
curled up on a comfy
sofa cushion

A cat whose delicate paws are
outstretched in front of him
He catches those soothing notes
with his slowly drooping ears
as he then drifts off  into dreamland
And his face fi nally softens
to a smile
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Or perchance those melodic notes
creep under another door and
into the art studio
where her mother is drawing
with her dust-covered fi ngers

Whose hands brush chalk against
a crisp cut of paper
And as those notes settle into her ears
she casts indolent strokes
across the page

And the color she smears
upon that paper is
not the dull hues of mauve,
not the vibrancy of magenta,
but the hushed
lovely tones of lilac

Siri Pamu

Snot Otter
Snot otter, oh snot otter,

you live in the rapid waters.
Since you use your skin to breathe,

You have a body that’s fresh and clean.

Under the rock, the snot otter hides
From birds searching for them up in the sky.

It’s so easy for you to swim,
Your body looks thin and slim.

You are endangered. Th at is bad!
Th ere’s six hundred left, which is sad.

Pollution and disease cause this disastrous collapse.
But humans can help to bring them back!

Justin Sun
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Emoji Duet
i

French fries and pasta for dinner, listening to the music to block out 
the sound. Th e sea shall bring our dead relatives to the afterlife, and 
we shall celebrate when we can, and mourn, ’cause you can’t control 
it. Th e sick will hold up the fl ag of honor and cover their mouths, 
and let us all be baptized by happiness in our worst times so we can 
be cleansed of all the hatred and disgust.

i i

She fears the demons who smirk at the plane to heaven, so she cries 
because the animals don’t eat, and cries ’cause her dad and mom 
smoke. She surfs to pass the time and her mom gets scared every 
time. She walks down the street while eating a cool ice cream cone 
and gets home to eat a big plate of spaghetti, which her grandma has 
made her. While her grandma takes the bus back to the house, the 
ambulance lights come into vision and she starts to pray, and then 
she realizes she is very lucky.

Raúl Andrés Gonzalez

The Forlichingham Pie Shop
Th e mold creeping on the side of the walls, a dumpster with (surpris-
ingly) no trash at all, the lettering sideways and upside down: this 
is the Forlichingham Pie Shop, probably the ickiest place in town.

Th e shop had a peculiar discouraging look to it, like they didn’t 
want customers. I walked into the bitter smell of earwax and trash 
mixed with grime, and a ton of other disturbing smells. Th e walls 
were coated with wet mold, totally erasing any appetite you may 
have. I headed back to the door hoping to escape the loathsome 
odor. Th en I heard the deep voice like a growl of a tiger. “Th ere 
ain’t no pie shop within a hundred miles from here, take some pie 
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or scram.” I walked in with a nervous smile on my face; he was no 
guy to mess with.

I sat down only to notice sugar ants roaming the counter in pur-
suit of stray crumbs. “Th e health department must love you guys,” I 
said. Right when the words left my mouth I knew I had made a mis-
take. Th e biggest guy came up to me, his muscles bulging out of his 
shirt sleeves. He stood inches away from my face. His horrid breath 
was a mixture of fi sh and unbrushed teeth, probably the worst smell 
I had ever inhaled. Right when it looked like he was going to say 
something, one of the other chefs whispered something in his ear, 
which made him back off  a little. “What health department,” he fi -
nally said. Surprisingly I wasn’t surprised—how could any health 
department leave a shop running like this?

For the remainder of the wait for my order, no one said anything. 
I had learned saying anything would turn out badly. Th en one of 
the chefs gave me my order with an unmannerly thump on the ant-
infested counter. I quickly picked it up, hoping the ants wouldn’t 
hitch a ride, but they were already there, nibbling the pie. Its sides 
were harshly burned, and there was a hole in the center. I cautiously 
looked inside to see gum wrappers, cigarettes, and some other moldy 
food items. Right then and there I felt the most nauseous I had ever 
been in my life; I felt like I would hurl my intestines. I walked out 
of the shop with the pie as far away as I could keep it from my nose. 
I walked back home trying to escape the fi lthiness of the town, the 
bags on the fl oor, the homeless people all over the street. I walked 
as fast as I could but then I realized something: the dumpster was 
empty, because the trash was in the pie!

Hersh Vardhan Singh
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Poodle Moth
You poodle moth from Venezuela
You furry fl uff y thing,
I bought you from the fl ea market
(Along with an awesome plastic ring)
When I carried you in a cage
Oh Venezuelan poodle moth
You were hunched down in the shadows
Sitting on your little cloth
I put you in the seat next to me
And hoped you wouldn’t pee
I drove for hours
So I hoped you were alright
So then we stopped at a motel and stayed the night
I fell asleep and realized
You weren’t meant to be kept in a cage
Like some sort of prize
So the next morning I let you go
Wild animals aren’t meant to be kept in a cage, you know

Ari Bernstein
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Pale Pink
Summer Sunday nights
We sink into our seats

Right as they’d dim out all the lights
A colorful world

Made out of music and a screen
What would it be

To live in that scene

What would it be
To live under the sea
To swim with the fi sh

To do as we wish

What would it be
To defy gravity
To fl y so high

We could reach the sky

What would it be
To have wishes, three

To do anything
To even sprout wings

But I can’t
And I don’t

Th e lights come on
As I head home
Tomorrow, is

Another day of sun

Peggy Chen
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The Crazy Chameleon
You, chameleon, up in the tree
You should stop hiding from me
Your colors change from time to time
And I can’t see you when you climb

Your extravagant colors
May never show
But your ego doesn’t get smaller
You’re right, I know

From yellow to brown
And pink to green
You’re always around
And never make a scene

Crazy chameleon, where are you going?
I sit below the tree waiting
Colorful chameleon, you can go anywhere without me knowing
Oh come down this is so frustrating

What have I done
Our friendship has just begun
Come back, my changing chameleon

Nandini Raju
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Exodus of Souls
Trapped
In a storm
Of glass, and sand
Lightning fl ickers
In your eyes
Glowing sword
In your hand
Unleashing your
Rage upon the world
Th rough the window
Of your mind

Your words shine
As you yell
Your anger is
A woven
Jail
Words more dangerous
Th an any sword
Tear through hearts
Leaving them in one piece
Destroying minds
With a touch

Lillian K.
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Black Magic Spaceship
SE SS I O N D,  H I G H S CH O O L

Black Magic Spaceship is a small class, but what they lack in 
numbers, they make up for in the breadth and depth of their 

imaginations. Over the weeks of summer camp, these students have 
turned our Zoom conference into a haunted mine on a faraway 
planet, a truck-bed workshop for producing wicked fairies, a mys-
teriously disappearing watchtower, a warehouse for malfunctioning 
robots, and a host of other places that you too will visit when you 
read their work. Sami’s wild, experimental stories will sweep you 
away with the power of his voice and his eye for sinister, disturbing 
details, while Stewart’s richly imagined science fi ction epic will tan-
talize you with mystery and leave you on the edge of your seat. Th ese 
two have put many hours and thousands and thousands of words 
into getting their worlds down on paper. I know that there are many 
more stories in their future, and I couldn’t be more proud of them.

Celia Bell
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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I Am a Good [Robot] Bird Boy
I had an incredible nice good idea. I am going to go run to a won-
derful nice place.

Nicer than here.

Did you know thhat theer aree mre than 1,000 species of birds 
worldwide?

I think that I am 1 of them.

And I am will fl y like them.

I will become a new living being full of nice thoughts.

Th ere are some bad things horrible not nice things.

Th at I am leaving.

I am leaving the not nice things.

I got the idea when they showed me the movie Pinocio as a reference 
for something in an assembly thing. Th ey told us that we were not 
good enough right now and we wi,ll be better someday like when we 
become real boys. Like Pincohio. I got the idea when they got trans-
formed to donkeys in the fi lm but I don’t like donkeys and birds 
are ccolorful. Everything here is black and dull and grey but color-
ful is better.

When I was there I told people I was a bird.

Th ey told me that that wasn’t supposed to happen. You cannot bbe 
a bird because all of our research and training would go to waste.

And then that person slapped me.

I was sad and not good enough.

Th ey told me all about people like me and they said that no one but 
eleven elder people helping me.

Th ey said that my parents wern’t up to code. And then they plugged 
out the wires from my parents backs and they stood there lifeless 
liek they do when they are recharging.
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I asked my mom where me video game was because I wanted to play 
a video gmme.

I didn’t care if she was dead because video gmmms are important . . .

Th ey kept me company the other time my parents where malfunc-
tioning and they wehr hitting things and saying “yes dear sweetie 
yes dear sweetie” over and over again. Once I saw their head roll 
under the bathroom stall i was hiding in. but I played video games 
and I didn’t have to think abot anything and how I was not a good 
person.

Th ey tell me to look at myself and they show me how green I am. 
Th ey give me mirrors and show me the eyes like binnocculars. And 
a straigt form alwas uprit. on my back aned I fcan never lif t a singel 
fi nger because my muscle mass is little. And they said they can see 
the beeps and boops of my spine. And my hands have little curves 
that ar fi ngars.

I am grey just like a pigeon and I have the same sort of fi ngers like 
brds usse to perch on thngs. I am a bird no one can say otherwise.

I am going to better land and better people will be there.

I also won’t starve.

I picked up my water bottle before here.

And snakes like cheetos and corn puff s.

Th is will be my journal. Because I am useed to writi g t down my 
thoughts for reserch.

Right. I can see a man in a red hoodie and that is attached to a red 
robe. It has patterns of black fl owers and things. He has blue skin. 
He is beckonig me. With his fi ngr. In his other hand he holds a staff . 
With something like a spherre dangling from the top. He has green 
eyes and I don’t know why but I NEED TO GO SOMEWHERE.

HE CALL S HE CLOSER MORE AND NOW I WILL WANT 
MORE.

I FEEL SOMETHING DRIPPING THROUHG ME THROUGH 
MY VVEINS AND I FEEL HAPPY.
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COMEING GOING COMING COMING GOING

TO HIM NOW.

GOODBYE.

Sami Azfar

The Ghost of Karu Minor
pa rt 
t hr ee y e a r s ago

Th e fi rst hover bus of the day came rambling up the road, spraying 
dust in every direction, and jerked to a stop with a rusty squeal. A 
small toot from the horn on the front gave the fi ve minutes to de-
parture warning. Men rushed out of their cabins to secure the seat 
on the fi rst bus, that being important if you want to meet your daily 
quota. Failure to do so may result in nonstop labor for multiple days. 
One of the miners, Johan Schino, was always on the fi rst bus. His 
pal and roommate, Michon Langsworth, was also on the fi rst bus. 
Langsworth was a plant for the mining guild, meant to see if every-
thing was going according to plan, sometimes trying to get other 
people to break the rules to get them in trouble and get a paycheck 
bonus. Schino, like Langsworth, was a plant—not for the mining 
company but for the galactic federation government. Neither knew 
each other’s identities, and so they got along well enough.

Work in the mines was grueling, to say the least. When taking 
a sanitation bath at the end of the day, the water would be stained 
brown before even washing your hair. Th e fi rst bus departed right 
on time, leaving room for the second bus to come in about fi ve to 
ten minutes. Schino was tasked with delivering food to two men 
who had fallen far behind on quota and were stuck in the mines 
for a week each. Th e journey to the mines was about thirty minutes 
each trip, leaving less time for the actual mining. At long last, the 
bus rumbled to a stop and the miners chose their work equipment.

Th ere were three kinds of mining equipment at this certain mine. 
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Th e driller, a massive drill on a steam rollers body, the hauler, a fork-
lift body with a scoop in the front and a massive container in the 
back for the minerals, and the megamax, the all-in-one mining ma-
chine. Th ese vehicles were diff erent from the average hover car or 
spaceship because they had wheels. If a hovercraft broke down in 
the mine, it was impossible to get off  the ground and out, but if one 
of these broke down, you just replaced the part and kept on going.

Th e downside of getting the megamax was that you had to do 
1.5 times the work, because the machine was bigger and did more 
work. If you got a driller, you paired up with someone who had 
a hauler and then you made a team and did two times the work 
with two people. Th e driller was most sought after, for it just drove 
straight forward and scanned for minerals. When there were some, 
you would call three or four people, and then you would dig with 
shovels and picks. If you failed to fi nd minerals for more than a 
week, you were taken to the mines of Guarnatchia and put to work 
in the factories sorting the minerals into their groups: light, dark, 
and metrinocular.

Metrinocular minerals are minerals that can change through wa-
ter. First, they start out through the process of formation by heat, 
and then they are dissolved in water to make a very interesting med-
icine. Th ere is a catch. For them to dissolve, they have to be in a 
climate where there is no humidity whatsoever, which presents a 
problem when putting them in water. So yet another transformation 
occurs. Making the water into dry water is a long process, including 
rearranging the atoms to make new molecules, which in turn creates 
a gas, called dry water. It performs the same functions as water, such 
as hydration, but is not saturated.

Th e newly created mineral can be sold on the black market for 
large sums of money, giving the company funds to make a small 
navy. Selling illegal “minerals” on the black market wasn’t their big-
gest problem. Th e sales would be traced to a small phoney address 
on a backwater planet. Th eir biggest problem was where does the 
income come from? Th e galactic federation kept a close handle on 
anything and everything that went on in their dusty and unkempt 
offi  ces on the home planet near the center of the galaxy, so anything 
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that went through there or anywhere else was closely scrutinized. 
Th e offi  cers were trained to check in on any exchange of more than 

10,000. Th e monitored exchanges kept the galactic federation in 
power and gave them a good system of dictatorship.

Schino, the fed representative, was uninterested in the light and 
dark minerals, but was more interested in the metrinocular min-
erals, for they were why he was here. His full goal was to try to 
slack off  enough to get placed in the sorting and distribution plant. 
Th ough right now he was far from it.

Schino was in the mines, scurrying around and trying to keep 
up with the enormous amount of excess minerals lying scattered 
around the hard rock fl oor. One such cavern held something that 
Schino found quite interesting: a small bit of metal that appeared 
to have been long hidden and had weathered over several decades.

Th e obvious thing to do would’ve been to take it to the man in 
charge of the whole operation, but Schino wasn’t into stuff  that ob-
vious. Turning quickly on his heels, he hurried to the entrance of 
the cave. Th ere was one slight problem with the exit, it was right 
next to Langsworth’s workplace. Peering around the corner, Schino 
saw Langsworth on his lunch break, eating his usual ration pack in 
the corner, leaving plenty of room to pass through into broad day-
light. Yet there was something odd about the way his shoulders were 
hunched and the way that his legs were folded. It looked unhuman, 
like someone had been beaten and left to die in the corner. Th is par-
ticular cave was very dangerous for there was, some said, a ghost liv-
ing in its walls, causing unnatural cave-ins and equipment malfunc-
tions. But never this.

Stewart Haas
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Negative Defenestrators
SE SS I O N D,  M I D D LE  S CH O O L

Throughout this workshop, I was so grateful for having such a 
prepared and mature group of students. Each one of them came 

motivated and inspired to write, which is especially impressive given 
COVID-19 with them being thirteen years old stuck in their homes 
for the summer. Given their maturity, I felt confi dent and motivated 
to give them challenging and encouraging readings and prompts.

To begin each class, we would do a “Get to know each other bet-
ter” ten-minute assignment to keep the start of the class light and ap-
proachable. We discussed our favorite movies and TV shows, foods, 
made author bios, etc. I think as well, with doing softer warm-ups, 
it also shows testament to how mature they were to be able to tran-
sition so well into our readings. Th rough doing these warm-ups, I 
learned that the majority of them are really musically inclined, so 
I was sure to include a visual or audio to accompany each reading. 
For instance, in our “Day 2” reading, I accompanied Robert Cree-
ley’s poem “Th e Flower” with Nina Simone’s song “Baltimore”. In 
this, we navigated and learned how these artists articulated their 
pain into something powerful. Furthermore, for “Day 2” prompt/
homework, I assigned them to start with the beginning of the song 
“Baltimore,” Beat up little seagull / on a marble stair / tryin’ to fi nd the 
ocean / lookin’ everywhere. Students then fi nished the lyrics by writ-
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ing a poem or short story in which the seagull returns home de-
spite its challenges. I was also extremely impressed with how each of 
them grew in their own writing styles, and not stemming off  each 
other, which I began to realize with this prompt. Each one of them 
took their own angle on characterization, imagery, and dialogue to 
engage the reader with the seagull’s journey back home.

With them being at such a pivotal age, I knew that I had to be 
particular about my approach to social change/injustice. I wanted to 
be sure not to tell them how to respond, but to show them examples 
through reading and visuals, particularly in how history repeats it-
self. With them being a more mature bunch, I also felt grateful that 
by me challenging them, I learned that I was also learning so much 
about the topics that we discussed. By me doing research and pre-
paring to discuss social issues regarding race, I came across Maya 
Angelou’s “Mask” performance. Although this visual is heavy with 
raw emotion, this video set up a pretty interesting prompt, which 
was for them to explain how they would help a marginalized person 
to not have to wear their “mask.” Again, they each responded to this 
prompt in their own way, and not taking the easy route by stem-
ming off  someone else’s idea. Th ey each responded in a real way that 
makes me excited for what they might actually do to help a margin-
alized individual.

Darrell Limuel
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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The Sun
I think the sun is a fl ower,
that blooms just for one hour,
For someone every day
When they go to the bay,
It gives off  sunlight
During the peaceful night,
Th e sun gives off  many things
Most of what we bring,
I still think the sun is a fl ower
Th at yet some are to devour.

Avirup “Avi” Bhaduri

A L1fe W1thout L1ght
Everyone might complain and bicker at light as in: “Why are you 
making it soo hot!” “Ugh, the sun is my eyes.” “Too bright to-
day . . .” But imagine living without it. No light, no life. No life, no 
animals. No animals, no people. No people, nothing. Too painful.

Let’s go in a fi rst-person story of light . . .
Why can’t there ever be light? Life looks all depressing. Please, 

come back light . . .
I woke up hardly seeing anything, which was normal. I had to 

use my fl ashlight to guide myself around, but still not seeing much. 
Even if it was my birthday today, the poorly lit light outside makes 
me have a much more of a contrasting opinion.

I went to my mom’s room and wished her good morning. We 
went down the stairs, she made me my favorite breakfast, but it was 
diffi  cult to eat in the black darkness.

I went on to my school, the candle wax is melting; Giving me 
only the slightest bit of light. In this moment, I despise this life. But 
I can’t stop, never at one bit. I feel super regretful about what I said 
to light . . .

All My Actions And Utters.

Shiven Makkar
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Memories
Th e moon is full
As she walks down
Th e streets
She promised herself
She would never walk down
Ever again

Th e memories
Come washing back to her
Like the waves on a beach
Coming to carry her
Away

Th e water is getting high
Now up to her waist
Up to her head
But she does not think
About the moonlit waters
Rising

She thinks about the wind
Circling around her
Taking her away

To beautiful
Snow-capped mountains
To alluring Cherry trees
Th e blossoms
Filling up her world
With prepossessing colors
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To the taste of
Sweet candies
Th at melt in her mouth
And the favors swirl
And drip
Drip
Drip
Brings her back to the water
She doesn’t think about drowning
She doesn’t want to think about that day
She wants to walk down these streets
Feeling okay
Walking for air.

Natalie Opiela

Dreams
I see you.
even though no one else does, I see you.
I see the way that you look, and the way you don’t look
at the other boys, and at the boys
who dared to be themselves
because you could never be them
because that could never be you
but it’s still their names on your lips
as you stare into the fl ame
as you stare into the sky
as you stare into the water
as you stare at the ground
as you stare into the dreams that you’re not allowed to have.

Jaime Van Court
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Untitled
Beat up little Seagull
On a marble stair
Lookin’ for the Ocean
Searchin’ everywhere

Beat up little Seagull
Wind in his hair
Flyin through the city
Up in the air

Beat up little Seagull
Can’t fl y no more
Couldn’t fi nd the ocean
Crashed on the shore.

Abhijay Thunga

The Odds Are Against You
I count to ten before I press the button. I’ve been doing simulations 
every day since my tenth birthday. I know I’m not like the others be-
cause I never fi nish, I always fail. Today, though, I clench my teeth 
and fi st my hands because today I will not fail. On top of the sta-
dium are the judges, waiting for me to make a mistake.

Th e head judge, Judge Myki says, “Today is the day you show us 
that you belong”, he pauses before continuing, “Today you will ei-
ther join us or leave us. Your simulation will be one that you have 
never done, for it will come from the darkest part of your mind.

When he fi nishes, Judge Lia asks,” Are you ready?”
I take a deep breath before I answer,” Yes—”, But before I can 

fi nish my reply, she pushes the button that will begin the most im-
portant simulation of my life.

When the simulation begins, I fi nd myself in a house with blood-
stains everywhere. I roam around the house and fi nd a knife fl oat-
ing in midair inside the living room. While I’m trying to fi nd more 
weapons, I recognize where I am. I’m in my old home and the blood-
stains are from when my parents were viciously attacked. As I enter 
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the room where they were attacked, there he is, Simon Grant, the 
man who ruined my life. My breath rushes out of me and I clench 
my fi st and tighten my grip. Red fl ashes before my eyes and I lose 
every reasonable thought in my head and fl y straight at him. I will 
hurt him for what he did to my parents.

I’m in the middle of attacking him when I remember the reason 
why I fail every simulation. So I take a deep breath, loosen my hold 
on my knife, unclench my fi st, try to calm down, and make a plan.

I rush at him and dive for his right side but at the last second, I 
punch him on the left side. He stumbles backward caught by sur-
prise and I use that moment to attack him. I back up, surprised that I 
fi nally did it, but Simon doesn’t die, no instead he stands up straight, 
laughs, and says, “Did you think it was gonna be that easy?”

I stumble backward, my knees losing all their strength, but I re-
fuse to fall.

Simon is not done, and he continues saying, “You’re just a weak, 
foolish girl that thinks she can fi t in with the big kids.” He makes 
me so angry but before I can do anything he continues, “I’m going 
to do to you what I did to your parents, and then you’ll never be able 
to join your beloved playgroup.” At that, I fume because nobody 
calls the Guardians a playgroup. “You think that passing this test 
will hide how weak you are.”

At that statement, all I see is white-hot rage and I snap.
Th e next thing I know is that I’m destroying everything with 

my lightning and the stadium is coming down around me. When 
the smoke clears, I stand there shocked, when I see Judge Liam, the 
youngest of the judges thus far, walking toward me and yelling,

“Mabel, what was that? One moment you were shaking and the 
next you were blasting lightning, we all thought you were dead or at 
least severely burned but here you are perfectly intact! How did you 
do that? What are you?” I gasp unsure of what I hear because I know 
the prophecy as well as anyone else,

“Th ere shall be four among you who will have a power unlike any 
other, there powers will be of fi re, earth, water, and the sky”

Th is is what happens whenever I do any simulation and now that 
Judge Liam is here implying something impossible. I’m so terrifi ed 
that I run and don’t look back.

Mariyam Khanam
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The Sun
I think the sun is a fl ower,
that blooms for just a few hours.

I think the sun is a lemon,
it feels like heaven.

I think the sun is a fi re,
burning with great desire.

I think the sun is a gold crayon,
Th e sky is paper to draw on.

I think the sun is a penny,
But it doesn’t shine eternally.

I think the sun is a tennis ball,
Bright and bold as it falls.

I think the sun is a yellow marker,
But now the sky is getting darker.

Eventually it slips away,
Promising to come back another day.

Siyona Jain
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Morgan
SE SS I O N D,  H I G H S CH O O L

Five young writers, one teaching artist, a few weeks on Zoom to-
gether, and just like that we collectively became a sixteen-year-

old French tarot reader named Morgan. Our smaller class size meant 
that we were able to set aside time every class to work on collective 
writing pieces. One of these was a dramatic character sketch for our 
playwriting unit. Going around in a circle letting each writer choose 
a new trait for the character, we had soon cobbled together a prepos-
terous being—unsettling green eyes, deepest voice, scent of honey, 
fear of pickles, fervent anarchist. Of course, we were all laughing by 
the end at how ridiculous it all was. But in the laughter was a col-
lective click in our brains, the recognition that nothing was off  lim-
its in our writing, no matter how seemingly esoteric, inconsequen-
tial, or absurd.

It was this creative inclination that I had so hoped I would be 
able to guide these writers towards. Th e openness to bursting apart 
our preconceptions of writing and genre, the making of space for 
growth both internal and external to the text, the stretching of ideas 
to fi t narratives we may have never previously considered. By the end 
of our time together, none of us were thinking about poetry or fi c-
tion or nonfi ction or drama in the same ways as when we had come 
into the class. Th ese genres spun out full 180s for us—from seeming 
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to be restrictions as to how we must write to becoming open invita-
tions to put our ideas into novel contexts.

So we got poems that were just one long line, poems that spread 
across the page, fl ash fi ction that turned into song, lyric essays that 
had both prose and verse sections, how-to essays on creating lan-
guages, fanfi ction that developed into stage drama, myths that tran-
sitioned from retelling to entirely new stories. Th ese fi ve talented 
writers let the very concept of creative writing explode in their 
heads, and in turn, my head exploded reading their innovative work. 
Reader, I hope you are able to hang onto your head as you move 
through these pieces; Morgan will not be held liable for any cranial 
combustions.

Rob Colgate
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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The Turbolift Malfunction
(Open on SPOCK in a turbolift. Th e door opens, KIRK walks in.)

Kirk: Deck fi ve.

(A beat.)

Kirk: So, how was your day?
Spock: You are attempting to make small talk.
Kirk: (to himself ) Yes, I suppose I am.

(Th ere is a moment of silence before the turbolift jerks to a halt.)

Spock: It appears we have stopped, Captain.
Kirk: (to Spock) Yeah, no shit. (to the room in general) Computer, 

what’s going on?

(No response.)

Kirk: Computer?

(No response. Kirk sighs and walks to the comm panel.)

Kirk: Kirk to engineering, turbolift 4 is malfunctioning.
Uhura: Uhura here. Yeah, we see it. We’ll get a repair crew on it, 

but in the meantime, you’re just going to have to wait.
Kirk: So . . . (searches for something to say) how’s it going with you 

and Uhura?
Spock: You are attempting to make small talk again.
Kirk: Well, seeing as we’re stuck here. (shrugs) You didn’t answer my 

question.
Spock: Captain, our relationship has ended.
Kirk: Oh, she dumped you.
Spock: It was a mutual decision; however, it was I who broached the 

topic.
Kirk: (shocked) You dumped her! Why?

(SPOCK has a subtle look of frustration and then resignation.)

Spock: Th ere were a variety of reasons. Th e main one being that I 
am not attracted to women.
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(KIRK doesn’t say anything for a moment. He is shocked. After a few 
minutes, he regains his composure.)

Kirk: I’m sorry. I mean, good for you. Th at was just kind of out of 
the blue.

(SPOCK does not respond. KIRK walks over to the comm panel.)

Kirk: Kirk to engineering. Updates on the turbolift?
Uhura: We made some progress, but it’s still going to be a little bit. 

Just hang tight.

(Th ere is a faint sound of giggling in the background when UHURA 
speaks. KIRK either doesn’t hear it or chooses to ignore it.)

Kirk: I would like to apologize again—
Spock: I assure you Captain, I did not take your lack of response as 

a negative one, seeing as you are openly bisexual yourself.
Kirk: Yeah, but I wanted to make sure you knew (puts a hand on 

SPOCK’s shoulder) I’m on your side.
Spock: Captain, Jim, I have always known you are on my side

(Th is has weight. Th e two of them stand in it for a moment, looking at 
each other. Th en SPOCK extends two fi ngers towards KIRK. KIRK 
has seen this gesture before, he knows what it means. He takes his own 
two fi ngers, and presses his fi ngertips against SPOCK’s. He leans in.)

Kirk: Do you mind if I do it the human way?
Spock: (smirking) Th at would be acceptable.

(Th ey kiss.)
(Th ere is a whirring as the turbolift starts back up again.)

Uhura: Uhura to Captain, the turbolift should be up and running 
again.

(KIRK pauses a moment before leaving SPOCK’s side to move over to 
the comm panel.)

Kirk: Yeah it is, thanks. One question though, was there actually a 
malfunction?
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Uhura: (with feigned innocence) Whatever do you mean, Captain?

(KIRK just shakes his head and goes back to standing next to SPOCK.)
(Th e turbolift doors open. Th ey both exit. Th e turbolift doors close.)

END.

Logan Mack

[Years Have Passed Since 
that Foul Day]
Years have passed since that foul day
 Hope was in the air
  But all was lost at once
   Half the stadium screaming the other crying
    Tears roll down
     Th ey have proved us wrong
      My hands on my head
       My heart crushed in pieces
        I feel broken and in despair
        Th ere are thousands around me
       Yet I feel alone
      Words try to come out, but nothing does
     It feels like I have been shot
     But the sadness leaves me
    And all that is left is anger .
   Years have passed since that foul day
  Hope was in the air
 But all was lost at once

Micah George
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I Don’t Know
Bagels or cereal? I don’t know. Where should I put this bucket? I don’t 
know. When should we have lunch? I don’t know. My dad has re-
sorted to assuming my answer is “no: when I use this phrase, a tip he 
shared with my violin teacher, who now uses it with her other students.

“I don’t know” can haunt you in certain places. At the lawyer’s, 
the doctor’s, when the plumber’s at your house. It sparks a feeling 
of uncertainty that withers the heart and vibrates the body. Will I 
end up in jail? Will I die? Will my house fl ood? On the bright side, 
it’s better than them pretending they know, which hurts more. Pre-
tending shares false information that you would spread because you 
think it’s true, which would consequently turn the whole world into 
chaos. My mom, a doctor, sometimes says “I don’t know” to my 
questions, although she sometimes says it out of frustration because 
I bug her about the tiniest of symptoms.

Why can’t some things be left unknown?
My favorite song? I don’t know. It changes, changes all the time. 

By the second, by the minute, by the hour, by the day, by the week, 
by the month. Even by the weather, by the mood. Early-2010s or 
late-2000s pop. Disney. Musicals.

My favorite movie? I love laughing out loud. ’Til my guts hurt. 
’Til I sound like an out-of-breath hyena. My comedies are precious. 
But I love crying at the sappiest happiest moments. I hate-love an 
adrenaline rush: the suspense, but also the fear.

“I don’t know”: Humility, growth, improvement, humanity, ex-
pression.

“I don’t know”: Hide the truth
Why hide the truth?
Too complicated to explain
Too uncomfortable to share
Don’t trust enough
Foolproof
No explanations needed
When you don’t know, you don’t know

I don’t know how to end this.

Nashitha Azeez
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Poseidon and Athena
Adonis squinted at the gods. Poseidon was exactly what you ex-
pected. Tall, strong, and confi dent looking. Adonis wasn’t surprised. 
But Athena, on the other hand, was an odd character. With a small 
build, but with an air of confi dence. Th ey were here because Po-
seidon and Athena were both trying to become Patron of the city 
Adonis lived in. To choose, both gods would show the city some-
thing they have created, and the city would decide which invention 
they liked more.

Poseidon went fi rst. “Attention, people of this city, I have brought 
to you a creature so incredible and amazing, that most people of 
your status would never have seen!” Th e crowd cheered, but Adonis 
felt a pang of annoyance. He didn’t appreciate Poseidon’s superior 
tone. “I present to you . . . A HORSE!” Th e crowd gasped. Th ey 
didn’t know what it was, but nonetheless, they gasped like it was the 
best thing they have ever seen. Adonis shook his head at the shallow-
ness of his people. “You can ride into battle on it, and you can travel 
thousands of miles on it!” Adonis could see the horse’s usefulness, 
but Poseidon’s previous remark still rang in his mind.

Next came Athena, unlike Poseidon, she didn’t yell at the top 
of her lungs. “As my invention, I give you an olive tree.” Th e crowd 
murmured. Th is wasn’t something they expected. How could this 
be more useful than Poseidon’s horse? “Really? Really? You think 
that you can win over this city with a . . . plant!?!? Th is is ridicu-
lous!” Poseidon exclaimed. As much as he hated it, Adonis agreed 
with Poseidon. Athena calmly replied, “Let me fi nish. Th is olive tree 
grows infi nite olives, which are delicious little fruits that you can 
put on basically any food! Other cities would also love this, and you 
can sell it for so much money! You will all be rich!” Th e crowd now 
murmured with more enthusiasm, now seeing how much more use-
ful the olive tree is than the horse.

Seeing that the tides were turning against himself, Poseidon tried 
to bluster his way through. “Th is is so stupid! You choose a plant 
over a magical creature? Don’t you see how useful the horse is?” But 
the crowd was convinced, Athena would be the patron of the city.

Th e next day, Poseidon was still protesting against the decision, 
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but it was already made. Athena was to become the patron of the 
city that is now named Athens.

Adonis thought it was over, but it wasn’t. He heard a scream in 
the distance.

Jonathan Chen

Carnos
ch a r acter l ist

Carnos: Previously known as Harold, psychopomp and ruler of the 
underworld.

Addison: Carnos’s signifi cant other.
Kelt: Storm god, 100 percent needs to shut up, dear God please.

(Carnos and Addison sit in their room, getting ready for bed.)

Carnos: (waving hands around) You will not believe the day I had, 
Addison. Like fi ve of my . . . (pauses to think for a second) what 
would I call them? Family doesnt work, no matter how many 
“extended”s I tack onto it.

Addison: Bloodspawn?
Carnos: Yes, my bloodspawn. Like fi ve of them showed up at work 

today, said they needed me for some end of the world situation 
that I couldn’t care less about.

Addison: Well, you are the grim reaper. If I were a god, I would 
hope you would come around for the end of the world.

Carnos: Yeah, but you aren’t them, they don’t have the same . . . 
intellect as you. Plus, if the grim reaper hates you, then you 
wouldn’t want me around for obvious reasons.

Addison: Th ink about it this way— if you do this, then you might 
be able to get a whole bunch of money for the house. Th en we’d 
be golden.

Carnos: Th ey’re probably broke from gambling by now.

(Kelt fl oats up to the window, and begins tapping on it like he’s playing 
Cookie Clicker. Carnos and Addison both look over. Addison waves as 
Carnos groans and opens the window.)
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Carnos: Th e hell d’you want?

(Kelt fl oats through the window.)

Kelt: (as quickly as the actor possibly can) Oh well, you know how 
there’s this family meeting tomorrow—

Carnos: Which just so happens to be the end of the world.
Kelt: (even quicker this time) a-and it’s in the Rocky Mountains—
Carnos: Which is where the end of the world st—
Kelt: (even more quick, with a panicked smile) and we would love for 

you to come!
Carnos: (pinching the bridge of his nose) Look, I know that you enjoy 

your time on earth and all, but you have to understand (puts his 
hands on Kelt’s shoulders) I couldn’t give less of a—

Kelt: Di-did I mention that you’d get free parking? (Very nervous 
laughter)

(Carnos gives a cold glare to Kelt, who isn’t sure if this is good or bad 
for him. He quickly gets this answer, however, as Carnos begins to 
shove him out of the window.)

Carnos: (through a heaving breath) Get (inhale) out!

(With a fi nal shove, Kelt is now outside of his window. Carnos slams 
the window shut with a loud bang and forcefully closes the blinds.)

Kelt: (fl oating outside of the window, muffl  ed by the glass) W-wait! 
We still need you! Please, we . . . we . . . (he gives up, and fl oats 
away)

Carnos: Good riddance! (He sits down on the side of the bed next to 
Addison) Good lord, now you see what I have to deal with!

(Addison, who has not looked up from their book this whole time, gives 
a sideways glance to Carnos.)

Addison: You said that the end of the world was tomorrow, and 
you’re still not gonna do anything about it?

Carnos: Yeah, and good riddance! I won’t have to deal with those 
idiots ever again!

Addison: (puts a bookmark in their book and closes it) Okay, let me 
get this correct. You do not see the issue with the end of the 
world. At all.
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Carnos: Th at is correct, yes.
Addison: You do not see how this would inconvenience you greatly, 

how this would aff ect your job.

(Carnos stands straight up, wide eyed in realization .)

Addison: Th e current world population is about 7.5 billion, not in-
cluding animals. Th at means in one round trip, you would have 
to reap 7.5 billion souls, at once, then somehow drag them down 
here, to the already overcrowded afterlife. You see no problem 
in this.

(Carnos’s eye twitches.)

Carnos: (voice crack)  I gotta go! ((Walks out and slams door)
Addison: (picks book back up where they left off ) Th at’s more like it.

Liam Hall
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The Scribble Squad
SE SS I O N D,  M I D D LE  S CH O O L

Always present, sometimes silent, this squad’s “scribbles” are cre-
ative and dynamic. With so many types and forms of writing 

to discover and analyze, we focused on narrative and creative fi c-
tion, personal narratives, poetry, and six-word memoirs. Th e sensa-
tional seven, as I call them, were inspired by photographs, poems, 
riddles, and postcards!

While somewhat reserved, these authors still taught me so much 
through their writing. Th eir words informed me of the topics most 
important to them and I am thankful for their willingness to invite 
me into their lives through their written pieces.

As young authors do, they inspired me daily. Showing up in our 
virtual setting, doing the work, and every once in a while, laughing 
at my jokes! It’s my pleasure to present the silly, the refl ective, the 
vocabulary-rich pieces of the Scribble Squad.

Tina Mowrey
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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The Riddle of Water
I am the liquid glass you taste,
With crystal sheen and silver lace.
When stretched right out in long blue thread,
I travel fast in an earthy bed.
Glide on me in some fl otation,
I’ll take you to any destination.
I hold life, for my arms can reach far,
At night my vast body refl ects the stars.
You may take my drink for granted,
But you cannot live a life without it.

Too long have humans plundered this land,
Too many people have trashed my sand.
For years I’ve slept under blankets of rubber and elastic,
My creatures have roamed with necklaces of plastic.
But life goes on and I remain,
I stay calm, despite the pain.
My rivers still rush and my waterfalls fl ow free,
I’ll always be there, if you know where to fi nd me.

Clara Mengoli
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I Am From
—A F T E R  G E O R G E  E L L A  LYO N’S  W H E R E  I ’M  F R O M

I am from summers in my special swimming pool
From eating watermelon religiously
And getting stung by bees
I am from the small gap behind the bookshelf
Th e little corner that is just for me
I am from Indian food
And trips to the Indian store
From spices and seasonings
Sarees and more
I am from temples and teas
And pinched cheeks
I am from getting the fi rst bite of my birthday cake fed to me
From baking a lot of cupcakes
And unfavorable homemade icing
I am from sleepovers where I have an alarm that wakes everyone up
And from deep sleeping
I am from a big neighborhood park
From swinging as high as I can
I am from drawing and painting
And from writing and reading
I am from falling off  of bikes
And from losing my teeth due to injuries
I am from denim jeans and jackets
And getting paint on my clothes
I am from “oops” and “oh no”s
On my desk there was a drawing
Very small yet very important
It is brighter than the sun
Vibrant with life

Amritha Ramkumar
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A Hockey Game
I line up behind the boards
Waiting for the whistle to blow
I am like a young professional
I know that when I go.

When I see my guys
When the hockey game begins
Determined that we will be number one
To get the score to win.

Th e whistle blows loud and sharp
I spring into action once more
Th e coaches open up the gates
And out on the ice my teammates and I pour.

Shining steel blinds your eyes
My stick is in position and ready
For when that puck drops on the ice
I am cool and quick and steady.

I really have to practice
Every play not quite the same
And all their parents watching
Are sure glad that they came.

Th ey take turns playing center
Forward and defense
Th ey keep the game exciting
And keep everyone in suspense.

Kaiyun Xu
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The Beauty of Flowers
Beautiful Flowers bloom in the sun
Th ey catch the attention of everyone
Th e petals they produce are so silky and smooth
Th ere is no possible way for them to improve
In the category of fl owers, there is so much variety
Each one of them has an impact on society
When the winds blow
In that direction, the fl owers go
Together they all fl ow
To a place that no one would know
All fl owers are so vibrant, you’ll easily get attracted
and even when you’re focusing, you’ll still be distracted
You can play and decorate and paint with each one
You can do so many things with them and you’ll never be done!

Shefali Meagher
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Ghost Boy
I was walking home from school when I felt a pair of burning eyes 
on me. When I looked back, there was nothing but the road I had 
already walked. I kept feeling this eerie sensation while I was walk-
ing home. Th e hairs on my back were raised as if something were 
to happen to me and I felt goosebumps running down my arms as 
well. Th is creepy thing that was following me has defi nitely trig-
gered something in my brain to think it’s so scary. I tried to see what 
was following me with such eeriness, but I was faced with the path I 
took everyday to and from school. What is this creature that is haunt-
ing me on this gloomy overcast day . . . I thought solemnly to myself.

I stopped at the entrance to the cul de sac where I live and looked 
behind me one more time, this time to fi nd a small black kitten that 
looked bedraggled and hungry. “A off ered it to come near, it was 
harmless wasn’t it? Suddenly, it morphed into a dark ghost reaching 
out with its cold ghoulish hands.

“W-what are you?” I asked, I was on my hands sitting on my 
backside in awe.

“No time for introductions, we have to go!” Th e foggy fi gure said 
as it stood before me.

He looked like a boy about twelve or thirteen, who stood at my 
height and had dirty blonde hair.

“What why!?” I asked, my thoughts spinning around my and this 
ghost not giving me any time to think.

“Let’s just go!” he said and pulled me away from my house in 
a blur.

I watched as my neighborhood fl ashed away in seconds right be-
fore my eyes. Tears started to well up in my eyes as my whole child-
hood went away in a few seconds. I fought the tears back and tried 
to keep calm in this mess.

Zoe Tochilovsky
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Dear Humans of Earth
—A S E R I E S  O F  P O S TC A R D S

Dear Humans Of Earth,

Greetings from the moon! We have been watching your species for 
101 years and think now is the time we start to communicate. You 
guys are . . . well . . . overrated.Th e only reason we haven’t wiped out 
your species yet is because you have made a discovery we haven’t yet 
and we’re going to change that. You call it PIZZA!

What a weird name . . .

Your curious friends from the moon,
Bob and the Bobs

Dear Bob and the Bobs,

We thank you for reaching out to us! Th is is an amazing discovery 
for our species! Our species has not yet made communication with 
any other species off  our planet. We will help your species discover 
pizza IF you give us living samples of your species and others you 
live with or know of for our personal experiments and discoveries.

From the totally not shady,
Government

Dear Humans Of Earth,

We Accept your request. We are sending you specimens of our 
species with a card for each one written in your human language 
READ THEM! We have realized that humans tend to ignore in-
structions, but trust us, if you ignore these it could cause the END 
of your planet and species. NOW we request that you send us ALL 
the ingredients and living specimens that are needed to make pizza. 
We know it takes you about three human days to get to the moon, 
so we are also sending over a big spaceship that has been set to the 
correct temperature and oxygen level for the species on your planet. 
Send them over in that. It should only take half a human day.

From the excited,
Bob and the Bobs
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Dear Bob and the Bobs,

You might be wondering why we sent this inside the spaceship you 
sent.Well, if you must know . . . this is a distraction.We have put in a 
bomb in the spaceship and it IS going to blow up and wipe out your 
species in about 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1!
Goodbye, Bob.

Th anks from the
Government

Dear Government,

YOU MESSED UP. WE ARE STILL HERE. WE ARE STILL 
ALIVE! YOUR DINKY BOMBS AREN’T STRONG ENOUGH 
TO KILL US. WE ARE COMING. BEWARE! BEWARE!

See you soon,
Bob and the bobs

Yasemin Arslan

Postcards From Two Separated Shoes
About a right shoe who doesn’t know how to spell and a left shoe, 
who doesn’t know anything about postcards.

(Image on postcard: Footprint)
Deer Uder Shoo,

I am so sad dat yoo got lost in dat shoo Klozet. Yoo no wut iz sad-
der? I am now paird wit yor evil twin and plus wee always argoo! 
Hope dis kid fi ndz yoo.

Sinserily,
Yor frend
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(Image on postcard: Spider Web)
Th ere is nothing written on the postcard except. . . .

Person’s Name
Street Address
City, State, Zip Code

(Image on postcard: Mud)
Deer Uder Shoo,

I like da name “Person’s Name”. And I did not no dat yoo leev 
“Street Address”, “City”, “State”, and “Zip Code” empty. And I lern 
new wordz evereeday! (I did not understand yor postkard. You must 
be very smart.) Like “Image Title” meenz spider web. I also like dat 
spider web.

Sinserily,
Yor frend,

Pee Ess All uv dis iz sarkastik.

(Image on postcard: Spider Web)
Th ere is nothing written on this postcard either. Just. . . .

Person’s Name
Street Address
City, State, Zip Code

(Postcard is returned with mud splats on both sides)
Th is message is on a sticky note. No more postcards! (sorry I covered 
your last one in mud. I was too jealous of your vocabulary—Ha!)
Written by: Spiders and “Person’s Name”

Yuvan Jakkal
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nicole v  basta  is a graduate of the New School’s MFA pro-
gram in New York City where her chapbook V was chosen by Rigo-
berto González as the winner of the annual contest. She is the co-
founder of Say Yes Electric Collective, a large DIY multidisciplinary 
arts community and performance night in Brooklyn that ran from 
2015–2018. Recent poems appear in Birdfeast, Tinderbox, Bodega, 
Th e Shallow Ends, Ninth Letter, Nat. Brut, etc. nicole has been an 
artist-in-residence at Art Farm Nebraska three times. She is also a 
maker of collages, a wannabe carpenter, a teaching artist, and proud 
to be the descendant of coal miners and factory workers.

CELIA BELL’s work has appeared in Virginia Quarterly Review, Se-
wanee Review, the Southern Review, and BOMB magazine, among 
other venues. She holds an MFA from the New Writers Project.

R O B CO LGAT E  is a poet from Evanston, Illinois. He holds a de-
gree in psychology from Yale University and previously spent time 
at the Iowa Writers’ Workshop. He is currently pursuing his MFA in 
poetry with the New Writers Project at UT Austin, where he serves 
as the nonfi ction editor for Bat City Review. His fi rst chapbook, So 
Dark the Gap, was published by Tammy in March 2020. You can 
fi nd him at robcolgate.com.

JENNY FLEMIN G  received her MFA in creative writing from 
Texas State University this spring. She received the Mamie E. Smith 
scholarship from the Texas State English department and a fellow-
ship from the Writers’ Colony at Dairy Hollow. She won a Writ-
ers’ League of Texas manuscript contest for her memoir and recently 
completed a short story collection. Jenny has embraced many roles 
over the years, including programmer, business owner, college in-
structor, and parent. One of her favorite roles is creative writing 
teacher.
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Originally from Kansas City, R ACHEL GR AY  has taught English 
in Spain and has worked as an English professor in central Texas. A 
Jayhawk, Rachel is the recipient of the Vic Contoski Creative Writ-
ing Award and the Helen Rhoda Hoopes Award, among various 
other scholarships and grants for her writing. Her fi ction has been 
published in Two Serious Ladies and Hobart. She lives in Austin and 
works as a public school teacher.

T R ACE Y L AND ER GAR R E T T  holds an MFA in poetry from 
Brooklyn College and a BA in creative writing from the University of 
Connecticut. She has had poetry and prose published in Mid-Amer-
ica Poetry Review, Brooklyn Review, and Connotation Press, among 
others, and released her debut novel, A Shade in the Mirror, in 2019. 
After a thirteen-year period in NYC, teaching at eight diff erent col-
leges, Tracey relocated to Central Texas in 2016. She adores living in 
Pfl ugerville with her husband and their clowder of cats.

DAR R ELL L IMUEL  is a poet from Austin, Texas. He is cur-
rently an MFA poetry candidate at Texas State University. Darrell is 
grateful for poetry because of how honest and raw he can reveal his 
thoughts on his experiences. Darrell is currently published in Per-
sona magazine. Darrell is a huge sports fan, loves music of all genres, 
and loves pineapple on pizza.

M AR ISSA M AC Y  is an Austin-based fi ction writer, fi lmmaker, 
and improviser. Her experiences nannying and teaching writer’s 
workshops for young writers sparked a passion for making kids 
laugh and helping them on their journeys as writers.

A transplant from Massachusetts, T INA MOW R E Y  lives in 
Austin, Texas, where she was introduced to the prickly pear cac-
tus! Having been a singer/songwriter for years, Tina decided to put 
pen to paper and try her hand at picture book writing. It was much 
harder than expected, but she loves it. When she isn’t writing pic-
ture books, Tina spends her time working as an eighth grade lan-
guage arts teacher and keeping up with her family of four humans 
and fi ve pets!
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ALI  R IEGEL  is an Austin-based writer and editor originally from 
the mountains of Western North Carolina. She is a third year MFA 
candidate in fi ction at Texas State University and serves as the con-
tent editor for Porter House Review. Th is is her second summer as a 
Badgerdog teaching artist.

Originally from Connecticut, R ENEE T ROXLER  adopted Austin 
as her hometown roughly fi fteen years ago. Currently, she works as 
a behavior/special education teacher in the public schools. She loves 
this work, but she cherishes her summers when she can devote her 
free time to a myriad of creative endeavors. Th is includes fanning 
the fl ames of inspiration and curiosity in the minds of our young 
creators at Badgerdog. Th is also includes reading and writing in a 
wide variety of genres and mediums. While she is currently pursu-
ing her MFA in playwriting, she also enjoys writing screenplays and 
fl ash fi ction.

V IRG INIA WO O D RUFF  teaches English, writing, and fi lm-
making. Originally from the Philadelphia area, she’s lived all over 
the country but is happy to call Austin home. She has a BA in En-
glish from the University of Pennsylvania, an MA in English from 
UT Austin, and an MFA in fi lm directing from UCLA. Her essays 
have been published in the Washington Post, the Huffi  ngton Post, 
Brain, Child, and more.
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B A D G E R D O G’S  P R O G R A M S

Badgerdog, a program of the Library Foundation, is a creative writing program 
based in Austin, Texas, that brings professional writers into schools and 
community spaces to lead writing workshops with people of all ages and skill 
levels, inviting them to examine the techniques of literary artists and experiment 
with language to communicate experience and meaning. With all of our programs, 
we strive to publish the work of participating writers online and in print. We also 
celebrate the writers in our programs with reading events on school campuses, in 
libraries, and in venues throughout Austin. 
www.austinlibrary.org

Th e Library Foundation is a 501(c)(3) independent, nonprofi t corporation. By 
joining the Library Foundation, you help ensure the Austin Public Library’s 
ability to provide the entire community with invaluable access to information and 
knowledge. To donate or become a member, visit www.austinlibrary.org, email 
info@austinlibrary.org, or call 512-542-0076.
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conducts a broad range of programs and activities that support our 
library in numerous and diverse ways. Many of the Library Foundation’s 
programs are devoted to literacy, reading, and increasing the entire 
community’s access to information and knowledge.

www.austinlibrary.org
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is an anthology of work written by seventh- through twelfth-
graders who participated in creative writing workshops 
provided by the Library Foundation’s Badgerdog Creative 
Writing Program.

COV E R AR T:  Avery Payne is a sophomore at Cypress Ranch High 
School. She loves art, theatre, writing, reading, and music. She is very 
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